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COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVEEY WILES

New Series No. 490

Fair to Its Readers—Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon March 18, 1937
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0. M. FARRINGTON
TO SPEAK HERE ON
WEED TAX ISSUE

$1750 Traded for $1
That virtue was its own reward was learned by Miss Gertrude Wright, waitress at the
Day-Nite Lunch Monday night
when she found a billfold beneath a table that had shortly
before been 'occupied by two
men. • '
Miss Wright -neatessess, Vier
the men and returned the billfold. She was informed that
the wallet contained $1750.
MiSS Wright received one dol-

State Head of Agricultural
Conservation Program
Speak* Marais 23
TO ADDRESS FARMERS
• AT THE COURT HOUSE

'ROTC EXPLAINED
TO STUDENTS BY
RESERVE°FMB

March 4th Monday
Earliest Possible

Murray's big annual Trade Day,
'March, comes
titth
next Monday, the et possible
date.
For many years Fourth Monday
COL Caldwell, Louisville, Ad- in March has signified the formal
opening of spring in Callowity
dresses Students in
county, regardless of the weather.
Chapel Monday
It--is-the- biggest Trade -Day- -of-the
entire year and almost every CalloMALE STUDENTS WILL
way ..county citizens makes it a
DECIDE ON PROJECT pointto come to Murray on that

Fourth
Get

CI fin a year In calumny,
"*•Ilitarahall, Graves. Hen"
gr A
ry and Stewart Counties.
$1.4n a year elsewhere ft
State of Kentucky.
et9 nn a year to any addling
V". '''‘'otker than above.

CIRCULATION APRIL 13-2.835, SWORN TO.
DISTRIBUTION SHOWN

Volume C\ No.11-

LTVA GROUP PLANS
Monday Fine Time to TRIP
TO CAPITOL'"
Trade Orders, Histories EXPEDIATE D

Trade Orders Given
on. Thom M
given
orders
Merchandise
with Ledger & Times subscriptions in Calloway county will
-issued- to and
25th on the following eligible
merchants. One order is given
with each and every dollar paid.
an a county subscription and
you can have your choice of the
Merchants below.
Whoever it is issued on will
honor Jin full, just the same as
that much''ash.
Groceries
Tolley & Carson
Robert Swann
Kroger Stores .
Elliott & Blalock.
Ed Thurmond's Grocery
Parkers Bakery
Murray Milk Products Co.
Gas and Oil
Jackson Purchase Oil Co.
Clothing
W. T. Sledd & Co.
Regal Dress Shop.
Ryans
T. 0. Turner
J. E. Littleton, Hazel, Ky.
H. 1. Neely & Son. Hazel, Ky.
Lumber
Murray Lumber Co.
Calloway Lbr. Co.
Miseellaenows
Capitol Theatre
Kentucky-Tennessee Light
Power Co.
Boone Cleaners.
Crass Furniture _Co.
Sexton Bros. Hdw. Co.
R. E.-Brausa & Sons
Murray Cons. Caal St Ice Co.
. Murray Marble Wks.
R. H. Falwell & Co.
Frazee & Melugin

Many subscribers will want
chants upon is-horn Trade
take advantage of Fourth
Orders will be the current week
esites.shu. the year's
is printed on this page.
_
_
biggest tirade day lir Murray. to
One copy only of the History
advantage of The Ledger
of Calloway County is being
& Times big Triple-barreled
given ABSOLUTELY FREE to
subscription offer. We will have
each subscriber during this
of
_Aleuts( of help to take care
•-tinte.---Osie-itupply-ef those
all those who wish to renew or
tortes is' limited and we would
subscribe on that day.
suggest that you not delay very
Rainy days, cold days, warm
much longer if you want to
days, bright days those renewhave a copy of the History.
als and new ones are still pourThese Histories will grow more
ing into our office. When this
valuable as time goes en and a
was written (Tuesday) we had
quarter of a century hence will
had 14 new subscribers since
be very rare and valuable. No
last week's paper on last Thursfamily in Calloway county
trementhe
Considering
day.
should be without one. Better
dous circulation of The Ledger
hurry!
county
& Times in Calloway
And, finally, on April 24, The
famand the limited number of
Ledger & Times is going to
Hies remaining who do not get
give away ABSOLUTELY
the paper, we feel mighty good
FREE, to someorit in Calloway
over such a showing.
county a beautiful, genuine moNever was there a better
hair frieze living room suite.
time. With each dollar paid on
This suite, a bona-fide 897.50
subscription, old or new, the
value is on display at the E.
subscriber gets an order good
S. Diuguid & Son Furniture
for 35c in trade at some merstore. Hundreds have already
chant who is eligible. That lo
admired it and
your
on
a rebate
sahaargaldelia-- Inspected it and
we urge you to do Likewise, so
-with us simply asking- Wag TM
that you may see what a fine
spend that rebate with seine
thing it would be to have in
merchant who helps suppori.
your home.
the paper with his advertising.
Come in Fourth Monday or
The Trade Order is accepted by
any other time. We'll welcome
the merchant just the sante as
you and wait on you promptly.
cash, any time within 30 days
Don't wait too long for you
after it is issued and with it
don't want to miss your copy
you can buy anything that you
_
of the history.
normally soo. A list of merto

Dr. Richmond Named Chairman to Succeed Late
W. S. Swann
DELEGATION TO BE IN
WASHINGTON APRIL 5

vigorous support of the estabIt has been many years since
in the appropriation for the Gil..
lishment of a Reserve Officers 'Fourth Monday fell on the 21.rid
bertsville Dam on "the Tennessee
Training Corps at Murray State and it. will be a good many more
River, the Lower ,Tennessee ValCollege, Col. G. D. Caldwell, civic years before it comes this early
ley Association will send a delegaleader of Louisville, Ky.. and a again.
tion to Washington. D. C.. April
World War veteran, heartily en5.
dorsed the project before the stuDr. -J. H. Richmond, president .nt
dents and faculty of the college.
Murray State College, was elected
Monday morning, March IS, in the
acting chairman, at a meeting of
college auditorium.
the LTVA here March 15, to fill
and
Morris
"The establishment of ROTC
Was Son of Daniel
the vacancy caused by the da '
Member of Leading Famunits in our schools is not only
of W. S. Swann in January. 1•
ily of County
necessary to the national defense.a Pneumonia Takes Well-known ReSwann's son. W. C. Swann,
but is highly beneffeill to the
tired Farmer. 66, at
.
o
appointed on the executive c‘
Hardin Morris, one of Murray's school and to the individual."
Daughter's Home
mittee. Senator T. 0. Turner .
best known citizens. died Sunday Colonel Caldwell stated. "While
president.
our nation is the richest in the
Albert F. Wilson. prominent remorning at the clinic-hospital,,,, of
.The delegation plans . to leave
is at. present the least tired farmer, died
Monday of
Saturday, April 3, and will arrive
complications -following a brief defended. In regard to the indipneumonia at the home of his
in Washington for a preliminary
Illness. Mr. Morris. who was.61 vidual, the tr,aining offered by the
daughter. Mrs. Jesse Wallis. on
conference April 5. On the folyears old, had not • been in good ROTC is very instrumental in debrief
a
following
street,
6th
South
lowing day, the delegates expect
health ,for the* past several years. veloping confidence, coordination
illness. Mr. Wilson, who was past
to have a general conference with
. Mr. Morris was the son of the of mind and muscle, discipline, dein
old,
been
years
not
86
had
Senators Barkley, Logan, McKellate Daniel Morris and a member cision, health, and" neat personal
the
for
health
past
good
lar, Bachman, Norris, and Conof one of the county's most promi- appearance."
He formerly farmed sevraly.' northgressman Gregory. Pearson, Coopnent families. He- was born and
but
a
•
retired
Colonel Caldwell 'esiPlained the west of Murray
er. and others. If possible, the
reared in the northeast section of
characteristics and purposes of the number of years ago on account of
LTVA will arrange for a conferthe county near Hico and had
ROTC, citing specific requirements, his age and health.
President Roosevelt.
ence with
made his home in Murray since
Mr. Wilson Was a gentleman of
advantages, duties, etc.-.-- M----which
The first meeting will be at the
manhood.
the students were interested. He the old school, friendly, kindly and
Powhatan Hotel in Washingtori
Surviving him are his widow, gave many colorful examples of sincere and made many friends
April 5 at 10 a. m.
Mrs. Marls Morris, one daughter. the importance which national de- who join the family in mourning
- The executive committee of the
Margaret and a brother, M. T. fense has played in world history. his death.
LTVA was designated to select the
Morris. The only other near surHe is survived by four daughThe speaker was called upon to
personnel of the delegation and to
viving relative is Mrs.' Mettle Holacquaint the male contingent
ters, all of Murray. Mrs. Lilburn
determine the method of defray.
Highly. Respected Citizen Passed land, an aunt.
the college with the nature of tile Huie, Mrs. Elias Robertson, Mrs.
ing expenses. Each county wilt
Away Friday From InA large crowd attended, the fun- ROTC, -which has been the subject Wallis and Mrs. Claude Fames
defray the expenses of its delefirmities of Age
eral services which were conduct- of much discussion among the men and one son, Noble Wilson. of
gates. All counties sending deleed from the First Baptist Church students during the
Amarillo, Texas. He was a.me
past
few
gates are asked to notify L. J.
Thomas J. Nix, past 84 years Tuesday afternoon at two o'clock
the
Grows
of
ber
Pleasant
The
North
has
months.
movement
already
i.
partly
_
crop
killed.
The peach
Hortm, secretary. of the approxi....
old, retired Calloway county mer- by the Rev. Sam P. Martin and
church.
Presbyterian
been
by
Cumberland
approved
President
H.
J.
beenough
but I think there are
Semen's Total Poundage Is 3.861,- mate number of persons who will
chant, passed away last Friday the Rev. J. H. Thurman. Burial
Richmond
the
and
of
board
refair
Funeral services were conducted
lated buds left to make a
021; Brings 1317.909.18;
make the trip from the respective
morning at the home of hit daugh- was in the city cemetery.
gents. 'and application for a local at North Pleasant Grove WednesAverage $9.05.
crop if nothing else happens to
counties.
ter. Mrs. Eslie Johnson. with whom
The pallbearers were Prentice unit will be made as soon as a day afternoon at two-thirty o'clock
them.
he had made his home many years,
In thanking the ofganuation for
Lassiter. Shelby Davis. Bryan Tol- sufficient majority of the students by the Rev. D. Rudolph._ et PaduWith the market rapidly draw- honoring him with the chairmanof the infirmities of age.
There are more blank blooms
ley. George Hart. Merlin Washer, have endorsed it.
tobacco
end,
in the church
was
Burial
cah.
season's
this
to
ing
blank
A
before.
than I ever saw
ship of the board, Dr. Richmond
Mr. Nix engaged in the general Robert Jones, Jack Kennedy and
'
President Richmond," who fit* graveyard.
blossom is a blossom that never sales the past week • were very explained that he would accept the
merchandise business at Penny A. B. Austin.
totaled
for
ly
the
agreed
Sale
week
the
with
views
light.
the
of
has a peach in it.
position only with the approval of
many years ago, later moving to
speaker> on this subject. presided
122.882 pounds at $12,210.1, an av- the board of regents of the college.
Hazel where he was in business IRA FOX TO MAKE RACE •
Peach blossoret are thin on the
Indirect
and
Design
Modernistic
week
this
Sales
$957.
the
of
over
program.
,
He
erage
introduced
He pointed out the fact that hie
Until his retirement about five
trees, on the dccount of so much
FOR SHERIFF OF COUNTY Joe 3 Lovett,' publisher of the
Lighting Keynotes of
brought the season's total to 3,881.- first interest was the college. *
years ago. Since that time he had
dry weather last fall. Many of the
Store
New
$317.Murray Ledger and Times, who in
027 pounds which sold for
that he thought the gr
resided with Mr. and Mrs. Johnbuds died last fall.
J. Ira Fox, chief deputy under turn presented Colonel Caldwell.
909.18. an average of $9.05 for the be greatly benefited
Leslie Ellis, chariman of the
Robt. B. Parker
son.
is the
Sheriff Carl B. Kingins told The
lighting
indirect
Soft,
season.
Agricultural Conservation Prografrt
in the promotion of t
.Mr. Nix was 84 years and 10 Ledger & Times this week that he
of Mrs. G. B.
for Calloway county and Callo- decorative keynote
With sales expecting to close ject in this area.
the East
months old and spent his life would be a candidate for sheriff in
on
Shop
Regal
new
Scott's
way's Master Farmer, received a
near the first of April the poundThe executive commi
almost entirely in Calloway coun- the August primary and that his
which will rewire from Vf: G. Finn, assistant side Of the square
age will reach over the four mil- structerl to draw up re
Sat-.
on
dedication
ty. The greater part of his active .formal annOtincement would follow
Director of the East Central Re- ceive its formal
market
high
a
is
This
lion mark.
respect and sympathy ii
life being spent at Colcrwater, en- later.
urday and Fourth Monday. There
gion, as follows:
for Murray and is comparable with
gaged in the general mercantile , Mr. Fox has served as deputy
will be no harsh light to spoil
The twelve school bus drivers of larger dark fired markets for the of Chairman W. S. SIX'
"A group- will meet in Washing- color tones in dress fabrics, Mrs.
Later in the month
2 business. Those .who .have done under three other sheriffs. W. A.
Galloway county in a meeting here
the association will prob
• Monday passed a resolution urg- year.
.....r.husiness with him or who have Patterson, Dee Houston and Clint Miss lone Mae Chase Appointed ton Saturday, March 20, to dis- Scott declared.
•
to Replace Suydam at Local
cuss phases of the general' Farm
- Tobacco sales•for...the past week a second delegation-- to
contacted him as a friend shall re- Drinkard.
Mrs. Scott has provided ample ing that a state law be enacted to
Program which related to tobacco.
Red Cross
are as. follows: ton to attend the Nation
member him as an honest, dependtrucks
and
autobomiles
in
booths
allcompel
try-on
and
Would,like to have you attend gds. fitting room
arid Harbors Congress.
able citizen, a heritage to his deThursday, March 11
*to come to a complete Stop before
the rear of the new store.
Murray Meat Market
meeting."
Letters from the ,TVA.
The' gradual breaking -up of the
Murray, 16,310 lbs. at $1655.54,
cendants worthy or emulation.
every detail from passing a sLimul -bus that is being
in
Modernistic
Making Improvements disaster office of the American
Mr. Ellis plans to leave Thursday
average of $10.15; Growers, 3,730 Logan. and Senator Barkli
Mr. Nix and his brothers and
front, its loaded or unloaded.
chrome
ahd
black
its
'Red Cross in Murry was noted evening and make this trip to give
lbs. at $281.50, average of $7.55; read at the meeting here
sisters, who are all now deceased.
large and well lighted display winThe Murray Meat Market is
Outlands. 7,990 lbs. at $708.71, av- Mr. Logan said in part: "Y
have contributed much to the sta- making extensive alterations and this week when H. E. Suydam was his services in order to benefit the dows to the tublar lamps in cases
done noble work in your
erage of $8.87.
ility of the citizenry of this sec- improvements this week and next recalled from his duties as area producers of Calloway county and and mirrors, the New Regal shop
to look after the lower Ten
12
March
Friday,
-- Uon. Thy are the late Myers and expects to have its formal director and given the post of the remainder of Kentucky as
most
the
of
one
he
rorr4ses to
and you -have succeeded in
av$869.39.
at
pas.
9,901
•
.
Murray,
-Nix, Dallas Nix, S. S. Nix, Mrs. opening •Saturday of next week, buildings advisor)* head of the much as possible.
beautiful in Murray.
the plan will go through".
erage of $8.70: Growers. 3.200 lbs.
George Holland, Mrs. John Hol- March 27, as Murray's newest com- Purchase area. • Miss lone Mae
The efficiency of the TVA
Mrs. Scott has received the conChase was brought from Clinton
$307.41, averagt of $9.61; Outat
land, and Mrs. Ed Terry.
plete food market.
flood control agency was shost
gratulations of her many friends
to head this area.
.
aver$1423.99.
at
lbs.
13,450
lands,
On June 15. 1879, Mr. Nix was
a letter from Knoxville eta on the completeness of her new County Agent Office Says Savings age of .$10.59.
Prentice Overbey has been added
Miss Chase is .one of the Red
married to Miss May Terry, who to the company, which was reof 1.4-$5 a Ton Are
•
"During January the Norris.
store and new spring 'stocks, and
disasoldest
in
Cross'
campaginers
Monday, March 15
Possible
died 37 years ago leaving to his cently reorganized and C W. C.
invitation to
stored more than a million anLoman Holland, Paris. waived she extends a cordial
Murray,- 3.375 lbs. at $296.82. av7 quarter acre-feet of water,
care six small children: The chil- Rowland will also be connected in, ter work. She took up her duties
Calloway courAy
and
Murray
i•
all
rewas
and
Saturday
extradition
that
in
with
organization
1917.
lbs.
9.175
Growers,
$8.79;
of
erage
dren all 'survive him except Lola addition to Earl Douglas and
Openher formal
still was far from full, and dun" -The Agricultural Adjustment AdShe has been in Clinton since the turned to Rena County, Tenn.. to people to attend
Out$9.57;
of
avergee
$877.68.
at
who'died in infancy.
the critical 15-day period wit*
nlinistration has made arrangeGeorge Steele. who have been opening of that emergency trice answer charges Of forgery arising ing.
$709.47, averSurviving him are four other operating the rrieat market:—
levees on the lower Ohio riv•
ments to make available to farm- lands. 8.770 lbs. at
from two cheeks totaling $10 given
at the beginning of the flood.
$8.09.
of
age
daughters. Mrs. A. T. Crawford,
were being held by inches, tt.
ers of Calloway County 43% supThe meat department has been
J. H. Thomas, disbursing agent, to two Paris merchants.
Tuesday, March 16
Princeton; Mrs. B. L. Ray. this
two completed dams of the TVA'
.erphosphate fertilizer for use on
The Warrants on the two charges
moved Into the rear of the store has returned to Paducah to assume
county; Mrs. Mary Swor, Tulsa, on Main street between 3rd and
soil conserving crops in 1937 on
nine
withheld
32.001
Murray, imiu ins. at 4100.75. av- proposed
were made out by Magistrate R. H.
-Oklahoma and Mrs.. J. A. McKel- 4th, and modern fixtures with a similar duties with the office there. Compton of the Tennessee county.
farms participating in . the Soil erage of $10.30; Growers, 2.790 lbs. cubic feet of water 'per second
Miss Chase repeats Thomas' re-far-Sttrevenort,--:Loastisieno,,,and
Mason Hart, native son of Callio- Conserving Program .at the bases at $272.76, average, of $9.78; Out- from the flood stricken areas".
to-Sheriff Carl Kingins to
Yene--of-staple -and fancy Oat OT-Ta-it urea That ailllef
baSed-orr*Tands, -jcw5-Tb-§.7--gusim fff, -2•5,
'L-A.rneng those- presentfrom Men.-son. Connie Nix, Cincinnati.
groceries will be placed in the having bills outstanding against serve. Deputy Sheriff Ira Fox way county, has bee-ri eletted Of '75e per '100 pound's
$1099..
ray at the meeting in the National
- Though he never joined the front.
The entire interior has the Red cross bring them to the recognized Holland in Murray Sat- mayor of Paul's Valley, Oklahoma.. 20% phosphate f.o.b.. Scheffield, of
Hotel Monday were: Dr. J. IL
Alabama. The payment -will be
Wednesday. March 17
chum-h.-Mr. Nix professed a pref- been repainted
and attractive, office at once so that payment for urday afternoon and carried him it has been learned here.
Murray. 5.320 lbs. at $446.74: av- Richmond, L. J. Hortin, W. G.
erence for the Primitive Baptist modernistic plastering has been
Mr. Hart. the son of Mrs. Line withhed from the soil building Illjail.
to
them may be. received.
wance for the farm and no cash
of $8.40: Growers. 18.545 lbs. Swann, Joe T, Lovett, J. D. Sexchiirch. He was a man of Sterling added on the walls.
Hart, went to Oklahornh several --'erage
ton. and Senator T. G. Turner.
honor and integrity, highly reyears ago and has been a leader
Tie,will mean .41.4**Itug lands, 14,125 lbs. at $1304.21, avergarded and respected by att-Who
in that progressive city since that
time. .,He has served as supillrin- of $4.00-5.00 -a ton on, the Ilases age Of 40,23.
knew him.
tetident of the county --schools and of 20q. Farmers 'interested in
'Funeral services were co'flRUcjad
is now engaged in the seed busi- this should contact Secretary of
Temperature as itscorded by
Paducah,
Beaman.
0.
ome
Roy
Elder
_from' the Churchill Fune
•
Farm Bureau Miss Margaret Pur------Recorder former resident of Murray and. ness in Paul's Vailey.
Weepier
Government
Saturday afternoon at 2:.30 o'clock
The office of the County Agent,
Word was received last ThursMany friends here extend hearty dom at the office of the County
Calloway county. will deliver the.
by the Rev. D. W. Billington, as- for the past two weeks, has been "Shifrty" Arnold:
Agent at once that their order may
day by L. J. Hortin, secretary of
sited by the Rev. Cordis Wor- accepting applications for 'partici- .Week March 11, to March It, in- radio service of WPAD, Paducah., congratulatione.
be filed and sent through to SehefThree marriage licenses have the Murray Chamber of ComSunday, March 21, at 2 o'clock.
mark. of Princeton. Burial was pation in the 1937 Soil Conserva- clusive— ,
field before the supply is exhaust- been obtained in' the office of the merce. that Bailey P. Wootton, diBOUND °YEE ON CHARGE
High Low His theme will be "Paducah's
Date
In the Old Harmony cemetery.
tion Program. These will be -Up'ed.
.county court clerk, Mrs. Mary rector of Kentucky state parks,
20 Greatest Disaster".
34
'
11
Thursday,
proved by the committee and will
Sam Hays, negro, Murray. was
Neale. within the past week, two would visit Murray the week of
35
63
This broadcast is the first broadbe reported on as rapidly as poss- Friday,, 12
of which included principals in March 22 to inspect the site of the
59
36 cast of religious activities since the 'hound over to the April term of Local Telephone Operator
ible. Farmers who participated in Saturday, 13
proposed Nathan ' B. Stubblefield
Receives -Recognition this county.
37
27 flood which hampered all activi- the Grand Jury on a robery charge
the program in 1936 need not file Sunday, 14
also of
to *r lual•-'.7eirter,
James C. Benefield. engineer, park.
23 ties as well--Atir them
31
15
Monday,
exthe
.
asti,4l
Wootton will be accompanied by
On. Monday. March 15. E C. native of' Madison, Indiana, but
22 Many friends and hearers df Elder Murray. Hays was released on
37
Paul T. Harris, Madisonville, ception of those producers who Tuesday, 16
Ford, district lraffic manager, came now employed in Paducah, obtain- W. B. Ringo, inspector of the na22 Beaman will be glad to learn that $200 bond.
58
district supervisor of the state have changed farms. The County Wednesday, 17
from Paducah to Murray to pre- ed' a license Tuesday to marry tional park service for Kentucky,
these services are to be resumed
Rainfall for-week .37 inches.
Hittorical Record Survey. and Ri Committee -heeds to -know the nese
It Pays to Read the Classifieds
sent to Mrs. .,Will Barnett and Miss Madelle Rowlett, daughter of and a - number of engineers and
Sunday afternoon.
Snowfall for 'week 3.25.
L. Hoefelman, Louisville, state producers on each farm that is to
Mrs. Reginhld Butterworth gold Mr. and Mrs. E' -0.'Itowiett, Ham- architects.
supervisor, were in Murray Mon- ,participate in the 1937 program
pins for their 10 years of faithful lin.
proTuesday
the
checking
and
day
'should the producer be different Bruce Tucker Waal--a04 efficientservice to the South, ,Mark Thomasson, Paris mat. -4VW1 RINE TO COUNTY
gress of the survey, in .Calldwaz frem_the_one that operated in 1- 936. _
Jackson Publicity Bureau
ern Bell Telephone Co
driver, and Miss Sudie Christian,
Murray people, too, appreciate daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Jim ' W. H. Blades, state game and
Bruce Tucker. who has been
Mrs. Winnie C. McCuiston is No commbprry DISTRIBUTION
the service of these helpers.
Christian, of Puryear, otbained a fish commissioner, sentI a number
with the Commercial Appeal for
making the survey in Murray. She
of quail to be distributed in the
•
license here Monday,
J. D. Searton and George Mut upon the merits of each applicathe county
with
According to Murray WPA au- the past year, has recently been
has finished
The Euclidian Mathematics Club
Miss Sarah Andrus, daughter of county this week. These quail
received
be
can
loans
These
bon.
tion.
head
to
Tenn.,
Jackson.
to
sent
the
clerk's
circuit
be
thorities
and
will
there
comno
office
County
as
clerk's
have been appointed
of Murray State College met Mrs. Bonnie -Andrus. Dexter, and-..were sent to this county to aid in
office and is now in the county modity distribution in Calloway the Commercial Publicity Bureau Committeemen to approve Emer- With the least possibly delay,
Thursday morning, March 11, and John H. Harper, a member of the replinishing the stock that is being
by
stated
been
has
it
although
city.
that
the
in
of
until
copies
8.
county
7.
April
and 9.
court office. Bound
of some that the action is very slow made plans for a spring dance Murray CCC camp personnel. Ob- fast killed out by lump hunters.
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and
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gency
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and
promotion
a
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This
survey will become part of the On these three dates recipients of
Former warden John Rudy Oury
which is to be given Saturdae teined a license last Saturday.
and retarded.
court records at the completion of commodities are to call at their position has much responsibility the Farm Credit Administration.
supervised the placing of the quail
in
night.
o'clock
8
at
20,
the
March
had
be
can
the
information
through
Complete
are
Loans
available
the survey, Disposal of the re- regular distribOtion centers as they attached to it
A goal made by Wolfe county on farms and-retreats where they
He has many friends here who FCA for the planting of a spring at the local County Agent's office auditorium.
sults of the survey are still un- have in the past, according to H.
every family plant 100 can live and multiply uruinolestfarmers:
and
loans
these
how
feed
of
production
concerning
the
and
crop
known. according to Miss McCaig- C. Doron. commodity supetvisor of are happy to note__ his success in
of
pounds'
certified seed potatoes.-*-ed. at least for a time.
Classifieds
(tie
Pays
It
Read
to
acts
committee
This
obtainable.
for liVestock.
the field of journalism.
Calloway county.
ton.
An event of outstanding interest
to Purchase tobacco growers was
announced today when Cpunty
Agent J. T. Cochran revealed that
he had succeeded in getting 0. M.
Farrington, of the University of
Kentucky, state administrator for
the Agriculture Conservation Program to speak to Calloway county
farmers at the court house, Saturday, March 27. on the tobacco tax.
The talk will begin promptly at
1 p m., because Farrington must
----return to Lexington thin same
'
• df.YLocal opinion has been that any
tobacco tax passed by the Kentucky- legislature will be detrimental to the interests of local
Farrington will
weed growers.
attempt to explain the state compact bill and how it will affect the
'producers if it is passed.
This is Farrington's first trip to
the Purchaae, and a large crowd of
interested tobiftco growers are expected to welcbme him.

esty.

HARDIN MORRIS
CALLED BY DEATH

ALBERT 17:41VILSON
DIES HERE MONDAY

T. J. NIX, FORMER
MERCHANT. IS DEAD

Peach Crop Partly
Killed Parker Says

7:71,

‘-3

IWEED FOR WEEK
-AVERAGES $9.57

REGAL SHOP OPENS
IN NEW QUARTERS

Ellis To Attend Farm
Meet in Washington

CLINTON DIRECTOR
SENT TO MURRAY

School Bus Drivers
Urge SafetyMeasure

FERTILIZER FROM
AAA IS AVAILABLE

Extradition Waived
In Forgery Charge

t

Mason Hart Elected
Paul's Valley Mayor

-

1937 Soils Program Still Available

The Weather

i

Beaman to Broadcast
Over WPAD Sunday

Three Couples Get
Marriage Licenses

Bailey P. Wootton
To Visit Park Site

t

HRS SupervisorS'
Visit Calloway Co.

Local Men Are Named on County
Feed and Crop Loan Committee

:entucky.
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aloes Cunningham two ant) half
MI s Porter White --end young grandparents, Ur. and Mrs. Dud- I of the week attending a meeting been heeeawith her parents, Mr.
miles southwest of Kirksey Saturdaughter, Beverly Ann, are doing ley alehnsop. North 12th street.
cia cleaners and deers of this dis- and Mrs. Jun Hart, the past Month
recovering from an appendicitis
day from. ltdr. Cueningham's son
bferreiriai
nicely at' the Mason
Miss Minnie Jo McCord has been trict.
operation, left Saturday for her
and daughters. There are 85 acres
laogpital.
confined -at the home of her parwas
it , Ark.
tn the Wt. Mr: Norsworthy. - a-•
home in
business.
pat Crawfori is ill with mumps ents. Mr. and Mrs. J. A. McCord, vila
on
k
il
Tretnn13
.. atrtis5 wee
leo,be
native of Kirkse_y. has been in DeSnook was in the
for
Suzanne
several
days
with
Miss
illness,
Friof
atus
parents,
Dr.
last
home
at the
Miss Elaine Aliart spent
troit since 1925 and has been con*as. Smith has been ill • with day night and Saturday in Clarks.. Mason Hospital several days the
and Mrs F. E. Crawford.
nected with the, Chrysler Motor,
first of the week ill With a severe
Mrs. Mary Lanier Magruder will a severe cold at his home ota vine, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B Wilson heart
If you have varieties of a hose
Co. all this time. He returned to
cold.
be the guest of her cousin, Miss Main street for a few days. Mrs.
taken an apartment in Van ValenAhart
Oneida
spent-.
last
your are not ssbanteat,
Detroit -Sunday. Berta Manor while in the city the Smith had also contracted a cold. T
tine's residence.
G. 13. Scott received a message
week end with her grandmother,
report them for this column
Bill Sled& little sop of Mr, and
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Rowland and Mrs. S., J... Spiceland of Model, Wednesday noon that his aged
Miss Mary Head, of Salem. of
Ili
Mrs. W. T. Siedd Jr. has been
Mail your friends a copy of the children left Tuesday for Detroit
Livingston county, is visiting the
father, J. W. Scott, near Clarkswith é severe cold.
Mrs. Fannye Jetton has gone to
Ilan-Democrat FLOOD Edition. Sc following a visit with relatives
lfamdy Art her sister. Mrs. Walter
L. N. Callis spent. Thursday in ville, had suffered a serious heart
Miss Frances Sledd was conand
Dale
Stubblefield.
friends.
&
They
copy.
at
were
per
called
4
°Iveristaaru• where 'he has secured l Wuster, North Tenth street.
Ind., on business.
fined al her home with a cold
Misses Ruth, Edna, and honer because of the serious al- Evansville,
Little
employment. Nam is making her
attack and was in a critical condiCarmen_ Graham
_^
_home with her aen auds-eale. Mr. •I Mrs. J. W. Crisp" has been ill for river The week end.
oe Me. Rewland's
Vera - Tamiee - Awe-belle- s4 -lion. The elder Mr-. Scott one tit
sons have rented the (in
Mrs. 0. D. Edwards is in
and Mrs. Ralph detton. cently with measles.
Ca Rowland of Mayfield.
' several weeks with itilliaa*
the best known farmers of that
I Mr. a
and Mrs. Dwight Crisp and .c.".g
,
wwn, en& for a aeon ewe
being
which
is
Main
West
home
on
Judge J. E. Warren, Mietkeid,
Mrs.. Elmer Collins returned to little daughter of Heath spent the
New Hate of Rester Hats just arsection, is 85 years old. Mr- and
throughout.
visit
also
She
will
redecorated
parents.
her
to
business
visitor
in
Murray rived. Farmer & Hart.
was a
her beetle in Huttles Ark.. followMrs. Scott and John Herman Trot! week end with Mr. and Mrs. N. P. hi_ lodinanapolis.
Easter Coffures in the very latest
Tuesday.
ing a -three week's visit With 'Iserf elation and son_
Mrs. 0. K. Bennett of Mayfield
ter left Wednesday afternoon to at.
Shop.
Beauty
to
Myers'
called
was'
Mrs.
H.
Hood
Mrs. It
Mrs. E. P. Phillips was a guest is spending several days with styles.
tend his bedside.
parent!, Mr. and Mn, Jim Hart
Mrs. Walter -lithaeletrosei is . win. Ringgold. be., Saturday because of
Tel. 314.
el the surre-sae 1036m *wen to friends in the city:
and other relative,. and-trienchrter 'il.tei--tieing
Memphis,
Clarence Phillips.
confined to her home the illness of her father. ______
little
_scai
PAr.irer,
of
Mn
PaL
Acre-- -farmer Setter-day,. on. Beale ()attend- Isarontined
aliturray-a.nd -theaesearte.
?fa
the
on
la_
is
a aafin
a-alataat• waikiatiaria infaienia.
reParker,
is
• _
Ramsey Martin of Paducah was
the occasion of her birthday. About bed' this wesar because of a seeere and Mrs. Hafford
hesine.e
Mr. and Mrs. C,A. Bishop were
Mrs Marvin Fulton spent _Thum- a business visitor in Murray Trifamily' were cold.
25
member
of
the
al Ildeaassais _several days the last . day in Nashville.
sl74.11 have
rn1leair
and Mrs. aa
'Mfitigirwath
day.
.
Mrs. E. A. Tucker will arrive mve
Of the weak Mhere Mr. Bishop
Hazel and Dickie Hood. children
only two more
rdays sag
.place on East
moved to the Lecas
Present.
Turn Morris, who has been in the from Jackson, Tenn.
1 Thursof Mr and Mg" R,, H. _Hood. are qn. monslay a htareb to get 31st.
......_,...._,
Mason_hospital for an appendicitis day night, March 18, to spend the Poplar street.
and_Avas, Vallovvaxsounty
Mr.:Mid Mrs. Laverne Wallis recovering front-laitunpa.
lac Pbefes. Leve's Studio.
operaiFor
-rTves
— reItased
week enrit
.have mead inta tiatir lovely neW i Get yaw BMW kale iirtlisa at 1
Miss
visited
Tarry
t
H4641
azele__Mrs. Preston Ordway and Mrs._
Pat G. Morris, Chicago attended' Mn. Finis Outland Is in GreenMarY
home Net North Sixth street. aal.Kaa• nalatraikaalk lialle•
314.- -Prank Albert Stubblefield spent
the- funeral services for his uncle, ville, Miss:, with her daughter, Lassiter and Miss Kate Tarry
& -Times
OW diver seed sowers, liediarr
Louisville
and
Lebanon
Junction
Memphis.
Saturday
in
Hardin Motris, Tuesday.
Mrs Jonah °Shim was admitted
Mrs. W. F. Bates who recently
and enable shears, fruit and to the Mason Hospital for tonsilecRobert Carney. local manager
Stanley Houston and sister, Miss had an operation for appendicitis. over the week end.
veffelehle sprays. chick tomes..." tomy Wednesday, March 10.
Mrs. Elmer Collins, who has
fee the Kentucky -Tennessee Light
aiuth Houston, of Dellis, Texas, Messages state that-she is- recoverchick feeders..0 Sexton Bros. HrIlw,f =HS - - NerawOrtDY. of - Detroit, & Power Company. received a
attended funeral services for Har- ing nicely.
Cs.
_a purchased the farm , of the late very painful sprain last Wednesdin Morris Tuesday.
Kobe and Korean Japan Clover
day afternoon while inspecting and
Mrs. Claude Crocker, was operat- seed, extra nice and clean. .Sexton
is surveying the newly constructed
ed upon for appendicitis at the Bros. Hdw. Co.
extension line on East Main. Mr.
Miss Sue Farmer spent the,
Una Merkel is tie wise little wife Fulton hospital recently. She is
Carney was unable to attend to the and l.snne Overman the husband reported doing nicely. Mrs. Crock- week end in Paris, Tenn., as
the
r
office deues for a couple of days who can't keep away from the lure er is the former Irene Cherry, guest of Miss Ann
Thompson. Miss
of quick but questionable get-r:eh daughter of L. C. Cherry of Murbut is now back on duty.
Thoitneson will be, the guest of
_methods in "Don't Tell the Wife,"
'James "Sunny" Phillips. of Reid- RR° RKO Radio's comedy
hit. ray.
Miss Farmer this coming week
land, attericied the Regional Tourn- Qaarrels. promises to reform and
Yoarpspring clawing Is a pleas- end.
;
•
week
fast
past
reeoncillations
the
are
the
Murray
part
of
ament in
me if you own sth Electrolux. Call
DaVe West, Five Points as cen\
\
end. "Sunny" was an outstanding fan in this comic eepose of fake 419W for demonstration.
fined to his home with the
'\1._'\'\
selling, titi which Una and
stock
basketball player while in Murray Lynn are teamed with lovable
Miss Hilda Dulaney returned to measles.
State. receiving both KIAC and Gay Kibbee. At the Capitol Thea- her duties as teacher in the Padu/
'
‘
IN)<
‘
'
\
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Banks,
and
Friday.
ri tre next Thursday
S1AA honors while a member ad
cea schools Sunday.
Mrs. Tom Banks, Walter and 0. B.
•.1
L. captain el the Thoroughbreds.
AO
C. H. Whitriell was in Benton on Boone were in Memphis the first
Mrs. John Ryan and son, Jean, business Tuesday. ,
G. A. Adkins. who has been
•Ae
•
visiting- relatives at Crutchfield. accompanied Mrs. T. R. Jones and
Mrs. Hubert Garrison and baby
ae
a/
Kys has returned to his home in Miss Jane Jones to Glasgow the are doing nicely at the Mason
/
county, northwest of past week where Jane entered in Memorial Hospital.
Calloway
the state amateur
and
beauty
Murray.
Clifton Morris, manager of the
Mrs. Opal Pitman undegwent a sliow. Friends will be glad to Capitol Theatre, was a business
at
the
know
that
Jane
won
second
operation
prize
minor surgery
visitor in Paducah Wednesday.
• If so, you will want fo be sure that Your new
Mason Memorial Hospital Friday. at .the state _meet.
Mrs. I..ennis Ward and young
March 12_
Miss Lela Frank Brown was a sons. Jacks and Bobby, will leave
iovestment fs -cOvered. You should. increase your
_ I U year; home is really clean, you
in Mayfield Monday.
today for Detroit to reside, Mr.
iriguranee pretedreivereTy.
yeti In-crease your i own an Electrolux. Call 419W for visitor
Look, we have what you %Want. Ward .has been employed there
ivestmeir by additions to the home itself or in i demenetratiors
for Easter-New Topper Coats and ter several weeks. Mrs. Ward has
T. O.' Baucura. Oda , McDaniel, Suits. All styles. shades and aims been convaleecineofrom a major
home furnishings.
it. H. Falwell and Ernest Jones at- In coats. Come ip and mi. Farmer eperation and h
been detained
tended a rneetmg -dt Maimed Pe- & Hart.
here due to both children having
troleum Co. distributers in St.
Dr. A. D. putterworth has re- chickenpcnc.
Louis 'last Friday'. and Saturday.
Mr. T. C. "Uncle Tommy" Carturned from Detroit ' where he
Lieut and Mrs. H. B. Scott, Of spentaseveral days visiting rela- son. past 92 years. -old mid one,
parents
Clinton, K.. ire the
of a tives and friends.
of the city's ()kick citizens, has
FIRES
HAZARDOCS and losses
baby daughter, Marilyn Caldwell,
W. E. Wyatt was a business visit- enjoyed splendid health during
are much more likely to be total, so if you are not
born Mendey of last week at a or in Eddyville Monday.
this winter of an unusual amount
Mayfield hospital Lieut. Scott is
covered see to it
Col. George D. Caldwell, of of sickness. .Mr. Carson has been
the son 9! Mrs. II. H. Scott. Sr., Louisville. who *poke in chapel at abie to be out almost every day
•
and was born and reared in Mum- the tAlege Monday morning was except the very colaest ones and
•
.0
ray. Me has been commander of the dinner guest of Qr. and Mrs. haw much enjoyed his frequent
the CCC camps at Elizabethtown James H. Richmond Monday even- sutprnobile rides.
and Mammoth Cave as well as at ing. Col. Cardwell. Dr. Richmond
w line of Cortirelli hose jest
Clinton. Mrs. Scott is the daugh- and Prof. L J.,Hortin were guests
All aew shades in estie
ter of Mr. alid Mrs. S. B. Cald- of the, reserve officers of Murray
two thread sheers. Farmer
well. of Cave City. Ky. Mr. Cald- at luncheon at the National Hotel & Hart.
well- is-' president of 'the Peoples at noon,
Mrs. Ed Hutton, Charlotte, Tenn..
'
Bank 'there.
Many friends of
Judge L. A. L. Langston return- arrived Wednesday afternoon for
Lieut. Scott here extend congratu- ed Senday from a. business trip. several days' visit with her father.
;a•-, rs
to Frankfort.
C. U. Hood, Mrs. Hood, and other
YOU know it's Spring . . . but what about your
Wells Purdom was a visitor in relatives here.
car? It's up to you to take care of it ... make
Pans Monday afternoon.
Menhir Miller, of college addiit run better, easier and safer. And now's the
That Easter bonnet will look bet- tion, left Monday afternoon for
High quality 13-plate batter with your hair dose in mod- Prescott. Ariz.. to visit his brothtime to start! Warmer weather means a lot of
teries thet will last longer
em styles. The latest creations at er, Bascule Miller, and will later
and bring extra potter. Fully
changes, and we're the ones to help you, at the
mrs..._Myers' Beauty Shop. Tel. lit.' go to Long Beach. Califs to visit
guaranteed.
most economical prices. Check these bargains
Mrs. Wayion Rayburn was in- another brother, Clough Miller,
INSTALLED FE=
... select your needs right now!
Benton Wednesday visiting friends. and family.
Mr. Rayburn, who had been in' lahn Clopton was in Mayfield
Frankfort on business early in the on business Monday.
week drove over to Benton late
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dailey and
yesterday to meet her.
daughter, Gwendolyn, of Puryear.
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Chrisrnan Jr., Tenn.. spent Saturday ant Sunday
of Mempfus, visited in Murray with the Rev. W. P. Prichard.
Electroleat, is :the worlds_ best
'Saturriaja_
Toramy, little son of Mr. and cleaner. if In doubt ask it's ownMrs Tip Doran, is ill of the er. Call 419W for demonstration.
measica
Eld. Jagoe Washer, pastor of the
- Only two more Saturdays and Bethel Baptist Church of Detroit,
loss 01111. si sales.°
4th Monday in March to get 3 for Mich., Miss Katy Maggard and
lec Photos. Love's'Studio.
Mrs. Vera Jordan also- of Detroit
woes•
,tigowls
Mrs. Hall Hoed left Saturday for vieited Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Ringgold, Louisiana, to attend the Wood of this city enroute to atbedside of her: father. 0. G. tend the Bible . Institute held at
--Thereite- wheats-laritically all of Turkey Creel( Baptist Church.
complications. Mr. Thomas, who. March the eleventh through tae
-•
is past 70. is one of the most fourteenth. Eld. Roy Tatum is pas-prominent land-owners -and busi- tor of the Turkey Creek church.
Give You Maximum Protection, Performance
Master Jack Durick returned to
ness men of his section. He is
and Service.
•
-also the father-in-law of Eubert c. Louisville last Wednesday for ex—•
t, __•11trIter.._native Muerayan, who now amination and treatment following
makes his home in'Rbilapald.
a short stay in Murray yj
The most valuable communication_ for up to the
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Are YouBuilding, Repairing or
Remodeling-This Spring?

WILL BUY TIE SIDINGS ON MILL
YARD GRADING NUMBER 2
COMMON OR BETTER
Not over 35 per cent number 2 common.
Price Around $15.00 per. 1,000 feet

1

X`

W. D. SYKES

time-

•
MARCH WINDS

Eake
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4.11-LY

Insure in SURE Insurance!

H. Falwell & Co.

NEW
BATTERIES
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Cars Need Tonics Too!

THE NEW C H EVRO LET

e

is a modern car with

$3.95 up

;ERFECTED HYDRAULIC BRAKES

Gives You
More and
Better Service
Throughout
the Year!

GENERAL TIRES
Give-Yaw=

NW'0,,,1 0••••

DIAMOND 760 LUBRICANTS and
'GREASES

MERCHANTS!

pew Clerriote•-for

Thecar with P•rtscesint
a.m..
highest

,:r

193't is a

Demand
Perfected Hydraulic
Brakes on your
new car

weatheiconditions. They provide
leaking that is positive in action
draliSe Brake—the
-braking that will safeguard you
vektrateni ofthe hydraulicionking
and your family as you have never
been safegteseded before.
•
&Tradable brakes tuaCtodzy.
Demand Perfected Hvaraelie
.911.11IPOIITA TOM
1St[COSMO
nese powerful Chevrolet brakes
Baikal, and demand all the other
CHEVR
comfort, safety and performance
ore idwaysequalized.They respond
insragniy tn light or heavy pedal
advantages ehich are available at
•Otrama 'mottoes INPALLIKIKT
__ipprpritirejltgliive the 1111:wothe.•,
low prices only' in the new Pr37
PLAt•-MONTHLY, POKISEHTS TO
quirizet. straiaireite-ii74.•
a:hermit-le-lire -sear complearSUIT YOUR FURS'
-prierd so low.
typal of roads and under all
,
CliiveOLET mama 5451.•+,•%.
San Carpenmen. DETIMIT. 11111CMGAN

PORT R MOTOR CO.
Murr
- ay. Ky.
ONLY

aa;'-'"F•aaa.

• TELEPHONE 97
COMPLETE

We have Korean, Kobe,Common Jap Clovers; Gold Medal,Red
Top, Alsike, Red Clover; Kentucky Blue Grass, , ),
Early Jersey, Charleston, Flat
Dutch Cabbage Plants.
Onion Plants„ Onion Sets;
Genuine Red -River Triumph and
Cobbler Seed Potatoes.

CAR—PRICED

SO

LOW

$29.95
FARM RADIOS as low

$29.95
LIBERAL TRADE4N
ALLOWANCES
It's constant care that-keeps
your car in the best of running condition. It will always be smart looking, too,
if we are given charge.

CoMplete

with batteries

TIRES
BUY NOW!
Guaranteed Long Wear

Simonizing
Greasing
Polishing
Washing

4:40x21 Special at
$4.85
4:50x21 Special at .. 5.25
4:50x20 Special at .
5.25
4:75x19 Special at
6.00
7.25
5:50x17"Special at

Super Service Station
OF

- West Maple Street

Jackson Purchase Oil Co.
EAST MAIN STREET

Cbvington Bros.& Co.

eaSietattaa•-eiecerese-ea'eawalater ra-aalearesaaateerieseeseee
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47 Uniforms Issued by
Stewart for Spring Drill
Coach Will Stress
Passing, Kicking
and Defense

tackling. and receiving punts.
of last year's squad will
be lost through graduation, and
their. absence, in the opinion of
Stewart will be. felt on the 1937
squad. • Good kickers, pass reForty-seven men have been issu- ceivers and guards that can keep
for -apTinr,--21:10tbatt-t trtIt-of--the- way of the bait Carrier
training which will start at Mur- while running interfereqpe will
-ray State College March 15,- Coach Probably be the hardest places to
hoe Stewart said today.
_ . fill.
'The main reasons for spring
Captain Henderson, Wrigh t,
training will be to fill the vacan- Herndon, Miller, Land, Cook. Tolcies sesuniem Irons • _sleirs!"
likasSM_-_linS1 Others Will_
Stewart asserted. "We're going to lost throsigh graduation. Stewart
start,-at the Matt= and 'work up. is trying to scheijule two or three
stressing
fundamentals
all the exhibition. games this spring.
while". Spring practice will last
The 1917 football schedule fola probable seven weeks, possibly lows:
ten.
ons arniLateral passing, pats defense; and lene. Texas.
kicking Will be stressed more this
- feber 1 or 2, Tennessee Tech
0c
spring than last, Stewart decared, it Murray.
explaining that th$ first week will
October 8, Ouachita College at
be used .by the team in condition- i Arkadelphia. Ark.
ing through' - blocking,- passing, 1- October 15, Middle Tennessee at

Murray..,
October 23, Mississippi College at
Murray, (HOMECOMING). -October 29, Union University at
Dyersburg. Tenn.
November S. West Tennessee at
Murray.
Nosiember 12, Morehead at Murray.
November 20, Western at Bowling Green.

Across the River ,Here the ground is frozen again
after people around here being so
putting intrtsthefts gardens.
We had also started spring cleaning There should be a law against
women spring cleaning though, for
there'S nothing so chaotic to
household _mid
ifis going to drop in they drop just
when a deluge of papers, boxes,
catalogues and everything else
imaginable is being swept down
the stairs, or when the curtains
are all down, the quilts out on the
line, the fUrniture blocking every

CAPITOL
TODAY'AND FRIDAY

N‘)G1-1 AND LOVE
t.
40,04 BOB AND joxiici/Vo

INFORMAL BREAKFAST
IS LISTED FOR APRIL 16

47
44/

Joy fills the
screen when
three such light.
hearted stars.cro
their stuff together4 Joan's
out for a million
....vie matrimony
or larceny...but
Bob and Bill
have plans of
their own for
her! It's the
grandest fun!

with romance, wealth and
life itself the stakes!A beautiful spitfire tries to outwit
a cunning killer..,and finds
herself in the tightest spot
of her young life! Plenty of
excitement and surprise...
a -howl with every thrill]
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DEVIL'S
Pr6
Chromed by Edo C. IC•Mon
A cetWAILA -PIC,
11•1
•

-

Tuesday-Wednesday

..-...BRUCf
CABOT
.fii,,,•'
-4.0.
1
: ., TAINcvid indsay- '
111A
/ JOSEPH
IP
Marctcoldayn-Maya

DEVIL
Ser

by ltrrol Taggart
Direct
kieadrs
Produced by Lucien Hubbard and
Samuel
s

ROBERT BENCHLEY
—in--

"HOW TO BE A
DETECTIVE"

_

—with—
Ida Lupino
Donald Woods
Gordon Jones
PICTURE

'Next Thurs.-Fri.
A hundred
shares of
preferred
shock!

"ANNIE LAURIE"
A Tabloid Musical
NOTICE
Doors Open at 12 O'clock
MONDAY

Ira
THE WI

win
G UY KIB BEE
U NA MERKEL

MuirW-High Scheid
Honor Roll

Implements!
Farm Needia'

"It is likely that dismissal of
school for KEA will be after the
last class on Wednesday, April 14,"
announced Miss Alice Keys, secretary to the president. This is
the plan that was followed last
year, and unless it is given further consideration, it is the one to
be used this year.
Although KEA opens with the
Wednesday night,
program on
April 14, the most atractive item
of .the entire program is the annual Get-Together breakfast for
the faculty, alumni, students, and
friends of Murray State College.
This breakfast will be at the Kentucky Hotel at---8----6-C1ock, Friday
morning, April 16: All students and
alumni are urged to be present,
with guests if they wish. Requiets for plate reservations should
belied. to Visit E., H. Smith, head
of the extension department. Thoe
Should be sent in before the meeting if possible, but reservations
may be made during KEA at any
lime up to 9 o'clock, Thursday
night, April 15.
This breakfast has become a
great occasion in the activities of
She college. Last' year there were
mire than 200 who took breakfast.
In this group were Governor
Chandler and many other prominent persons. Mr. Smith says he
is hoping—and expecting— to have
at least 300 in the group this year.
Headquarters for Murray State
College will be the same place that
it has been for the last two years,
just off the abezzanine floor of the
Brown Hotel.

Fourth grade: Wm. Mason John ing School 1); Thursday, March
son,- Jo Pat Anderson. Eugene Al- 11, Benton (2), won by Alma; Friday, March 12, Hickman (2) no debritten.
cisions; Monday, March 15,•Mnrray
Fifth grade: Jeriene Sork, MarHigh School (2), no decisions;
tha Sue Cunningham, Sarah Ruth
Tuesday, March 16, Hazel (2);
Rhodes, Jeanne
Doran, Aleda
Wednesday, March 17, Benton (2);
Fanner.
Thursday, March 18, Heath (2).
Sixth- grade: John Morris FuThis brings our total for the seatrell, Bobby Garrison, Marion
sonson to 24.
Sharborough, Fay Nell Anderson,
The freshman play entitled, "AlWanda Fuzzell, Jewell Dean All-.
ways in Trouble", has been moved
britten.
up from March 20 to Saturday
grade: Isabel
Seventh
Cain, night,
March 27, because of the illCharlyn Hartsfield.
ness of one of the cast.
Eighth grade: Martha Churchill,.
Work on the junior May is to
Maxine Scott, George Edward •
soh. The play will be diJones,
rected by Mr. Wells.
Freshman: Freda Smith,
Sophomores: Hugh Thomas McElrath. Clara
Waldrop. Louise
Cable, Helen Eaker, Solon Hale,
Henry Jones.
Juniors, John L. Roach. Martha . EAST ST. LOUIS. III., March 17
Lou Barber. Gene Dulaney, Phil —Hogs: 7.500; 800 direct; active
Cutehin,
to -all interests, 'strong to 10c
Seniors: Rudolph Colson, Harold higher than average Tuesday; spots
Cunningham, Thomas Earl Martin. up most; '160 lbs. down 10-15c
higher; spots 25c higher on light
Honorable mention
The following students made an pigs; top 10.30; bulk to 170 to 270
average of 90 or more' but were lbs. 10.10si 10.25: medium to packers
absent .or tardy one or more per- 10.10 down; 140 to 160 tbss. 9.2560
iods:
9.85; 100 to 130 lbs. 7.2511.9.00; sows
seventh grade: Barbara Diuguid. 9.50* 9.75.
Eighth grade: Martha Jo Crass,
Cattle 2,000; 1.500; moderate
Miriam McEirath.
steers supply meeting litnited in-

Does Blaader Irritation
Get You Up!
Results guaranteed me' If not
pleased in four days go

•

back and
get your 25c. Flush the bladder as
you Would the bowels. Help nature
eliminate impurities and excess
acids which can cause irritation
that results in getting up nights,
scanty flow, frequent desire, burning, backache, or leg pains. Get buchu leaves. junter oil, etc., made
into little green tablets. Just say
Bukets to alr&drugglat--Dale,

n 50,ti in the
tor feed.

1

In the first meeting of the Student Council of 'the Training
sSatiool Tuesday. March 9, they
elected Robert Cherry, a student
from Little Rock, Ark., .president.
Other officers elected were
Charles • Stamps, vice-presidents]
Viegil Robinson, treasurer; and
Miss Rebecca Farmer. secretary.
The Murray Training School debiting • team, coacliedGentry, won over the Benton High
School at Murray on Tuesday evening. March 9. The subject that
was--discussed was: Resolved. that
public utilities should be government' owned and operated._ The
negative was defended by • Marjorie Wall and Charles Stamps of
Murray. The affirmative was upheld by William Fiser and C. L.
Walton of Benton.
The Murray team has not been
defeated thus far. They have met
Murray. Hickman. Banton. Lower
and Almo debating teams. Other
members of the Murray .squad are
Leila Ellis and Ann Thompson
The Murray teams_ were scheduled
to debate Hickmen at Murray on
March 12 and Benton there on
March 26.
••....
The
basketball team was defeated by
the Lynn Grove High School five
by a score of 44-14 on March 5 in
the district tournament played on
Murray High Scho61 floor. The
losing .taam was slightly bendiest'sped by the absence of James Lee

\
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Almo High School
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CHAPTER THREE

SUNDAY and MONDAY
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"Jungle Jim"
FRANK MORGAN
JESSIE RALPH

•

RICHARD 0

—ALSO--

with

Thanks, for the coMplimen121,1111
you folks who pretend to enjoy
my chatter, but I just have to
write_ sylvan rm.in _the mood._
There is nevet much excitement
around here though so the the only
things I can talk of are just ordinary, everyday happenings. .
Mr. and Mrs Clyde_ _Spire.benti
and children, Mrs. Gertrude Spiceland and Mrs. Camelia Kirks
were guests at the fish fry given
n my kitchen Thursday in honor
S my husband's birthday. s
Mrs. Cornelia Kirks went to Oincinnati Saturday via Pan American
tri see her husband, R. B. Kirks,
who was in the hospital threatened_
with pneumonia.—Chatterbox.

College May 'Close April 14
__ for Educational Gettogether Program

140
1 41
2?/4

Austin Sp

was.

MURRAY PLANSFOR
K. E. A. ACTIVITIES
IN LOUISVILLE, KY.

SATURDAY

JOAN(RAWFORD
WILLIAM POWELLsy
°V.MONTGOMERY
0

Cohoon who was recovering from
Freshman: Frances Sledd.
quiry and bearish bids; some slow-!
an appendicitis operation and DavSophomore: ,Rachael Sammons, tress in .yearling trades but•early •
Clinton,
id Thompson who was ill with Elizabeth Upchurch. /
us
sales steady; cow stuff and bulls
"Nobody Knows
week'
MUM@S.
RS treatunchanged; vealers 25c higher; I've Seen", was thst injured
An intramural basketball tournament was organized on March 8
mixed yearlings and heifers aales cussed by A. B. As
with 40 players participating. The
7.5041 9.00, some held at 10 00 arid dean of Murray calsm., was
captains of the teams are G. C.
Now that the interschool bas- above; beet cows 5 Km 6.50 .a few meeting of . the Westrteatmer4.
Miller, G.-W. Gardner, Wade GraInd Mrs.
ham, James Robert Harding and ketball season is over, we are hav- 7.00; cutters and low cutters 3.75 lowship Club on 'Phut
is
urray,
Kenneth Bailey. The tournament ing an intramural tournament. 514.75. top sausage bulls 6.50; top March 11.
•
_
ais home.
Four
captains
were
vealers
chosen
1115;
and
nominal
range
began on March 9-; and runs
sles and
they in turn divided all the boys slaughter steers 6.5055 12,75; slaughthrough 12.. Read tlid -MOW
of the school irto four teams. Each 'ter heifers 6.2561 10.75.
yes • die- - Ls La play all the other teams one
isig treattime. The two teams having won
simeminte
the largest per cent of their games
s
le Ill at
will play a championship games,
A volleyball tournament will be
Fourth Six Weeks
played as soon as this one is over.
Pupils making a grade of
Softball practice will begin Monor above_ and_ have been_
-day, Merctr-21):
every period are as follows:
Our debate teams nave nacl 13
Second grade: Louis Glenn 'Reit,
Crystaline Cunningham, Betty Ann debates the past two weeks as
follows:
Valentine.

path -and soapy water twirling in
every direction. I can think of
nothing more exasperating - than
having to offer to shake hands
with a stranger when I--have to
step off a scaffold from a paper
hanging job and put out a gritny,
pasty hand, kuowing my dust Cap
Is awry, my face streaked and my
temper completely ruined.
The men just can't understand
why women persist in upsetting
November 26, Superior Wiscon- the whole routine of things every
spring, but I guess the Process is
sin State College at Murray.
just as necessary ta us as the- old
folks used to think "poke sallet"

Disc Harrows and Disc Cultivators,
Harrows, Chattanooga Slat Mold P
and repairs, Owensboro and Weber
gons, Field Fencing, Garden Wire,
Quality Red Top Seed.
Look over yourstock of Harness, Col
Bridles, Trace Chains, Back Bands,'F'
Lines, Singletrees. Plow Points, Clev
and your other needs in our line
. WEEK, and see what we have to c
next Monday - - BIC COURT DA'

Livestock

Sexton Bros. Hdw.
s

How This Bank

SAFEGUARDS
Your Deposits!
The Bank_ of Murray safeguards your deposits by sound management.
reccomrnend
We
our management only o'n Merit and Accomplishments. By
this our deposits and, resources today are the highest in history.
•

We do not make decisions "according to.a formula.- We do not think
banking. Arbitrary opinions, to our way of -thinking, are more
good
is
it
than an injustice to the borrower. They are- a liability to a
stockholders and depositors. For if a banker Felimere iote an
naite4elthiffrwhen-ttr—
. say No he can err in the other directionand say "Yes'When he-shOuld'ut.too.
The circumstances of no two loans are exactly alike.: It takes sound
judgment bred by experience and tern pered by human understanding .-to —
know whether to say -YesWe would like to say -Yei.
-* at all times, for credit is our stock in trade.
When we refuse credit it is necessary in the interests of our depositors.

1111
BANK of MURRAY
Big Enough to Take Care of You; Small Enough to be Aware of Yot.
SOUND
:
STRONG
:
SAFE
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'Uloug Cunningham two and hall
Mrs. 'Poiter White and young graadparents, hex. -and Mrs. Dud- of the week intending a teroattee
Tiles Southwest Of Ktrksey Saturdaughter, Beverly Ann., are doing ley Johnson, North 12th street.
misssuzannesvokasinthe
Mrs.
itis,
of cleaners and dyeri of this disday from Mr. Cunninghanis son
recovering
nly at the Meson
Memorial
Miss Minnie Jo McCord has been rteiet.
and daughters. There are 181 acres
bewnewithhtr4
froaal
Saturdylef
for her
omrs
Raw tal.
confined at the home of her parRobert Banks was in-Clarks! in the tract. Mr. Norsworthy. a ,
Pat Crawford is ill with mumps eats. Mr. and Mrs. J. A. McCord: vile. Tenn., this week on business. home inliulg. Ark.
native of Kirksey. has been in De- I
at the home of his parents, Dr. for several days with illness. Miss Elaine Ahart spent last Fritroit since 1925 and has been conMrs F. E. Crawfixrd,
Chas. Smith has been ill with day night and Saturday in Clarks- Mason Hospital several days the
'
end.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Wilson hove nected with the Chrysler Motor
first of the week ill With a severe
Mrs. Mau Lanier Magruder will a severe cold at his home Oa ville, Tenn.
If you have visitor, 01 n hos
Co. all this time. He returned to
taken an apartment in Van Vilen-1
be the guest of her cousin, Miss Main street fur a few days. Mrs.
last
spent
your are not
Ahart
Miss Oneidat•leaisa. tine's
Detroit Sunday. ,
Bertie'Manor while In the city the Smith bad also contracted a cold,
residence. '
report tbeen for this column
week end with her grandmother. cog. B. Scott received a message
Bill - Sledd, little son of, Mr. and
• Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Rowland and mra s. J. Spiceland of Model, Wednesday noon that his
tfth
Miss Mary Head, -of Balm. of
aged
dd Jr has been ill
W. T. Ste..
Mail your friends a copy of the children left Tuesday for betrbit Tenn.
Livingston CIMAIItY. IS visiting the Mrs.
.
Mrs Fannye Jetton has gone to qimity of be siseer„,mrs. We
father. J. W. Scott, near Clarkssevere cold.
Ban-Democrat FLOOD Edition, Sc following a visit with relatives ,
iser witli a 9°
L N. Collis spent Thursday in ville. had suffered a serious heart
Miss Frances Sledd was COD°
"vehsb°r(4, where .he has Se'Cared Wuster. North Tenth street.
per copy. at Dale & Stubblefield. and friends. They were called
business.
his_
o.
er4Ploynterat, She is making nee i,....,,mrs. .1,_ w...
fined
.
at her home with a cold
Misses Ruth. Edna. and home because of the serious Ul- Evansville. Ind_ on
Little
.attack and was in a critical condi-.
Crisp
ill for
home. WIlh liar. son :And wile, -11.r..'
end4.w'
Billals;:ziogogidisfs
'Raster- Have been--iw,.1
Vern
,
several
weeks
with
influenza.
f
non The elder Mr: Stott, One -drfa
D.
Ed wards is in
is.
and sons have rented the Cain
cently with measles.
C. Rowland of Mayfield.
and Mrs. RalPh Jetton.
Mr.- and Mrs. Dwight Crisp and Georgetown, Ind., for a short visit
the best known farmers of that
being
is
which
Main
West
borne
on
Warren,
E.
Judge J.
Mayfield,
New line of Easter lists Jest aryears old. Mr. and
little
seettea.'
to her parents. She will also visit
her hredecOrated throughout.
clistigner
in HCall
uttiali
,•. Al7k"kr
. nwifollow46-1, week daughter
was a business visitor in Murray
rived, Farmer & Hart.
lfeedh
sVentN.the
end with Id'
Mr.
and Mrs.
P. in Indinanapolis. Mrs. Scott and John Herman Trotlatest
the
very
ing a three week's visit with her.
in
Coffares
Easter
Tuesday.
Mrs. 0. K. Bennett of Mayfield
Hutson and soft'
.fte
or
inoo
mn
em
tophi
ats"
ter left Wednesdaypsa
HSacAt'iiicrdsi‘;."beccaalluesde
Mrs E P. Phillips was a guest is spending several days with styles Mrs. Myers' Beauty Shop
Parents, Mr- and Mrs- slim Hart.
It.frs Wailer Blackburn is out Bihir
bedid
shii
e
ll,.r.„ iew (keys_
lhfte,_eitr
p
in
s
ce
hire
ten
c
d
of
.
.
nag
4
6o
lci.
B.
La
il.
and (Ater relatives and -friends in
Tel. 314.
surprise
given
to
dinner
at--the
friends-in
the
city.
after being confined to tier home the tibia.% of_ her father.
- of Mr.
Murrm and the ruunty
Pat Parker. little son '
Mrs.. scr.v....../arraer_ Satuedax__ on ---Weete-tinsliend- in
. .
sin
. ...tar -t.lwee, emits enals.laPimasen.
Ramsey Mania- ali-Pekamalts- is or
ilaidcad
.ahd.
totcs.
occasein
of
her
the
birtlaberAbout
Mr.
bed
this we
because of a severe
Mrs. -C. A. Bishop Were: Mrs Marvin Pulton spent Thurs- a business
business.
t,* in
rd
measles.
from
the
covering
of
the
25
family
member
were
cold
in 111111Mphis several days -the-- last !day in Nashvitte.
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Ethan Irvan have
present.
of the week where Mr. Bishop
Mrs. E. A. Tucker Will arrive
Hazel and Dickie Hood. children
doty two more siiiargvs and
to the ..Lucas_olace....ua_Essi
dr_ris, urhT4 hag howl.
ii
-from-Jerk-sum - Tenn., an 'ThurserellirvaM-fiClifa-Tel-To`get 3 for
Mason hospital for an appendicitis day night, March 18, to spend the Poplar street.
Mr. and Mrs. Laverne Wallis recovering 119m mumps.
lk Mites. Love's Studio.
Miss Ruth Lassiter and Miss
operation was released Montiiy. week end at home.
have snored into their lovely new
Get Yeer Meter leek diem et .,, Mrs. Preston Ordway and Mrs.
Morris, Chicago, attended'Mn. Finis Outland Is in Green. Hazel Tarry visited Miss Mary
G.
Pat
home *On North Sixth street.
Mrs. Illyerelleasty Shop. TeL 314. Frank Albert Stubblefield spent
the funeral services for his uncle, ville, Miss., with her daughter, Limiter and Miss Kate Tarry in
Bey clever seed sewers, hedge
Mrs. Jonah Gibson was admitted Saturday in Memphis.
Louisville
Hardin Mak-six Tuesday.
and pruning shears, halt and to the Mason Hospital for ton.silemi
Mrs. W. F. Bates who recently Lebanon Junction and
Robert Carney. local manager
Stanley Houston and sister, Miss had an operation for appendicitis. otter the week end.
vegetable spray's. dila, founts torny Wednesd_ay,-March- 10- the Kentucky -Tennessee Light
Mrs. Elmer Collins who has
lituth Wouston, of Dallas. Texas, Messages Mate that she is recoverchick feeders at Sexton Bros. Ilda.
Zollie Nei-swarthy, of D5tr04. & Power Company, received a
attended funeral services for Har- ing nicely.
_ ..- -- •
Co.
ised`-the firm of the late very paint* sprain last Wednesdin Morris Tuesday.
Kobe and Korean Japan Clover
day saternoon while inspecting and
Mrs Claude Crocker, was operat- seed, extra nice and clean. Sexton
•
surveying the newly constructed
ed upon for appendteills at the Bros. Hdw. Cs
extension line on East Main. Mr.
Una Merkel is the wise little wife Fulton hospital recently. She is
Miss Sue Farmer spent the
Carney was unable to attend tothe and Lynne Overman the husband reported doing nicely. Mrs. Crockweek end in Paris, Tenn., as the
Ince duties for a couple of days who can't keep away from the lure er is the former Irene Cherry,
guest of Miss Ann Thompson. Miss
or quictb.hut questionable ret-r:rb
but is mai back on duty.
Tell the Wife." daughter of L. C. Cherry of Mur- Thiarapson . will be the guest of
James "Sunny" Phillips. of Reid- methods in "Duel
kit ray.
*KO KKO liadto's comedy
Miss Farmer this coming week
'.and. attended the Regional Tourn- Quarrels, promises to reform and
Your spring cleaning is a. pleas- end.
unotit in Murray the past week reconciliations are part of the la.st ure if you own an Thsetireleix. Cell
Dave West, Five Points ,is con' end. "Sunny" was an outstanding fun in this comic expose of fake 4119W for demonstration.
fined to his home --with the
-selling, In which l'na and
basketball player while in -Murray Lynn are warned
with lovable
htLas Hilda Dulaney returned to measles.
State, receiving both K1AC and G. Kibbee. At the Capitol Thea- her duties as teacher in the PaduMr. and Mrs. Thomas Banks.]
and
Friday.
Thursday
tre
next
and
member
SIAA honors while a
cah schools Sunday.
Mrs. Tom Banks. Walter and 0. WI
aptain of the_ Timroughbreds.
C. Ht Whitnell was in Benton on Ei0One were in Memphis the first i
'G. A. Adkins. who hag been • Mrs. John Ryan and son, Jean, business
Tuesday.
visiting- relatives at Crutchfield. accompanied Mrs. T. R. Jones and
Mrs. Hubert Garrison and baby
ICY-, has returned to his home in Miss Jane Jones to Glasgow the are doing nicely at the Mason
ceeinty. northwest of past week where Jane entered in Memorial Hospital.
Calloway
the state amateur
Murray.
and
beauty
Clifton -Morris, manager of the
Friends will be glad to Capitol Theatre, was a business
Mrs. Opal Pitman underwent a show
minor surgery operation at the know that Jane won second prize visitor in Paducah Wednesday.
If so, You will waii“o be sure that your new
MardiMason Memorial Hospital Friday. at the state meet.
Mrs. Lennis Ward and yoling
iiivestment is covered. Yoa-ts,hould increase your
Miss Lela Frank Brown was a sons. Jack'o and Bobby, will leave
you
If year home is really clean,
visitor in .Mayfield Monday.
today for Detroit to reside. Mr.
insurance protection every time -you_ increase your
own an Electrolux. Call 419W for
Look, we have what you want Ward has been employed there
iiyestment by additions to the honitelf or in
demonstration:
for Easter—New Topper Coats and for several weeks. Mrs. Ward has
T. 0. Baucum. Oda .144cD
hOnue furnishings.(a. All styles, shades and sizes been- convalescing from a mayor
H. Falwell and Erneitt Tones at- In coats. Come in and see.
Farmer operation and has been detained
• M.
tended a meeting of Disrobed Pe- & Hart.
here due to both children having
troleum Co. distributers in St.
Dr. A. D. Butterworth has re- chickenpox.
Lents last Friday_and Saturday.
turned . from Detroit 'where he
Mr.. T. C. 'Uncle Tommy" CarLit. and Mrs. If. W Scott. of spent several days visiting
rela- son. past 92 years old ond one
Clinton,
parents
of
a
Ky..ere
the
115
.ike FIRES DOUBLY HAZ*RDOUS and losses
tives and friends,
of .the city's oldest citizens, has
ciaby daughter, Marilyn Caldwell,
W. E. Wyatt was a business visit- enjoyed splendid health during
are much more likely to be total, so if you are not
burn Monday of -slast .week at a
this- s.intea--tif an unusual amotint
_g_in_.E.ddYville Monday.
PtILLY covered see to it fodaY.
*.WY-field hospitaL
Said is" Col. George D. Caldwell. .. of of sickness. Mr. Carson has been
the son pf Mrs. H. B: Scott. Sr, Louisville. who spoke in
chapel at able to be out almost every day
and 's-as born and reared in Mur- the c,Ilege Monday
•
morning waslexcept the very colaest ones and
ray. He has been commander .13f"the dinner guest of Or. and Mrs. has muetc"eribfed--h is frequent
the .CCC camps at Elizabethtown Jame.s H. Richmond
Monday even- au mobile rides.
and M_AmrimAh Caye as well as at ing.
Caldwell, Dr. Richmond
w line of Certicelli base Jest
Clintdn. Mrs. Scott -is the daugh- and Prof.
. Hortin were guests
. All new shades inone
ter of Mr. Ind Mrs. S. B. Cald- of the .reeerv& -officers of Murray
tab° thread sheers. Farmer
well, of Cave City, Ky. Mr. Cald- at luncheon' at the
National Hotel & Mart.
well', is president of the Peoples at noon.
Mrs. Ea Hutton, Charlotte. Tenn.,
Bank there.
Many friends of
Judge L. A. L. Langston return- arrived Wednesday afternoon. for
Lieut.- Scott here extend congratu- ed Sunday from a
business' trip several days' visit with her tither.
lations.
to ,Frankfort.
• 11. Hood, Mrs. Hood, and other
YOU know it's Spring . . . but what about your
Wells Purdom was a visitor in relatives here.
car? It's up to you to take care of it . . . make
Paris Monday afternoon.
Manliti Miller, of College addiThat.Easter bonnet will look bet-. boa, left Monday afternoon for
2_ it run better, easier and safer. And now's the
High quality 13-plate batter with your hair done In mod- Prescott, Ariz.. to visit his brothteries that will last longer'
time to steirti Warmer weather means a lot of
em styles. The latest creations at or,. Besctun Miller, and will later
and bring extra power. Fully
changes, and we're the ones to help you, at the
Mrs Myers' Beauty Shop. Tel, 314. go to Long Beach, Calif., to visit
guaranteed.
most economical prices. Check these bargains
Mrs. Waylon Rayburn ,.was in another arother. Clongh.
INSTALLBD FREE!
aelect your needs right now!
Benton Wednesday visiting friends. and
Mr. Rayburn. who had been in
. itiga'ilY
Cl.pt
o on Was in Mayfield
Frankfort on,busines.4 early in the on -business MondaY.week drove over to Benton late . Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dailey and
yesterday to meet her.
daughter, Gwendolyn, .of Puryear,
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Chr,isman Jr.. Tenn., spent Saturday ant Stusday
of Memphis, visited in Murray with the Rev. W. P. Prichard.
Saturday. .
Electrolux is the world's best
Tommy. little soff-tif- Mr.' and cleaner, if in doubt ask it's ownMrs Tip Doran,-is ill_ cd the er. Call 419W for demonstration.
,
.
Eld. Jagoe Washer, pastor of the
Only two more Saturdays and Bethel Baptist Church of Detroit,
4th Monday in March to get 3 for Mich., Miss Katy Maggard and
10c Photos, Love; Studio.
Mrs: Vera .Jordani alsn of Detroit
WO°
M - Hall flood left SaturdayAer- vented Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
1.4146/412
Louisiana, to attend the 'Wood of this city enrdUte. to atberi,,de .of her father: 0. G. tend the Bible Institute held' at
Thorra,.- who is critically ill of Turkey Creek Baptist ' Church,
<•:t lions.
Mr. Thomas,- whO March the eleventh through the
is pil -*. 70; is one of the most fourteenth. Eld. Roy Tatum is peap1-. land-owners and bust- 1-tor - of the Turkey Creek church:
Give You Maximum Protection, Performance
ness then of his section. He is
Master Jack Durick returned to
and Service:
als , :he father-An-law of Eubert -C. Loalsvine last Wednesday for ex•
Paikar. native Murreyan, WhannW i.amination and treatment following
onag_in_Ringgpiej„,„,
I a• short s_t_ay in Murray with his
Tte molly_a_i
,
ueble communication for up to the .
minute news iglhe icA-DIO!
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Murray

--Not _ Everybody _ia
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!
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WILL BUY TIE SIDINGS ON MILL
YARD GRADING NUMBER 2
COMMON OR BETTER
Not over 35 per cent number 2 common.
Price Around $15.00 per 1,000 feet

le

Are You Building, Repairing)or
Remodeling This Spring?

W.11 SYKES

•
MARCH WINDS

Insure in SURE Insurance!

H. Falwell & C

*MP

NEW
BATTERIES

Cars Need Tonics Too!

THE NEW CHEVROLET

is a modern car with

$395 up

RFECTED HYDRAULIC BRAKES

Gives You
More and
Better Service
Throughout
the Year!

GENERAL TIRES
Give You

-

oli•s°
wise es*411° sooseb
.10aie too

DIAMOND 760 LUBRICANTS and
GREASES

GRUNOW RADIOS range, in price as low

Tbe-pew Chevrolet for 1937 is a
Marra car with Perfected 11/
:
drat& Brakes-the highest devektesent of the hydraulic braking
prinliple--the most efficient and
depeadebio brakes built today.
Traesepowerful
mkt}imam
always Nutttired.They respond
Malignly to light or hes% y pedal

MERCHANTS!

Demand
Perfected Hydraulic
Brakes on your
new car
Fos IJX•0110C.•

VOA,

weather conditions. They provide
braking that is positive in action
-braking thafwill Wert:ant you
and your family as you have never
been alfeguarded before'
Demand Perfected
Brakes, and demand all _am other
comfort, safety and performance
-advantages which are available at •
low price* only in the new 1937
.-4.1asssuIct.,744
.oaly -twofold&
-kriervi so Low.

marsuik

nom

MOW

HINIVAL MOTORS INSTALL/AIN'T
Prrsobre- Th'Y g!" the
sLA N — MONTHLY PAYMINTS TO
Allich•ROURVA-414:lifle.IIRStissui1L-4.SIMI VOIR 'MOM
typos of roads and under_all
_
CHYVROLET MOTOR
Marrs Saks C....pm-anon,

1

VISOIT. MICHiGAN

PORTER--MOTOR CO.
Muitay, Ky..
THE

.TELEPHONE ft7

ONLY

COMPLETE

CAR —PRICED

West. Mapl4

SO

We have Korean, Kobe,Common Jap Clovers; Gold Medal Red
Top, Alsike, Red Clover; Ken-tucky Blue Grass.
Early Jersey, Charleston, Flat
Dutch Cabbage P
- Onion Planti, Onion Sets;
Genuine Red River Triumph and
Cobbler Seed Potatoes.

•

RADIOS as low as—

;29.95
Complete with batteries

TRADE-IN
''ALLOWANCES

LIBERAL

TIRES

It's constant care that keeps
your car in the best of running condition. It will always be.mart looking, too,
if we are given charge.

BUY NOW!
Guarantegd

mriteng.ettg.
Greasing
Polishing
Washing

Long Wear

4:40x21 Special at

$4.85

4:50x21 Special at
4:50:20,Speciei

at .

—7-41:75x19 Special

at
'.5:50x17 Special at

5.25_

5.25
6.00
7.25

Super - Service Station
OF

Jackson Purchase Oil Co.
EAV,ISAIN STREET

Covington Bros.& Co.

. MURRAY, KENTUCKY

•••••••rAIS

••

FARM

Street

LOW

as—

$29.95

•

••SCe4E

61116-s,......5 .1W -

now..

*

•
•

r•

--A

Soy
-11- scree'
*threes
beano
their
gethei
Out For
I
or !arc
Bob

have
their

her!

rands

^
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47 Uniforms Issued by
Stewart for Spring Drill
and receiving punts.
• Coach Will Stress Ii tackling,
Ten of last year's squad will
Passing, Kicking I be lost through graduation, and
their absence, in the opinion -of
and Defense
1 Stewart will be felt on the 1937

f

Murray.
October 23, Mississippi College at
Murray, (HOMECOMING).
October 29, Union University at
Dyersburg, Tenn.
November 5, West Tennessee at
Murray.
November 12, Morehead at Murray, November 20, ,Western at Bowling Green.
November 26, Superior Wiscon.
sin State College at Murray.

squad. Good kickers. pass reForty-seven men have been issu- ceivers and guards that can keep
ed uniforms for spring football ' out Of'the way pt the ball carrier
training wnieh -"Ali -ater4--e4 -Moir--.-whila. 1-,,ing
in-arference W
ray State College March 15, Coach i probably be the --frardesr-piaces to
Roy Stewart said today
"The main reasons for spring
Captain Henderson, Wright,
Here the ground is frozen again
training. will be to fill the vacan- Herndon, Miiier, Land, Cook, Tol- after people around here ,being so
cies resulting from graduation," son, Gunter, and others will be .smart putting out, their gardens.
Stewart asserted. "We're going to lost through graduation. Stewart
Wet had also started spring clean•._.star.1.-aLtho-botiont-and-work_ up, i.s_trying to s..c.tieftk. two or threeling_ Them _should be--a--law Against
stressing, fwnemos•SIdo-- 'RD - thy .3011
8,Wen- Mim 10610-1Pilni-eo •
;
women spring cleaning though, for
while". Spring practice will last
The 1937 football schedule fol- there's nothing so chaotic to a
a probable seven weeks, possibly lows:
household and always if company
-gtnrcuttratop in they drdirrat"
when a deluge of papers, boxes.
Lateral passing, pass defense, and lene, Texas,
kicking will be stressed more this
October 1 or 2, Tennessee Tech catalogues and everything else
spring than hist Stewart decared, at Murray.
imaginable is being swept down
October 8, Ouachita College at the stairs, or when the curtains
explaining that the first week will
are all down, the quilts out on the
be used by the team in condition- Arkadelphia. Ark.
ing through' blocking, _ passing.
October 15, lofiddle Tennessee at line, the furniture blocking ever

Across the River

C-APITOL
TODAY AND FRIDAY

SATURDAY

AND LOVE
'441\

BOB AND JO
f•-•
"

oran't
know dames
us a
Sure wa
maks
everything-but
offer!
batter

A ND
A/-04i*/1
It
z44
9/

-I quiry and bearish bids; some slowpath and soapy water swirling in Cohoon who was recovering from • Freshman: Frances_Sledd.
Sophomore: Raeliael Sammons, ness in yearling trade, but•early
every direction. I can think of an appendicitis operation and Daynothing more exasperating than
, sales steady; cow Thor and bulls
-Nobody KnoW* the Troubte
having to offer to shake hands mumps.
25c
vealers
unchariged;
higher:
Seen", Was -the topic disI've
An intramural basketball tourn,rwith a stranger when I have to
mixed yearlings and heifers sales kissedby A. B. "Austin, former
step off a scaffold from a paper ament was organized on March 8
7.5041 9.00, some held at 10 00 and clean of Murray collegeo in tht
hanging job and put out a grimy, with 40 players ,participating. The
pasty hand, knowing my dust cep, captions of ,the teams are G. C.
interschool bas- above; beef cows 5 90116.50 ,a few meeting of the Westminister Felthe
that
Now,
is awry, my face streaked and my Miller. G. W. Gardner, Wade,Grawe are hav- 7.00; cutters and low cutters 3.75 1 lowship Club on Thursday evening
harm James Robert Harding and ketball season is over,
temper completely ruined.ing an intramural tournament. 014.75, top sausage bulls 6.50; top March 11.
Kenneth
understand
The
Bailey.
totirnament
The men just can't
Four captains were chosen and vealers 11.25; nominal range!
why women persist in upsetting began on March 9 - and runs
in turn divided all the boys slaughter steers 6.5041.12.75; slaughthey
12.
the whale routine of things every through
Read the Classified Ads.
of the school irto four teams. Each ter heifers 6.254/10.75.
spring, but I guess the 'process is
play all the other teams one
to
is
just as necessary to us as the old
time. The two teams having won
folks' used_ to_ think "poke sallet"
-the largest per Cent Of their -games
was.
ill play a championship game.
Thanks, for the complimeats, all
A volleyball tournament will be
Fourth
Six
Weeks
you folks who pretend to enjoy
played as soon as this one is over.
Pupils
a
making
grade of 90%
my chatter, but I just„have) to
Softball practice will begin Monor above and have been present
write when Pm iii the mood.
day', March 29.
There is never much excitement evei- y period are as follows:
Our debate teams nave nad 13
Second grade: Louis Glenn York,
and here though so the the only
-the, west Iwo wools*.
--"evoiThgbarn, 'Maly An
things I can talk ot arts-.)1288
follows:
Valentine.
ary, everyday happenings.
Monday,- March 8, Murray TrainThird grade: James Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Spiceland
School (1); Thursday, March
1land and Mrs. Carnelia Kirks son, Jo Pat Anderson, Eugene Al- 11. Benton (2 wonThy Armo;
day, March 12, Hickman 12) no dewere guests at the fish fry given britten.
cisions; Monday, March 15,.Murray
n my kitchen Thursday in honor
Fifth grade: Jeriene iork. Mar- High
School (2), no decisions;
Of my husband's birthday.
tha Sue Cunningham, Sarah Ruth Tuesday, March 16, Hazel 121;
Mrs. Cernelia Kirks went to Cin- Rhodes, Jeanne
Doran, Aleda Wednesday, March 17, Benton (2);
cinnati Saturday via Pan American Farmer.
Thursday, March 18. Heath (2).
to see her husband, R. B. Kirks,
Sixth grade: Tohn Morris Fuwho was in the hospital threatened trell, Bobby 'Garrison, Marion This brings our total for the seasonson to 24.
with pneumonia.-Chatterbox.
sharGorough; Fay Nell Anderson, The freshman play entitled, "AlWanda Fuzzell, Jewell Dean All- ways in Trouble", has been moved
britten.,
up from March 20 to Saturday
grade: Isabel Cain, night, March 27, because of the illSeventh
Charlyn Hartsfield.
ness of one of the cast.
Eighth grade: Martha Churchill,
Work on the junior play is to
Maxine • Scott, George Edward begin soon. -The play will be diJones_
rected by Mr. Wells.
Freshman: Freda Smith.
Sophomores: Hugh Thomas McWaldrop, Louise
Elrath_ Clara
College May Close April 14 Cable, Helen Eaker, Solon Hale,
Henry - Jones.
for Educational GetEAST ST. LOUIS, Ill., March 17
Juniors. John L. Roach, Martha
together Program
Lou Barber, Gene Dulaney, Phil -Hogs: 7.500; 800 direct; active
to all interests. strong to 1Qc
.
INFORMAL BREAKFAST Cutchin. Rudolph
Colson, Harold higher than average Tuesday; spots
Seniors:
IS LISTED FOR APRIL 16 Cunningham. Thomas Earl Martin, up most: 160 lbs. down 10-15c
higher; spots 25c higher on light
Honorable Mention
"Its is likely that dismissal of The following students made an pigs; top 10.30; bulk to 170 to 270
school for KEA will be after the ;average of 90 or more' but were lbs. 10.10,ii 10.25; medium to packers
last- class on Wednesday, April 14," absent or tardy one or more per- 10.10 down; 140 to 160 lbss. 9.2547annpunced Miss Alice Keys. sec-i iods:
9.85: 100 to 130 lbs. 7.254/9.00; sows
retary to the president. This is
Seventh grade: Barbara Diuguid. 9.5011 975.
last
followed
was
that
plan
the
Cattle 2.000; 1.500; moderate
Eighth grade: Martha Jo Crass,
year. and unless it is given fur- Miriam McElrath.
steers supply meeting limited inther consideration, it is the one to
be used this year.
Although KEA opens with the
program on Wednesday night.
April 14, the most atractive item
of the entire program is the. annual Get-Together breakfast for the -faculty, alumni, students, and
friends of Murray State College.
This breakfast will be at the Kentucky Hotel at 8 o'clock. Friday
morning. April 16. All students and
alumnt are urged to be present.
with guests if they - With. Mequagts for plate reservations should
be *lade to Prof. E. H. Smith, heat
of the extehsidti department. These
should be sent in before the meeting if possible, but reservations
--y
may be made during KEA-atlin
tiMe up to 9 o'clock, Thursday
night, April 15'.
This breakfast has become a
great occasion in the activitiesof
the college. Last year there were
more than 200 who took breakfast.
In this group were Governor
Chandler'andmany other prominent persons: Mr. Smith says he
is hoping-and expecting-.to have
at least 300 in the group this year. i
Headquarters for Murray State ,
College will be the same place that 1
it has been. for the last two years,
just offthe mezzanine floor of the
Brown Hotel.

Austin Speaks

Almo High Schobl

Murray High School
Mnor ROE-

Implements! Farm Needs!

I. Disc Harrows and Disc Cultivators, Peg
Harrows, Chattanooga Slat Mold Plows
and repairs, Owensboro and Weber Wagons, Field Fencing, Garden Wire, Extra
Quality Red Top Seed.

MURRAY PLANSFOR
K. E. A. ACTIVITIES
IN LOUISVILLE, KY.

Livestock

Look over your,stock of Harness, Collars,
Bridles, Trace Chains, Back Bands, Plow
Lines, Singletrees, Plow Points, Clevises,
and your other needs in our line THIS
WEEK, and see what we have to offer
next Monday - - BIG COURT DAY!

Sexton Bros. Hdw. Co.

JOAN CRAWF0111/_,
RICHARD DX
DEI. RID
-WILLIAMMONTGOMERY
'POWELL MORES
CHESTER RIORRIS
, . , . . . . . . . ._.,
.

'50y fills the
— screen when
014
,,three such light.
hearted stars do
their stuff to.
getherr Joan's
out for a million
matrimony
Of larceny...but t
Bob and Bill t
have plans of
their own for
her! It's the
grandest fun I

mamma a .....isik•-,6, b:

DEVIL'S
IVRO1IN

1 Pi

0.1.00111 by E
COLUnkilA

C IC omen
PICTult

,

•

C.
11
.

—ALSO—

"Jungle Jim"
with

FRANK MORGAN
JESSIE RALPH

SUNDAY and MONDAY

Roue gate4 a gamble
with romance, wealth and
life itself the stakes!A beautiful spitfire tries to ibutwit
a cunning killer..,and finds
herself in the tightest spot
of her young life! Plenty of
excitement and surprise...
a howl with every thrill I

S111111111Rt
TM MU-BRudiducABor
u 1‘,
,
CAlif1A
JOSEPH
Directed by Errol Taggart
Produced by Lucien Hubbard and
Samu•I Mara
A Metrilgijidity/7•Mayer KM/Ri

BENCELCV
in
"HOW TO BE A
DETECTIVE"

HAPTER THREE

I:Tuesday-Wednesday
VICTOR
McLAGLEN
PRESTON
FOSTER
—in—

SE
Ida Lupino
Donald Woods
Gordon Jones
Next Thurs.-Fri.
A hundred
shares of
preferred
shock!

"ANNIE LAURIE"
A Tabloid Musical
NOTICE
Doors Open at 12 O'clock
MONDAY

How This Bank

AFEGUAR S
Your Deposits!
6

Training School
In the first meeting of the Student Council of the Training
School Tuesday, March 9. they
elected Robert Cherry, a student
from Little Rock, Ark.. president.
Other officers elected were
Stamps, vice-president;
Charles
Virgil Robinson, treasurer; and
Miss Rebecca Farmer, secretary.
The Murray Training School debating team, Coached by Cecil
Gentry. won over the Beribin High
School at Murray on Tuesday evening, March 9. The subject that
was discussed_was:_ftesuLved-tbat
Par- utilities should be government owned and operated. The
negative was defended by Marjorie Wall and Charles Stamps of
Murray. The affirmative isias upheld by William Flser and C. L.
Walton of Benton.
The reurnry team has not 'been
defeated thus far. They have met
Murray, Hickman, Benton. Lowe§
and Almo debating teams. Other
members of the Murray squad are
Leila Ellis and Ann Thomp'son.
The Murray teams were rcheduled
to debate Hickman at Murray on
and Benton there on
March
March 16.
Murray Training Behbol
The
basketball team was defeated by
the Lynn Grove High School five
March 5 in
by a score-of 44-14
the _district tournament _played on
Manly High School floor. The
losing team was slightly handicapped by the absence of James Lee

The Bank of Murray safeguards your deposits by sound management.
Merit,and Aceom_plishments. By
We-reccommend our management„only on
„
this our deposits and -resources today' are the highest in history.
We do not make decisions -according to a formula.- We do not think
it is good banking. Arbitrary opinions, to our way of thinking, are more
than an injustice to the borrower. They are a liability to a bank's stockholders and depositors. For if a -banker lets mere rote 'and rule tell him When to
say -No- he can err in the other direction and say -Yes': when _h_c_ shoulcr

-

tod.:
The circumstances,of no two loans are exactly alike. It takes sound
judgment bred by experience and tem pered by s human understandinj to
know whether to say -Yes- or -No.,
We would like to say -Yes- at all-times, for credit is our stock in trade.
When we refuse credit it is necessary in the interests of our depositors.

12

E

BANK of MURRAY

Does Bladder Irritation
Get You Up!

Pre
Till WIFE.
Wist

G UY KIB BEE
U NA MERKEL
LYNNE OVERMAN

Big Enough to Take Care of You; Small Enough to be Aware of You
SAFE
:
STRONG
:
SOUND

Results guaranleed 25c. If not
pleased in four days go back and
get your 25c. Flush the bladder as
you would the bowels. Help nature
eliminate impurities and excess
acids which can cause irritation
that results in getting up nights,
scanty flow, frequent desire, burning, backache,'or leg pains. Get buchu leaves, juniper oil, etc., made
into little green tablets. Just say
Bukets to any druggist -Dale, Stubblefield & Co.
_
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MUSIC DEBATING ',dusk
MEET TO BE HEU)

I AMIS, SALYERS TO
I SPEAK IN CHAPEL

and Foreeni tournameat for
the lass several years.

- ,
Caudill
M.
W.
Prof.
T. B. Skin Tests to
Be, Given at College Is Named Adviser
for Univ. of Chicago
faculty members and

In Memoriam

Kirk!
By Hild
Maurine

In lovine memory of our dear
parents: RIehard Boggess who passStudents,
ed away March 22, 1985 ,and Betall employees cif Murray State
tie Austin Boggess who followed
Prof. W. M. Caudill, geography
NYA Officials Are Listed ea College will be given the oppor- instructor of Murray State College four months later, July 23, 1935.
tunity of the tuberculosis skin
Interscholastic Tearassaent Starts
Program at Murray (dr
and an alumnus of the University
Test by the County Health departMarch 111. 27 at Murray .
March 24
The Ledger & Times is authorof Chicago, has accepted the invi- You have gone our precious darlthe
of
ment with the assistance
Mate Volker
ings,
ized to announce the following
tation of President Robert M.
.
Otis C. Amis, supervisor of edu- Tuberculosis Unit State Depart- Hutchins, of Chicago, to become a Every day we miss you more.
eandidates..subSect to the action of
Plans are going forward for thZ
cational aid. and Robert K. Sal- ment of Health.
the Democratic primary, Saturday.
Regional Adviser of Chicago Uni- May your rest be sweet. eternal,
District Interscholastic Music and August 7. 1937.
yersadeputy state director, Nation- _ "The- college age group repre- versity.
On Heaven's happy golden shore.
Debate tournament to be held at
al Youth Administration, from the senti,the group in which tubercu-Their children
Only a earefully'selected list of
MAGISTRATE
FOR
Murray Stale College March •-26
state NYA office will feature the losis takes 'Ins heaviest toll: Re- the Alumni of the University of
District
Liberty
and 27. _All high schools iir_the
sults of-the-tatierculin test will
chapel program. marifi 24.
Chicago will -sere. on the_ hoard.,
first district
determine if the germ of tubercul be invited to par--fitiftiehrt-RECOVIRS $2240
The
program
be
will
of
interest
it was pointed out by President
Hazel District
Furentered
• ticipate and the winners of the
body.
has
the
losis
of
duty
to
every
the
coltege
student
be
,especially
will
It
Hutchins.
J. W. UNDERWOOD
examinations are necessery,
Decision for the plaintiff was
various music and debate events
NYA student pro- ther
to those 00
the Regional Advisers to advise
if the individual has been infectwill be eligible to enter the state
rendered by Judge E. P. Phillips
Alumni
gram.
the
and
University
the
METHODIST CHURCH -NOTES
ed.
The time to discover the
i Tuesday when Richard Foy, M. S.
contests at Lexington.
According to the repon from the disease is before there are symp- Committee on methods of giving
The corrunittee in charge of arC.y.twiaAt. sought,to recover 822.50
leasinele office. tbere.are approxi.
iurtiva
iSamlay. Mama LI. 1937
trims and 'before serious damage
lost by the
5110IngassiMiditi VW, &Bay is- saw
information about the lot a suit allegedly
_graduates
rnatelr 21.5. sttleionto aan_ annaNyA.
-has been done to- the lungs. To'
-pow or.Weiter Qi.Jetion, Patin-. -Once- -earh--Year• -MethothAt6-- 4w4i.
-Cierinersaeducational opportunities the Uni- Modet
ork
in
schedule
the
college
and
find a case of tuberculosis in a
cah, K. H. Patterson, Mayfield. f supposed to study a honk,CertainThe cleaning company held that
versity has to offer.
Training School.
student, may save his career and
arm M. 0. Vi'rather. Murray. - Dr. I ly this. should be helpful to all.
the suit had been stolen from
The
NYA
youths
on
the
work,
the ROBERT MONTGOMERY and JOAN C'tADFORD in 'The Last et
prevent the spread of infection on
J. H. Richmond president oi Mug- This year the book is
their delivery truck, and its loss
program in Calloway county are
deals
le Others" accerdin,g_ to Dr. Hash
Thealle
t-beyese-aes• elsessiag-st Lk. CAF-'
aulLalutatn.RusleasaPeali_
also
preparing
to
attend
.
chapel
. Houston, college physician.
heartily in favor of the cOntests largely, with the rural. problems
part.
With ages ranging from 18 to 25,
Dr. Hugh Houston, college phyand woulti give his support to our Church.
of Court Square. See C. H. Whit- there are, at the present time, 30 sician, together with college auof MurThis. year the
them in everr. way.
The Bullat County Farm Bureau
students employed under the NYA thorities are cooperating with the -joresident Richmond's home will
pelt Murray.
Circuit
ay
M
and
Station
ray
acted
Murray State College has
in this county.
completed and ready for oc- ordered three carloads of hay
bes
at
school
join
a
in
Meet
to
this
in
department
are
health
county
as host for the Interscholastic
according to from Michigan, saving $3.50 a ton
Th., NYA state office is located
CERTIFIED Jarvis Golden Prolific,
the Methodist Church in Morprogram. Dr. John B. Floyd, di- cupancy by May 1,
manager of by cooperative buying.
at
and
business
9th
Broach,
90.9%.
---Purity
1.
Broadway,
,
Mr.
99
Louisville,
Germination
night.
ay
Mo
ray beginning on
rector of tuberculosis, State DeMiss 'Marguerite Gauen. R. N.,
Ky.
State.
Murray
Hazel
Route
Hentlan,
and
__Hal
through
ing
partment of Health will be back
,
"MY SKIN WAS FULL OF March 22, and emu'
Mason Memorial Hospital. left this
Work on interior decorating and
Alp
2.
.The sesnext week to resume work. He has
PIMPLES & BLEMISHES" Friday night. March
morning for her home in Sabina.
furnishings will begin Monday,
begin at 7:30 and the teachof
charge
in
in
been
sions
Madisonville,
vacaweeks
two
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Ohio, for a
Says Verna Schleppa "Since usCORN WANTED-good ary white
state health work in 22 counties March 15.
Korean. Kobe, Tenn, 78, Sericea
ing Adleriki the pimples are gon& ers will be the pastors of the two tion.
Workers have almost completed Ample stock from old reliable proor yellow corn. -Market price. W.
during the flood period.
My akin is smooth and glows with charges. .Alf are invited to the
Lord's
Day:
study
Bible
9:45;
at
Mrs.
and
Ordway
nreston
and
at right prices. Write
ducer
home
the
MTS.
of
remodeling
the
health."
Adlerika washes BOTH school.
tfc
H. Broach. Tel. 269.
preaching at 10:50 and 7:SZ o'clock.
Stubblefield spent
of poisons tha t
bowels, rids yyou
•
other work is progressing very J. B. Lucas, Franklin, Ky.
next- Sun- 'Frank . Albert
hour
morning
the
At
Recovering rapidly.
cause a bad complexion. on sale
FOR RENT-8-roorn house with Young peoples' meeting for Bible 011ie Workman
Saturday in Memphis.at Dale, Stubblefield & Co.. Drug- day the pastor, will preach from
From Injured Arm
Margueritte Holcomb, Misel tub and shower bath; furnace study at .6:30 p. m.
gists-in
by Turnbov: Drug the
subject: "Learning from - Miss
Wednesday:- Ladies' Bible class
tic
00
Sexton. Miss Frances Sex- heat. Call Tom Bailey.
Christ. What He Does", continu- Ruth
Chiropractic: The science 'that
011ie Workman, prominent farmat 2:00 p. m.; prayer meeting at
Dorothy Robertson, and
Miss
ton,
culminate
will
that
series
ing the
makes people well and
er of near Penny, is recovering
•
attended AUTO LOANS-strictly confiden- 7.30 p. m.
Beale
Clayton
Lula
.
Miss
will
subject
happyat Fstster when the
is the desired thing in
I have before me a quotation from a serious arm break received
Mayfield Mon- tial. Your car or truck only sein
show
picture
the
What
be "Learning from Christ,
Insurance
curity, no endorsers, payments re- from Dr. B. H. Streeter which something like a month ago when
DR. W. C. OAKLEY
day.
He Is."
Chiropractor
duced. N. A. (Asher) Klapp, Tat reads: "Look upon suffering as a the team of mules he was driving
Fled
Dentiet,
Crawford,
E.
F.
Dr.
At the evening hour the pastor
Murray
374W. 503 S. 6th. St., Murray, Agt, necessary condition of labor for ran off into the creek. Mr. Work- 609 West Main
Bank Bldg. Tel 192-.I.
a series of sermons on
will
re- Guaranty Finance Co. Paducah, any cause worth working for-- man received a broken right arm Murray: Mon., Wed. & Fri. P. M.
have
Davis
Ben
Mrs.
and
'Mr.
estament Heroes, the first
,
Old J
tfc whether it be the learnIng--OT a below the elbow and a severe
Renton: Tues.. Thurs..% Rat.
Springs,. Ark.. Ky.
being "Abraham, the Hero of turned from Hot
in
wrench
right
sprain
lesson,
the
and
the
produation
a
of
work
races.
the
attended.
they
where
Faith,"
i1"--ANTED-111cNess man in nearby
is,t.
Mr. and Mrs. Nat R. Hughes, territory: $8.00 to $1200 daily. of art, the bringing up of a family,
Church-school at 9:30.. The chilAlthough the break was received
of the steering of a ship. to portPolly
Miss
and
Ford.
, TIME FOR TRUSITE
dren and young people meet at Miss Evelyn
See or write to J. H. Henley, and its character is changed Real- a month ago The arm has been
Townsend. Miss Isabelle Bondur- Hazel. Ky., Route 1
%nip, U ize that
6 4$.
tht stupidity, the indiffer- giving him some trouble, however,
Harold White. Robera Williams
,ant
we
borne,
church
If you have no
the week SALE-On Wednesday. Manch 24. ence, the malice, and the selfish- Mr. Workman thinks the worst
spent
Farmer
Fulton
and
welcome you to our fellowshIP!
Plan now for 'a safe inpassed and he will be able to
at 1 p. m., 1 mite south of Mur- ness of man have always been has
J. Mack Jenkins, Pastor end in Memphis.
WHY eentimee to staffer from
come in later life .
Miss Margaret Graves. Miss Lula ray on New Concord Highway, .tuch an obstacle to progress that use has-øm soon.
peer eye-sight when glasses n
Bealie.- Mies Frances Sex.for sale some house- every forward step has been 'paid
Clayton
offerlit sack accurate vision corfor in blood and tears . . . and
Chandler Praises Legion
Couuty Saturated With, ton. Miss Marguentte Holcomb, hold and kitchen furniture, also things are
tertisa and beastly cost so
seen in a new- light."
Miss' Dardthy-Robertson 1 mule, 1 sow and .pigs. 2-horse
Agent
and
Plates
•
IMO
.
The stupidity of man increases
.
7
in all emergencies, The
''AS
.
motored to.-'Mayfield Wednesday to wagon. mowing machine, lot of
-Life Insurance
York
New
the responsibility of those who American Legion in Kentucky was
- - - -- -plows. harrows, and small tools.
Calloway county's Ticense plate a'n Inn eh-EraCompany
would
guide,
a
him
right
to
suffer
early
.its
field,
in
the
in
untiring
MinerNotice Farmers-Murphy
.9E T. PARKER
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We call help every one
to Dress Up.

Hats Cleaned and Perfectly Blocked . . .
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We have every thing
you wear.

We Expertly Clean Your DRAPES
Phone us for a Complete Estimate
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Kerosene Refrigerators

New and Used Radios
-Several floor models and trade'', ins, both electric and batttry -operated, at a bargain. Your old
radio in trade.
.•

"Easy" Washing Machines
Electric or gas motor operated.
"Take _the drudgery out of wash
day"' Stnall`doNin Ipa*rnOit.

Radio Batteries

Rastus cultivator and
other farming tools, gear,
some springing coWs and
heifets, yearlings,.2 yearling colts and 50 or 73' barrels of- corn:
Terms made known _ on
day. of sale.

"
7-134/3
, ROA
Roul
stylE

Ali-popular makes and sizes.,See
Lis before buying a battery for,
your radio.

Make your own ice. Simple to ophave plenty of ice
on hand. Will take in your old ice-box in trade. Buy on small
monthly payments.

erate, alwt.tys

.
•

•OCC

Radio Tubes
All types and popular makes. See
us for your radio and regair
needs.

Batteries Recharged
2-Volt Recharged
36c
Will furnish radio battery while
yours is being recharged for only

Sc.a .day.

_

If you are in the market for a Radio, Washing Machine or Refrigerator
come in to see us anthrnike arrangements for a demonstration. No obligation or charge.

JOHNSON-FAIN APPLIANCE CO.
MurFa:y, _ Kentucky
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Honor Roll For Seventh Month
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simmook.
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Cochran, James Vaughan Edwards,
-Olive Oyl
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Merrit. Lawson, Bonnet Taylor,
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and WALLPAPER
Second grade: James Colerhan,
Eugene Darnell, Ray Marine, Jewel
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Custom Made White Shoes ...
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lit1.1111.rx—•••••
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The New Four Way Relief
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Someone would be happier for an Easter Card
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o u. We have the most complete stock in
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multitude
ler 'next week.
and brown Work,Dr Play—You'll find them
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house.
esting lecture on the Amazon Valduty for many hciurs continuousley was given by the Rev, Jagoe
ly and to get little rest.- Under
Washer. Reverend Washer was a
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very adverse conditions you permissionary tO South America for
formed your duty well and enCOMPANY
four years.
Oiled the force of men to perform,
valuable."
whicfi
was
most
a work
Lieutenant William B. Wright,
While Your,Menfolk
Medical Reserve Corps, reported
Hello folks! I'm back again, for duty succeeding Captain StemSwapping Ring ...
atter a few week's absence, on ac- ker as camp surgeon who recently
Get That New
cOulIt of measles. Oh, no. I did retired from CCC duty to take
not have them myself. Merely a post graduate courses in medicine.
couple of cases in the family.
A native of Burnt House, W. Va.,
"It looks as though the Weather- Lieutenant Wright-served for. fiv
There's nothing like a new
man is trying to play tricks on months as camp surgeon of the
hair dress to make your
us," says the ' Peruna Advertiser. Oreensboro and Hartford camps
costume
fore -corning to Merray. Re
And it really does look tharway.
Last week was real spring-like gradulted from the University of
Sets off your new hat, perks
. Ind we did a little gardening end Louisiana " Medical Center end
WORK CLOTHES...
your spirits
ed potatoes, and now it is all served his internship at the Char-
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THEY'RE HERE!

BISMA-REX

CAMP MURRAY
CHATTERS

An

•

Trouble

98c up

5c and 10c

W. S. FITTS & SON

Protemus Palaver

DALE, STUBBLEFIELD & CO.
Are at the

Custom-Made...

Spring Clothing

PERMANENT WAVE

Reasonably Priced
•

vit 4 fir

tompiete

National Lines

or a SHAMPOO, FINGER
WAVE

Wear Longer . . . . COist
—Lesi

CRASS
FURNITURE COMPANY
FOR

Permanent Waves as
low as

•

$2.00

Special 4-piece BEDkOOM SUITE—Vanity, Bench,
. Bed, and chest of drawers.: Limited quantity.

SHOPPE

For You on This Page of

CALLING ALL HOUSEWIVES—A genuine SEL- LERS KITCHEN CABINET. Only four in this -lot.

-

MAI-DONNE BEAUTY

-

$39.50

Regular $29.50 value

S

GRAHAM & JACKSON

FURNITURE VALUES
Regu-lar $49.50 value

.

•
Come in to see our SPECIALS for 4th
Monday Shoppers

North Fourth Street

Phone 281

—1

OURTH MONDAY SPEC

$22.50

-

___
Murray Merchants_ Welcome_ You and Request'
Your Patronage!

Big assor-tinent-- of:
RORS and PICTURES.
Round, oval,-and square"
_ •
styles-— 41.1.39 _..••

Your Eyes Tuned for
the Year's-Work

Eyes Tested FREE
Lenses

DuaCated

Frames Fitted
When your doctor prescribes lenses for your eye
trouble, we make them to
his 'exact specifications.
WE REPAIR ALL MAKES AND TYPES OF

•GLASSES

STUDIO COUCHES—All the newest plaids and
solid colors-Values to $36.00 .. . $24.50 and429.50

•

Big Squaw SIX-EYE RANGE with 'high - closet. Only two in this lot—
r$29.50
Regular $37.50 value

1.,

•
.

t4P-

o

Asmisimmit

OCCASIONAL CHAIRS and ROCkER§r—
ReguIar $6.95 value .. $5.45 and $5.95--

Biggest, Best, Most Complete Repair
Department in Murray
•

TEXACO GAS AND OIL
, .
AN UNBEATABLE COMBINATION
Bringsyour car straight-to our station and leaye
• ••• 11--for krvice.
"
We sell FIRESTONE GUM DIPPED
TIRE'
• .„
"Most Miles Per Dollar"

CLIP TICS AD!

•

FREE 2-50
Tk; ap1 ;E,Npv4rt.h 25c-on any purchase of$1.00 or more on Fourth Monday

Get a heavier oil; vkiarm weather burns out lighter
oil and your engine suffers!

•

Greasing

75c

Get rid of wifiter.s grit and grime!
Most important is that TEXACO "Firechief"
Gasoline.

For example, if you purchase an article costing
$1.35 and present this ad, you pay only ;LW.
Take advantitge of this. offal_
_BUY
•

Tires

Batteries
Ornaments

Seat Covers
Parts

HENDON'S TEXACO
North Fourth and Walnut

Murray, Ky.

Murray Auto Parts

Avow

.‘1,44eC.:

ASS ml....MCSISSMOSSMISKAA4m.StS.K.MK

•

c

.
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•

OIL CHANGED FREE

SERVICE STATION

H. B. Bailey, Jeweler
..11111111111111811111111/'

NEAR THE SWAPPING RING .. .
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IIRRAY-CCC CAMP117,
WILL BE RETAINED'4" a

-Lingreshirern:‘..ecr
immediately contacted the
d I am
pleased to advise you that I have
been: given assurance that no
change will be made, and that aus
Csagresansan Gregory Writes
thorny has been given for the reWrather Post Extended
tention of this camp through the
Themigh September
9th camp period expiring September 30. 1937. and I am quite sure
The Murray CCC camp will be that renewal can be obtained' at
retained this year, Congressman' that time.
Noble J. Gregory told M. 0.
"With kindest regards. I am
Wrather in a letter received here
"Sincerely yours.
today. Spiking rumors that there
G r gory".
moving
was a peissibiTilrhf
Murray Camp has been reciihrntra-Idr. Gregory assured Mr. ognized as one of the prize camps
Wrather that no change will be in the United States and Murray
made. in its location,
citizens have expressed their desire
Mr. Gregory's letter follows:
in numerous occasions that the
"Information came to me in an camp be retained. For the past
inditect raanzie-t sosna_amelss.. san. fast.c__Ot Siva Indaths-Lbe CG.C- _has
been operating a lime quarry and
crusher project in the southwest
part of the county.

ww:

M.

c.r-

The

Regardless
Of the

WPA Educators To
-Threei a-Western

Value

' A meeting of all supervisors in
tion work has been
WPA •
',arch 22 and 23 at Wescalled
Teachers College. Bowtern S
.. according to a letter
ling G
received by Owen Billington Wednesday.
Problems relating to the sslonsors' duties with tjse various
classes conducted by the WPA educators, educational projects, and
proposed KEA activities are to be
the agenda of the meeting.

the merchandise selected or the amount
sie service rendered. the
BIMe
thoughtful care
and attention is given.
We aim to render a
superior service complete in every detail.
That- fact always remains the same with.

•
Sincerely,

FINE

SOW

Forty-one pigs in three litters is
the fine record of Peggy. white
0. I. C. brood sow belonging to
Loyee Franklin "Shor-ty" Morr
Murray Route 5.
•,
Peggy s latest litter. farrowed
WednesdaY. brought 17 new porkers into "Shorty's- pens. She had
24 in two previous littera

The
J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home
Telephone 7
Murray, Ky.

Carson
FOOD MARKET

Live better and save •money. The best of food is
economy. The home of Topmost and-Richlie0 foods.
3 lb

1 /6.cast

can

25c

62c
CRISCO

DRY SALT BUTTS, pound ....CLOTHES PINS, Spring Type, 3 dozen
BEECHNUT COFFEE, the world's best flavor,,
OIL MOP, $1 value, and 25c polish, all for
LAMP CHIMNEYS, No. 2, THREE for
LIGHT BULBS, 60-watt, THREE for

CAMAperY

The Soapof
Beautiful
We m e

TOILET TISSUE, fine quality, 4

I CHIPS°

20c
35c
95c
28c
25c-

4 bars 23c

can
KRAUT or HOMINY,
DILL PICKLES, Heinz, large size, SIX for ...
BEECHNUT BABY FOOD in glass
No. 2 TOMATOES, THREE for
•
CHUM SALMON, can
TOILET TISSUE, 1000 sheets, 6 rolls
in box 25c;
I roll lc, all for

Full line

N, MARCH 18, .1937.
TIMES. MURRAY, KENTUCKY, THURSDAY -AFTERNOO
McKeel
Jane Jones Wins
FRED BROWN GIVES Net Co-Captains
Second Prize in
Ainateur Contest VERSION OF FIGHT
THE LEDGER &

there was

t

5c
25c
10c
25c
10c
25c

23c jud9c

of TESTED GARDEN SEED, FIELD-SEED,
SEED POTATOES
our

Will PAY highest market. prices for Eggs, Country
Hams, Creain -and -Fresh Butter.

Floyd novelette, Martin. Tenn.,
and Ethridge McKee(. Rector, Ark.,
Case Continued: Clue to Origin were elected co-captains of the
Murray basketball _team for 1938,
of Fire at Inn Is
in a meeting ,of the varsity men
Given
_
TifeSday morning. March 18. at
Burdette
. A continuance .of the case until Murray State College.
Xprir 5 was granted by Judge E. was voted as the most-!valuable
P. Phillips...in cpunty court Tues- player for the '37 season.
Burdette, a junior, made the
day morning to Fred Brown and
Jake Hassell, held on charges All-SIAA second team in '343 .and
arising from the beating of Nst_ dos_ season took possession of a
Gibbs in a fight at the "Bloody berth on the first team. High
scorer for the past two seasons,
Bucket" last Monday morning.
Bond- for both men was held at "Red" has been an important cog
in the machinery that has dropped
$1000 the sum fixeet last week.
Brown and Barren were charg- only two regular games in the
ed with assault with a deadly same number of years. The ability
wokspork!ox a warrant sworn to by to fake With the ball has been
Met. The --vittY
-he
Gibbs last Monde MinIttunis canhhe :Ware. tiaiiii:FSasserted that Brown' and &anvil seemingly throws the ball at somehas beaten him with a gun and one ,only to find that he still has
possession of it reaches the bizbottles.
Brown told Sheriff Carl Kingins zarre at times,, arid made "Flee
ewe-time- Allstams-did-nee-figure-kr
fight, but that the fight arose over center from Western, seem slow
in comparison to this great star.
the ownership of the weapon.
McKeel, who pulled the SIAA
Brown accused Gibbs of starting the fight by breaking a large tournament out of first last seaflashlight over his head. He show- son, was selected as All-SIAA this
ed four wounds on his scalp to year. following his selection as AllKIAC, arid last year's selection as
prove his assertion.
His
"Bazzell was not implicated in All-SIAA second stringer.
the fight at all." Brown'declared alertness at the pivot post, and his
"He .was trying to separate Gibbs defensive tactics has made Mac
and me. And I can prove that I one of the most dleaded centers of
didn't start the fight.
Several the South. He was captain of the
freshman team in his first year at
people witnessed its beginning.
"I even tried to stop it once. Murray.
Coach -Ciatchin announced that
and shook hands with Gibbs, but
as I turned away he -struck me the lettermen - will be made pubagain. Then :the fight began in lic soon.'
earnest." • An indication of the reason for
the fire that destroyed the roadtime this summer, following the house was given by Brown when
-creme Of' school.- where she will he said that Gibbs had fallen over
"What Was Jesus." wjll be.. the
make screen shorts and radio tests. the coal stove used in the inn, and
‘of A. V. Havens, minister.
Her elmenses - will be paid by the knocked it over, scattering live
of the First Christian Church, at
All-state Beauty Show Features coals about the floor.
"But if the time fixed by local the morning worship service, next
at Warm
home -officer
with
officials Is true, it•di4n't start un- Sunday.
Springs.- Ga.
"This sermon." stated Mr. MavWhile in Glasgow Jane enter- til nearly an hour after Bazzell
tained with a feature number at and I left: • Gibbs was on. his feet ens, "will seek to present a rational and reasonable conception
a .banquet before the contests an then."
at the' dance given "Miss Ken- 'Witnesses to the fight are being of Jesus. Was He a man or a
deity detroid of human experience?
tucky" following the try-outs. She supoened to appear in court
ry
image et God! Was
change:- howevete-ts-eenterrileas greatly admired a,
ed for -these Individual feature plafid in the formal•eharge. .
numbers at these programs. Talent
scouts and press reporters. front
Glasgow that saw and heard the
contests. we're very much impressed with the ease. beauty and grace
Patients admitted to the William
that the young Murray juvenile Mason Hosp7tal during the past
displayed in her performance there. week:
Of - special interest- ta many. 'Mrs Wm. Jonatr Gibson, Murray.
...
frioods and - relatives- hete.-is the Mrs. OpairPitnian. Murray: Mrs.
fact that Miss Jacsueline Ellis, -Porter Whfte and baby, Murray;
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Utley Ray,.Pratt. Inskcs.-.C. H. Par
'Ellis: also won 'a -tilt) to lirii-in PurYear, Tenn.: Claude Hammock,
Springs with a Shirley Temple lilickrnaio. Mrs. Letha Banks. Paduact. Mrs. Ellis was Miss Hilda cah! Barbour Givens, Provicienee,
White. of Hazel before her mar- Mrs. Grace C. Wilson, Hazel; Mrs. 2-1b. box Crackers .... iSo
10c
riage.
Hubert - -13arrison.. Murray: Mist 14b box Crackers

PathritISKIAlr tvrarnA panorama of life's experience
.ndicates the presence of three
.ypes of crosses' borne by men.
Job, amid his suffering. cried.
-Man is born' unto trouble as the
parks
. fly upward.' There is cer•ainly_ much of tragedy and pain
snd siffering in our world. Some
f this is the result of our:- ovin
..ns. we' reap what, we sowome
.s laid upon us from without, unsked and unsought'siTtiie we de!:berately and voluntarily take
upon ourselves:-"Three Crosses!"
This is to be the theme of the sermon by Bruce B. Maguire at the
Presbyterian ChfIrch service on
Sunday morning at 11 a. m. • Folthe sermon there will be
orlhe Lord's .Sup'•he sacrameht-

Corn Flakes and Post Toasties, 2 boxes for

15c
60c

HUMKO

2 Bars Ltiebuoy or Lux for

15c

REELFOOT BACON (sliced, no skin) pound

30c

2 Lb:Box Crackertasalted)

16c

CIGARETTES,.all popular brands (tax paid)

15c

10 Lb. Bag Meal ..

25C

15c
2-pound box OATS
and
seeds.
plants
your
vegetable
for
us
See
WE SELL FOR LESS BECAUSE WE SELL FOR CASH
•

it

for

•

Will pay at least 22c in trade for Eggs

Managers

Phone 85

SWANN'S -GROCERY
21r-25
CALL FOR -CONTEST BLANKS

Youni
tome:

pensa
of Ke
by G

..............'.1-..
cans_ N_COR...
cent for

ICI

COBBLER POTATOES

Bring us your Ham, Bacon and Eggs
•

ELLIOTT & BLALOCK

It pays to read the clammed ads.

GER'S
THE COMPLETE FOOD MARKET

99c
Best
Lyon's
24-lb. sack

French,

2
MARSHMALLOWS,
Campfire,8-oz. pkg. . 10c
CRACKER-JACK,
10c
3 pac.kages
PURITAN SYRUP, Cane
and Maple, 16-oz. jug 19c
CANDY BARS, all popular
brands, 3 5c bars or
10c
packages
Plus State Tax

10c
Tall can Johnson's FLOOR WAX,
59c
1-lb. can
59c
can
.
GLO-COTE,16-oz

Our Mother's COCOA,
15c
2-lb. box
25c
LUX SOAP,4 bars
LUX FLAKES23c
Large package
9c
Small package

so Lbs. Net $6.89 BULK
14c
LARD
HOG
PURE
Pound 2r
Half or Whole
Soap of
ARMOUR'S WHITE LABEL
BACON
3 bars 18c
.Pounds
25c
2
20c
NA
Us.
BOLOG
Coffee,
LARGE
Fresh supply Break-O-Morn
s.. X.c
K. Coffee, strong and sweet, lb.
2 Pounds
PURE SWEET
90c
24 lbs. Dainty Biscuit Flour
29c
OLEO
.
than
-cheaper
3 large cans Pork and Beans
25c
No Rind-No Waste, lb. 29c
dry beans
Cured,
Fancy
BACON
SLICED
CHIPSO
FOR QUICK_SUDS-TRY
UN
PD
med.
13
MEAT JOWLS
SALT
No Rind, No Waste
25C.10c
LB. 15c
Armour's Star
BACON
••I
'
4ICED
53c and S5c
Red and V;rivite'Persick Syrup
Fancy Wisconsin
Pound
30e
Dozen fine Texas Oranges
23c
CHEESE
20c
ORN
LONGH
Gallon good Cooking Apples
ISc
or
12c
.
Mustard
Quart jar
25`
BULK 2 Pounds
R
BUTTE
T
PEANU
WHITE
95c
giant
NAPHTHA
YELLOW
DOZEN
15
AS GOLDEN
BANAN
SOAP 6 bars
25c
•
-Pound Mesh Bag
?0-oz. Comb or Extracted Roney
13c
25c
0
1
2 lbs. Cocoa
ONIONS
15c
.
1 lb. Hershey's or Baker's Cocoa
FOUND
Sc
County Kraut
12 1-2 ounce can
5
32c
..
_
H
blank)
(entry
SPINAC
Package Softasilk Cake Flour
Pound

The
Beautiful
Women •

1acHipsoiarge

ED ADAMS

Sugar

ILG
Scott

PAY IN trade for EGGS 20c
3 lb. ram

PHONE 400

EDWIN THURMOND

Cla
of C.

0.

10c

FREE DELIVER)" •

Relia

r'r

THREE BOXES Salt, Soda or Matches for

Bring us your Butter and Eggs

and eight Bridles to
sell CHEAP
Wash Tubs, Wash
See us
Boards, Well Buckets.
PAY highest...market prices
for Hams, Bacon and
Eggs

CAMAY

Our Royal Gem Coffee (ground fresh), pound .. 20c

-v-1-

• Elbert Lemon, Benton;
Tenn.;
Thomas Elvis Coley. Big Sandy.
Tenn. _
Patients dismissed during the
pan week:
Frank Orr, Paducah; 'Walter
Thornton, Paducah; Mrs. Kelley
Cromwell; Murray; Bruce Jackson
(coll. Hamlin; Lee Moyers, Bard- well; Mrs--Fred Kibbier. Dresden,
- Mrs.- Paul E. Potter, Unitaa
Terui.;
City, Tenn.; Chas, Henry Parks.
Puryear. Tenn.; Mrs. Opal
Murray; Mrs. Jonah Gibson,
Murray; Willie Deborde. Malone;
Clyde Imel, York: M. T. M04711,
Murray; Mrs. Will,, Goforth,
Sandy. Tenn.; Mrs. Grace Wilson,
Hazel.

FAIN /E13ELL

5th and Main Streets
- SATURDAY AND MONDAY SPECIALS

L,.4J1a. SCOCO or

A

24-lb. sack 79c
BOKA
FLOUR
Gold Medal, 24-lb. sack $1 1°
Pillsbury's Best $1.10
sack
Saturday and Fourth
FLOUR 24-lb.
Hospital News
4 NO. 2 CANS
Monday Specials
STANDARD PACK
29c
OES
TOMAT
•
6 BOXES
FINEST BRAND
16'
MATCHES
WHITE,WAY
or C. C.1 7c Standard Crushed or Broken
Monte
Del
29'
1-2
MARKET
2
PINEAPPLE 2 No. caw dl. Slices-2 No. 2 cans
Pounds 53c
3
•
JEWEL,
lb.
C. Club, lb. 27c
22c
COFFEE
2-POUND BOX
FRESH
.. 25c
3 cans Tomatoes ..:
14c
ERS
CRACK
I-Two 10c pkgs. Octagon
, oc
Granulated Soap ....11c
LARGE 13-OUNCE PACKAGE
Napkins,
Paper
100
CORN FLAKES
10c
assorted colors
5-POUND BAG
15c
25'
Pint Peanut Butter
FLOUR
KE
PANCA
w
Pint Masolthmallo
15c
Cream
TWINKLE DESSERT,
CORN MEAL
We hive a few Horse ColAssorted flavoiii;134ikgs 25c
•
27c
that we will close
lars out
10-pound sack
at COST'
pit- Hoes, Rakes, Shovels, Yard APPLE SAUCE,C. Club,
Pork and Beans or Red Beans,
man,
25c
4 16-oz. cans
Brooms, Manure l'orks,
19c
No. 2 cans

CARD OF THANKS • • • We
wish to. thank our friends, neighSunday School - will.meet at 10
bors.' and each and everyone for
•
•
a. m.
the many acts of kindness and
Both 'of these services will be
sympathy shown us during trfe-111held in the Court House.
ness and death of our father. T. J.
Bruce. B. Maguire, Ministe
Nix. May God bless you -The
children.
We Deliver

Not Everybody in
Calloway county sub.
scribes to the Ledger
Tinoes---buisear
everybody reads it!

CO'

•
your supply ofSUGAR before-the-,- EXTRA TAX comes- on!
•

sermon

i

Ne

SATURDAY AND FOURTH
MONDAY SPECIALS

Havens To Preach
"What Was Jesus

Thurmond's Cash Grocery

"

death of our dear husband and
CARD OF THANKS-We wish I and
These ,quesHe Lord .or Leader
Beckham Diuguid. May
tions-will be considered in the ser- to express our sincere'gratitude to I father,
blessings rest upon
richest
relatives
God's
mon," Mr. 'Havens said.
I
our many friends anu
Beckham Diuguid and
Special music will be presented who sent flowers or assisted tis in you.-Mrs.
by the chorus choir, directed by way" whatever during the illness I children.
Everett Crane. The service will
begin at 10:45.
"Christ On Calvary," will be the
art sermon at the Sunday night
service, which begins at 7:30. This
will be the second in a series of
"Sei•mons On Religious Art," and
will be based on Mihaly Munkacsy's world-famous painting of
This subject. Beautiful copies of
this painting wild be given away
to those who ettend the service.
The Junior Christian Endeavor
Society, for all children up to high
schooi age and the Young People's
Society of Christian Endeavor, for
. 10C
all young people of high school
THREE packages SODA
and -coliege age, will nieet soodny
S
iiiitATCHE
THREElialE
night at 8:30.
28c
10-pound bag MEAL
The Sunday School will meet
25c
.
Sunday morning, at 9:30, led by
THREE cans TOMATOES
25c
0rge S. Hart, superintendent.
_THREE
Moser 'eiil- i4 1h
$1.95
....
FEED
DAIRY
100 pounds 16 per
Week Meeting. Wednesday night
baby chicks $3.35
at 7;15. Miss Linda Sue McGehee
lbs. STARTING MASH
100
"
$7.25
-will be the music'sponsor.
LARD
PURE
SO lbs. best grade
Friday, beginning at 9:30 a. m.,
$5.25
SUGAR
.
of
CANE
meeting
PURE
Day
100 lbs.
the Annual Rally
$3.35
Societies
the Woman's Missionary
Bag best SEED POTATOES'
$3.00
of the first district twill be held.
Bag
Mrs. June E. Stanley,,administrafive secretary of the Kentucky
Christian Woman's Missionary Society will preside. The special
speaker will be a missionary from
India.
Luncheon will be served at the
church.

Jane Jones. young daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. T. R. Jones, West
Main, won second place in the
stale amateur and beauty contest
held at Glasgow the past week
end, the finals being Friday night,
March 12
Miss Jones will gets a - Mbilth's
visit to Warm Springs: Ga., some-

:owing

MEATS are higher; but we have not reduced
quality of Branded Meats or prices.

.
40

••4443.•-ar-

-

Seed Potatoes - Cobbler, Red Triumphs, Certified Cobblers
Onion Sets, Cabbage Plants, Onion Plants.

•
limigommoggi

Amssomosook„
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COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS WIRY WEER

New Series No. 490

Fair to Its Readers Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon March 18, 1937

of Mrs. L. A. L. Langston. Dexter
postmistress. is a graduate of Murray State College where he was a
star meinher of the debating team'

CIRCULATION APRIL 13-2.935, SWORN TO.
DISTRIBUTION SHOWN

who was recently elected to Congress. - -Clay was-- one, of the original
supporters of . Governor Chandler
In Calloway, county and introdnced
and has completed hig aw work the Governor when he made his
Correspondents and local silverin
the University of Kentucky. first speech in this county in the Funeral Services for Mrs. Ley Users who get their copy In Ivy Candidate for Magistk in That
Reported
To
Be
Slated
Reliably
1935
campaign.
Many friends
Monday:—
District in Democratic
He was one of the limited number,
Stone Held Friday From
for Assistant Attorneyhere warmly congratulate him on
'Primary
Flint Baptist Church
Generalship
to pass the Kentucxy State Bar his richly deserved appointment.
J. E. Littleton & Co., Hegel
'examination in December. While
Murray Milk Products Co.
Funeral services were held last
-J. W. Underwood, one of the
Clay Copeland, of Dexter, one a student in Murray State College,
J. H. Churcbill Funeral Home
best known and most influential
Friday from the Flint Baptist
of Calloway county's outstanding Clay was a member of The Ledger
Frazee & Melugin'
church for Mrs. Lucy Stone, estimfarmers in the Hazel Magisterial
young men, was named p.n. at- b.Time.
E Brausa sk__SonS.
Cr 'Makes- formal announceable cici*-ager -Mother or TiVe'
torney in the Unemployment ComIt is reliably reported here that
Bank of Murray
•
and to daughters of near Almo.
ment today of his candidacy.- for
pensation Commission of the State Copeland will be appointed to an
Eagle
Mrs. Stone who, would have been
the Democratic nomination for
of Kentucky Thursday of last week assistant attorney-generalship when
Locust Grove News
77years old May 6 succumbed to injustice of the peace in that disby Governor Chandler.
the new attorney-general is apYoung Copeland, who lx the son pointed to succeed B. M. Vincent, Just as the World War was sup- 111renta—treirnrat5T afternoon
Kirksey Kinklets
an illness of two weeks. Burial
ki- Mr. Underwood makes nis home
posed to be the war to end all
Murray Lumber Co.
we's held in the Bob Trevathan
between Providence and Hazel and
Faxon High School
wars, so is a quilt pieced by Mrs.
cemetery.
throughout his life-time has been
Wilt J. Doares the quilt to end
Sexton Bros.
Mrs. Stone was married twice
-one of the highest respected citiParkers Jewelry Store
all quilt arguments. However, if
zens of the county. He is a memit does well be surprised, and if during her long life. By her first .Calloway Co. Lumber Co.
ber of the Mason's Chapel MethoCapitol Theatre
it doesn't, that is. if someone has husband, William Linn she had
dist church and a member of its
one with more pieces, they'll have the seven children who survive
her. Long after his death she ESQ. D. P. FARRIS IS
board of trustees.
to show it to us.
married John Stone. The survivHis, many friends declare that
PROSPECTIVE CANDIDATE
Mrs. Doares' quilt. a star quilt,
ing children, include two daughters,
Mr. Underwood is qualified in
contains 40.320 pieces, according
Mrs. Sam Thomasson and Miss
Esq. D. P. Farris, former .magis- every respect to serve his district
to Mrs. P/tooks___Doares, FarmingLiza Linn, and James, Cyrus, and trate for the Murray district, told and county faithfully and efficientton Rothe 2. who sent in the enGeorge Linn of Calloway counly on the fiscal board of the country.
ty, Irvin Linn, Benton, and Bob The Ledger & Times Saturday ty. His statement to the voters of
We happen to be newspapermen
Linn, Detroit.
that he was considering making that district follows:
and don't know much about the
Mrs. Stone. born Tretathan, also the race for that position in this To the voters of Hazel district:
size of quilts, but a large sheet
I wish to take this method of
is survived by five brothers, year's Democratic primary. Squire
measures 88 by 92 inches. Taking
George, Louis, Walter, and Oscar, Farris, one of the county's best announcing as a candidate for
this for the measurement of Mrs.
all of Calloway, and Dr. Lee Tre- known farmers, •resides between magistrate of Hazel district. I asDoares' quilt we :find that each
vathan, Bruceton, Tenn., and by Murray and Cherry.
sure you that I will appreciate the
piece is less than one-fifth of one
two sisters, Mrs. Ed -Thomas, Murvote and influence of each and
square inch in size, or about as
ray, and Mrs. Joe Paschall, Lynn
Mrs. John Reid, Jessamine coun- every one of you, pledging you, if
big as your little, finger hail.
ty, has refinished two tables at I am elected. that I will endeavor
Grove.
This quilt was pieced several
to give to the district an honest
Mrs. Stone'was identified with homemakers' club meetings.
years ago, according to Mrs.
the. Flint Baptist church from
Brooks Doares when Mrs. Will was
which the. services were held with
able to work only when sitting
the Rev, Rollins Winchester and
up.
Hardy Wilson in charge. Several
Will THIS hold the good people
nephews acted as pallbearers.
of Calloway?
Among the out of town relatives
If it dbesn't the quilt that beats
who came, to Murray for the
it had better be brought along
funeral were Mr. and Mrs. Robert
with the entry.
Linn, Detroit, and Henson and
ITH the spring rains concrete roads, please notice,
Otis' Linn, grandsons, Detroit.
many roads have be- there was no spring break-up. MeELROY 5-AND-10 STORE
The Mayfield contingent was
HAS NEW MANAGER
composed of Mr. and Mrs. Ed Trecome almost impassable from Year after year concrete roads
vathan, Mrs. Walter Cleaver, Mrs.
mud, wash-outs, washboards, can take it—with lowest mainJ..E. Young, formerly with the
Annie Hurt, Mr. and. Mrs. Marvin
McClelland stores. in Memphis,
ruts, bumps and chuck-holes. tenance.
Cleaver, and .Mr. and Mrs., John
Birmingham, and New Orleans, is
Under the terms of the National Housing
Cleaver.
You see load restriction,warn- Twelve months a year connow manager of the McElroy store
From Paducah caine Mr. and
Act, insured mortgages have been made availain
Murray.
Young
replaces
C.
N.
ing and detour signs—while crete carries you swiftly,safely,
Mrs. Huell Trevathan, Mrs. KimMiller, who .has been transferred
ble to you: You can now build your own honie
bel Trevathan and children,• and
iepair crews-spend the equiv- economically,saving gas,tires
to Somerset.
*ith the certainty of ACTUAtuwnership before '
.Louis Trevathan.. From 13enton,1
No changes . in personnel or
alent cost of miles,of needed and car wear every mile you
Mrs. Loman Trevathan. Mrs. Geo.
yOu. Today yoU can build a home•that will be
policy are contemplated,' Young
.Combs, and Mrs. F. Crawford.
o* drive:
new pavements!
declared. The store will tuntinue
Yours
in-1-0; 15, ar 20- years: .
Dr. and Mrs. Lee Trevathan,
its old policy of giving the most
Bruceton, Tenn., also attended the
•
FOR ALL-WEATHER ROADS INSIST ON CONCRETE! for money within its price range, funeral.

COPELAND NAMED
ATTY. FOR STATE

ALMO WOMAN, 76,
SUCCUMBS TO FLU

HONOR ROLL

•

he announced,

For complete information write to -

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION

Sc

Young is n,ow residing at the GARDEN STEPPING STONES
New National' hotel.
EASILY MADE OF CONCRETE

Johnson 'county farmers used
Concrete slabs made to order
610 Merchants' Bank Bldg., Indianapolis, Ind.
2.109 tons of - limestone last year. may be used like flagstone for
a check-up reveals.
stepping stones in garden. lawn, or
back yard. They may be cast in I
place, says the Bureau of Agricultural Engineering. or in winter
made in the basement and then set
where wanted when freezing and
4- thawing weather is over.
These homemade "stones" may
be square, oblong, or irregular like
natural stones, and may be easily
cnlored—terra cotta. green, or gray.
iff form for pre-cast slabs,consists
.cir a rectangular frame divided by
cross-pieces into squares or oblongs. Plastic clay may be used
for frames for irregular shaped
blocks.
Large slabs will be too heavy to
handle. A slab of concrete 6 by
12 inches Weigh 25 pounds, if it is
4 inches thick, as is desirable for
use in a path. In laying stepping
stones, the holes should be excaconsist of the sums
vated 2' to 4 inches deeper than
the thickness of the slab. The ex—1111slied to a bank for safekeeping by individuals and
tra.space is filled with sand, rambusiness firms. Savings and checking accounts provide
med in, for drainage. " Sand or
the bulk of these deposits; Interest, earned by other
loam it used to fill spaces between'
bank activities. Is paid on savings accounts.
the stones and the sides of the
holes.
Those who -chat in place, dig a
nOWINF—deriVetl gham-with
vertical sides, put in a sand base,
lay the concrete, and trowel it. 0"
5
are the "business" of a bank;
the interest paid by the borrovief creates the income
from which interest on deposits and the expenses ot
conSucting the business are paid. Applications for
loans must be carefully considered for the security of
Word has been received that
funds deposited with the bank.
Murray State College is one of
MA,
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and fair deal to'the -fullest extent
of my ability, both as
representative on the fiscal court of Celloianeds ilnseeing
ts
t o
our
receives
share of
road fund and will do my best to
EIE'e that -It- IS -weer-where It is
Charley Adams. state --Psman.
needed ?nest.
Arrests Two Drunken
Sincerely yours,
Drivers Thursday
J. W. UNDERWOOD
—Polit. Advt.
Charley Adams, who is a member of the state highway police,
I told The Le_cAl. er & Times last
week that the officers were inEurie Vance's farill-Y-„ Way May- structed to see that all automobile
field and J. D. Hendricks have the
rlucars
li:
rss on oeio
93u7r
1 drivers with
d
rar‘
itl:ielon
The "strike" drove Mr. and Mrs. censes opened Monday.
Windel Albritten, Detroit, home for
Mr. Adams said that no more
a short visit.
than 400 car owners in Calloway
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Bar of De- county were
without the new
troit are here to visit ..IAr. Bar's plates and of these it is suspected
father who has the measles.
thlit approximately 200 of them
A number of ladies from this never purchased licenses for 1936.
community attended a quilting at After drivers with old plates have
the home of Mrs. Rudy Bucy's been given sufficient warning they
Tuesday.
will be prosecuted if they fail to
-Mrs., Tom LifiV111e has gone to lake. out '37 licenses. Mr. Adams
near Elm Grove -to attend her added that it is not permissible to
daughter, and son-in-law, Mr. and put on plates upside down.
Mrs. Otis Falwell, who have the
Two drunken dryers were armeasles.
rested in Trigg county about 2:30
Mr. and Mrs. Newsome Ganner last Thursday morning by Mr.
are having a new mei put on Adams as he was returning home
their house.
from a duty detail at Bowling
They say that a new road will Green for the SIAA tournament.
be put through this community, They were placed in the. Cadiz
but if it is constructed I will be jail and were tried Friday. State
surprised.—Grasshopper.
Patrolmen have been instructed to
arrest promplty drunken and reckIt Pays to Read the Classifieds less moteorists.

Stone_ News_

Home Financing Made Easy Under the
F H.A. Insured Mortgage Plan

W

pc

$

a
STATE COPS OPEN
J. W. UNDERWOOD I
w.ri.yrt
dur
WAR ON '36 TAGS
HAZEL CANDIDATE

The Quilt to End
All Arguments Is
Brought to Office

'TWAS A HARD SPRING
FOR ROADS

flt

a year In 'Callow...
'Marshall, Graves. Henry and Stewart Counties.
qn a year elsewhere la
'
•••the State of Kentucky.
t9 nn a year to any adenoma
"
other than above.
v•••
1.11/1

4 Banks Business
Progress and Prosperity in a Bank
Depend upon These Three Functions

•

Murray Is One of •
27 Honored by NEA

ifee
is represented by checking
eirlifr
accountc, safe deposit boxes, commerciaLalds, xehange
and other activities that a bank is able to conduct
through its experience and activities.
• •

sr:us, FHA LOANS

the 27 Colleges and 'universities
of the United States whose faculty is enrolled 100 per cent hi-the
National Education Association.
Certificates of honor and a letter of congratualations was received by Dr. Richmond, and has
been turned over to..W. J. Gibson,
librarian, for framing and hanging in the library.
_
ng, Christian county, had
S.
good r .ults with a plot of Root- I
Rot Resistant Kentucky 120 Firecured tobacco.

National Housing Act

Your Rent Pays for Home

.

The easiest way for yoli to Day for a home
is to pay for it as you pay rent. The logical way
is to pay monthly, out of income, an installment
on the principal and the interest, etc., and thus,
over a given period of years, pay off the entire
mortgage and have the house frZe of all debt. It's
very much like buying a house and then renting
it to yourself.

Small Initial'Inveitment
Now you can buy orlfuild a house on exaellY
that basis. Your initial investment in the property
can be as little as 20 per cent of its value. You
may borrow the balance (up to 80 per cent of the
F. H. A. appraised value but not more than $16,000) from an approved lending institution,--COVered by Government insurance", and repay the entire amount on a monthly basis. In most cases if
your lot is fully paid for and clear of all encumbrances,-the loan you can have will cover all costs
of construction, etc.

Long Period Financing
•
take

You may
up to 20 years to pay. You
may pay in 1-0 or 15 yeara. -if you like. Each
month you pay an installment which not only incladps the interest and a part of the principal
sum borrowed, but includes also a twelfth part of
the annual taxes, mortgage insurance premium,
and the fire and other hazard insurance premiums.
.

What Does It Cost?
Less than the old method of home financing,
BECAUSE YOU MAY BORROW UP TO 80 PERCENT OF THE APPRAISED VALUE OF YOVR_
HOME. That meang ONE MORTGAGE, THE
END OF REFINANCING PROBLEMS, A FAIR
AND GOVERNMENT-CONTROLLED INTEFIE821e'.RATE AND SERVICE CHARGE.

Who Lends the Money
Local. financing institutions such as banks,
mortgage -companies, life-insurance companies,
and building-aid loan associations, are -hi a position to finance -the purchase if you are able. to
.make a down payment or establish an equity of
et least 20 per cent of the total value. If your lot
i,s fully paid for and clear of all encumbrances,
the value of the lot can be equivalent to 20 per
cent of the total property cost.. It is, of course; to
your advantage to make a larger down payment
If convenient, but your borrowing capacity on this
new plan_ as sponsored by the Federal Housing
Administration, is 80 per cent of the total value—
offered in one mortgage—and repayable monthly
like rent. See example below.

MonthlY Payment Plan
BASED UPON LOAN OF $3000:
._._ _MI Yr.
Principal and Interest. .$31.82
Mortgage Insurance Fee 1.25
*Taxes and Assessments. 6.25
Fire Insurance Premium
.58
1.21
Service Charge......

IS Yr.
$23.72
1.25
6.25
.58
1.22

$19.80
1.25
'6.25
.58
1.23

$41.11

$33.02

$29.11

NOTE: These amounts are the entire cost
for home ownership, assumIng you build on a lot
of approved value of $750 to. whickyou have acquired title.'These figures are based upon an average. There is always a variation in assessed valuation of property, tax rates,
insurance, and other factiors..B.ut such variance will, in most
cases, not exceed more than $1.00 per month per $1,000.00.

Call on us for actual costs kind complete data.

Own Your Home
Thus, there ii today placed before you a
broad highway to home ownership. A way that
enables-you to pay for your home, as y6u go, at a
lower cost, With all the eleorts of safety, convenience and assurance.
„
Today ythi can build a home, knowing that
you are able to make the monthly paymenta, and,
Nnt7-4,44he end of the monthly payment period
will be yours.

Come in and seta us. You will not be obligated llo any way. We can assist you in making the necessary
arrangements to properly and adequately finance the home of your choice.

EVERYTHING TO BUILD ANYTHING

REPAIRING

Peoples Savings Bank
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Try the rtcw method
VULCO-SOLING
No nails, no -stitches

be Ir.

Murray Lumber Co.
Incorporated

, Depot Street

We'll Help You
Plan!
We have complete NEW
plans and specifications by
the country's very best
architects available to yen
ABSOLUTELY FREE.

ALL TYPES HOMES

Phone 262

Dutch's Shoe Shop
—
:asonioargra

• ..

ACM.,

_
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post,

, wire, and brush, are somegasoline tax is collected with as an_authenllc. story that prior up the summer atmosphere. If anytimes necessary to retard cutting
_
to the conquest of China by the one dared light them, there was
which to finance road building
until vegetation is established, Mr.
alwaye a collection of gnats and
There is increased justification Tartars a very learned Ch'
Smith said."
leader determined by a log- bugs to clean up the next morncivil
attention
to
federal
for
giving
• Consolidation of The Murray Ledger, The Calloway Tint_, and The
By Joe
More than 1,000,000 black locust
truck lines which traverse the ical calculation thaf China could ing.
If worn-out automobiles and disTimes-Herald. October 20, 1928.
I state. because the rui;s1„ highway not be invaded_ Just after he had "Hot? It was twice as hot as
carded cultivators grew roots, they seedlings were set out by the
Published by The Calloway County Publishing Co.. Inc.
Typical ,March-baseball weather might control gulley erosion. But erosion-control camps during the
North Fourth Street, Murray, Kentucky
!program makes available ,for each finished his.. figures. the flaps of today-or so it seemed. The com1938 spring pleating season, Mr.
delirity substantial improvement of his tent were parted by a comp mon-sense of man has led him to Friday and snowing Sunday after- they do not grow roots.
Poe T. Lovett
says. Pines also were usea
Editor the country roads. Not until the quering Tartar chieftain. Unfair- substitute soft for stiff collars, un., noon:"
The practice of dumping tin cans Smith
extensively, over 6,000 being plantrural highway, program was in- tunately, the Tartar couldn't read. starched shirts for stiff bosoms
and ancient "jullopies" Into guland athletic underwear for those - A survey shows country editors
the period. seed spot's,
'augurated by act of the last legislies is one of the oldest type of ed during
infernal contraptions that used to throughout the nation are against
acorns and nuts ,and mislature. was it possible for the state
110111111t
erosion control and one of the most such as
come dow naround the ankles, and the President's Supreme Cotirt pro- futile, according to - Wallace G. ellaneous hardwoods brought ..the
highway department to help the
EDUCIRIAL counties with impeoveznent enf
_MDSIAL
his inventive genius has supplied posal 3,507 to 1.135. Interpret that Smith, superintendent of the ,CCG _total trees planted to nearly one
•
(Carlisle Mercury)
him with devices which all bill if you please.
4SSoCiATION secondary roads which had hither-1
is and a half million' during the seaamnp Tat- Murray.. Ilia=
•. a • •
711-3-5---til, been dependent • sole uS.. -Wire the-good old days" really overcome extremes in temperaoperated under -lechilleal aur- son.
Are the --summers cooler, ture"
'
-county money for maintenance. So
with gully erosion is more
The Institute of Public Opinion viiion of the Soil Conservation
AMscience
and
or
has
invention
made
noticeable, sheet erosion likewise
declares 53 per gent of the people Service.
as all things are considered, it
/•
01C111117111,
teem
seem cooler? He who 'reproblem to ,agriculture
becomes apparent that a well balof the U. S. X. favor another NRA.
As a matter of fact, Mr. Smith presents a
Motored at the Postoffice, Murray, Kentucky, as second class mail matter anced. equitable road program hat members the rasping. ribby cotton
county area,. Mr.
warns, this 'practice maY even in- in Calloway
stockings the wide starched colwashing, since heavy Smith says, to control this type
A
Blue
Eagle
last
one
soil
Subsgription Rates:-In rirst Congressional District and Henry and been formulated,
like
the
crease
Shirley Jean Williams was
lars and black "clay-worsted" suits
erosion the camp is advocating
Steirart Counties, 'Fenn., $1.00 s year; Kentucky, $1.50; Elsewhere. $2.00.
;Alright for the cities.
sins_ tend to rut under and around of
n January 24,-1987-edied
ttteboy
-itreettch 'measures- as strip
AdrUsiIdTnTorrsaUon about CalFeway -County" market
the gully use
autounless
and
the
big
-industries
like
obstructions
the
pared for the Sabbath torture forty 9. 1937. age six weeks and 2-days.
ftwn.ished upon application.
mobiles and steel. But for town's is completely sealed. He advocates cropping, contour cultivation, reyears ago, though he be a most de- She leaves to mourn her going
like
Murray we thought it was one the use of soil-binding vegeta- tirement of steep slopes to wood- than should be required for main...le-the _shr
Whethes--.464-741awasw-it.„-ax.
-1 •
Tenure.
, 113`811-111"-ti15rk• !must eees
tenance.
National
Defense, like
public youth's golden days, must admit Mrs. Maylon Williams, four grandpasture mixtures, as a gully cpne crop rotations, terracing, and pasparents,
Mr.
and
that
the
lad
of
today.
with
Mrs.
Clarence
health,
is
a
problem
that
every
flalinen
The highway department is enture improvement by seeding, limCodes are often like ethics- trol measure. Properly constructtten must' meet and solve accord- knickers and shirt open at collar Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Lawson
and fertilizing.
The.- highway building program deavoring through cautious econl ing to its abilities, lodgment and and tennis shoes and socks, has Fennel; two great grandmothers, nice egeread, sounding good, but ed check dams, usually built of ing
tut deeirn expenditures 'for ne • sce*i.eig. And the solution that him beaten "four ways for Sun- Mrs. Ada Holt, Mrs. Phenie Jones, pretty difficult to get people to
recettly announced' by the -Highpermitting is riachictebe it good or bad, ade- day,- so far as comfort is con- five aunts, two uncles, and a host live up to.
way department contotrittMs ex- maintenance without
essential roeadmrepaainteirsnenteoe bee nes quate or inadequate, affects every cerned.
• 4.,• •
of relatives and friends.
penditure of $4.232.706.40 in celld
rt: individual in that nation.
And the summers "felt" hotter, .She was the flower of the home
About the only support NRA got
structeati of /ugh type road_ Most meat payroll .is -runniug far lese
With wars and rumors or wars, no doubt, though the thermometer that -bedded here to- bloom in out of most small-tewn people in
of _this money is to be spent in than it was two years ago it is
the
attitude that our country shall may maintain its average, year in Heaven. The Lord giveth and He 1933 was lip- service.
••••• •
Closing: gaps in much traveled Minted out by 'Commissioner of take, ts at this time ofeparamount and year out just.. just as it did in taketh away. Her little smile will
Highways Rokeet Humphreys.
The tournaments are over for.
students the days of , the 'linen duster and be missed by ali who knew and
importance
and
as
collele
federal highways or na reconstructBut that which will permanently
loved' her:
•
another year-except a few indeing -.such roads so as to convert
who are expected to provide the the palm-lee fan.
reduce maintenance cost is the
,peaceful be thy silent slumber -- pendent tournaments that will
writer tve
in the '
country
into modern thoroughfares highpractice of
engineering
sound
of
ihis
verY
"eaceful
in
S
thy grave so low
must
blossom in the next few weeks.
ways that are hazardous' and in- building greater mileage of high Shortly you are naturally interest- CoaurYiesreaJnournatl°,riawl
been dolled up back in - the nine- Thou no more- will join our num- Hazel has one coming up that has
ed. •
adequate.
Ntl MAW' how many medicines heal the irritated tissues as the
type road as is contemplated in
•opt000 of inane
'
ties. in _those eibby stockings and Ther
proved quite an attraction.
you have tried for your cough, chest germ-laden phlegm Is loosened and
It is the candid
Approximately 708 miles of road the program for the 'nod.fiscal
•
•
•
•
•
enamel
shoes, starched shirt, Thou no more our songs Itell
cold ea' beenehial Irritation, you can expelled. Druggists also know the
on which grade and drain. con- jjear. Maintenance enies• on high sound thinking statesmen that had net now with Creomulsion effectiveness of lasseirwood CreoWoolen suit. ankle-length- "dives,"
knowThe defeat of Kirksey was a bitstruction has then completed, . is type road are so low in coMPari- Arnerlea been ademlately prepared -galluses 'n
ulnen not only contains the late and they rank CreomuLtIon
everything o' a Sendai, igt again we hope to greet thee ter disappointment to the Eagles' soothing elements common to num)
, top for coughs because you get a
to- be surfaced_ Wisdom of such l.gon . with -that required, to keep twenty years. ago she would not morning:
When the day of life is fled
many friends. However, they and remedies; Sneh as, Syrup of White real dose of Creosote In Creomulprocedure is obvious.
, low type rend in proper repair, have been so contemptuously treat"Of
it was
she
though And in Heaven with joy to greet their supporters took it like mere Pine Compound with Tar, fluid ex- sion, emulsified so,that it Is palate -One of the most alarming phases ethat good judgment dictates that ed by Germany that she was that
fluid extract
.- fm
tliee
may
cou not
once'
admitted
-as a part of the game._ Had the tract of Licorice Root,Menthol,
but able, digestible and potent for go_ et highway building in Kentucky. it...is wise to build better roads, eventually drawn into the World by -the man who
of Wild Cherry and
has just come in- Where- no larewell tears are shed." Eagles gone. to Lexington _this also has fluid extract of Ipecac for ing to the very seat of the trouble.
War
and
that
had
she
been
unrecently has been the steadily in- curtail construction of low type
Creomulsion is guaranteed satisoff the stone and asphalt pave-By an aunt, Miss Dorothy week there would have been a big Its powerful phlegm loosening
able to avoid that canflict many
creasing cast of maintenance of the l,mileage.
rnents, where a 90-degree tempera- Williams, and two dear friends, crowd of dads and well-wishers to effect, fluid extract of Cascara for factory In the treatment of coughs,
road system.
There has been
It is • pointed out by Commis- an - American boy now sleeping ture has been reflected back in his Mrs. Helen Parrish and Mrs. Min- aeeternreme them and root for them its mild laxative effect and, most chest colds and bronchial irritaImportant of all. Beechwood Creo- tions and especially those stubborn
such a considerable portion of sinner Humphreys that the main beneath the sod of France would face 10 or 12
degrees hotter. But nie Bogard.
in the big gym at Lexington,
sote is periectl blended with all ones that start with a common cold
roads under maintenance that has I thoroughfares on which much of be alive _today.
it he turns on his electric fan and
of these to real the source of the and hang on for dreadful days and
been of low type of construction the high type construction is conUpon one thing we are agreed takes an ice-cold drink, he may
trouble from the inside. Creornul- nights thereafter. Even if other
'Mrs. J. B. McCartt, Fayett
that cost- of keeping the entire I templated. are the principal rel.-e- and _that is that America shall reflect that not so
taken frequently and remedies have failed, your druggist
many years ty, obtained $58 last month for
More than - 10 per cent of the sion can be by
adults and children Is authorized to guarantee Creomulcontinuously
ste/stem in repair has grown from taw producing roads. They are never again send a foreign ex- back the only way of
stirring up eggs from a flock *of 108 'hens.
cattle in Letcher county are being with remarkable results.
sion and to refund evert,cent of ytujr
yhar lo year until it has been the roads which .carry heavy Peditionary force.
Whether we g breeze was by vigorously proCarmon Robertson, of Liletown. tasted for 'tuberculosisthis month.
Thousands oaf doctors use Creo- money if you are not satisfied with
'taking $8,0004000 to $7,000.000 a volume of traffic.. on which much• can be invaded remains a cieestion. pelling a palm leaf
in Green cbuntv, recently bought
fan.
Ohio county farmers have or- muLsion in their own families as results from the very first bottle.
knowing Don't worry through another sleepsitar for maintenance. This is a 'gasoline' is consumed and along the answer to which dews no tie
"And ice? It used to be a .pret. the first purebred dairy-type bull dered 22.5.00d`- high-grade straw- well as in their practice
how Creomulsion aids nature to less night-phone or go get a bottle
'14r_ger portion ,of the .reigd fee
high 4e-opal:Una, of__the tentirely in our -hands_ It is:told- ey- scarce article back in the 80's to be placed in the community.'
h
berry plants.
- soothe the inflamed membranes and of Creomulsion right noVi. - (Adv.)
and 90's. Not until the present' .
century did the average home have
an ice-box. Food was kept cool
down in the cellar or out in the
springhouse. Only after Winters
of_ heavy freezes, .which were not
frequent M these parts, was there
any ice to be had. This was cut
Out of pondsl end lakes and stored
under heaps of sawdust' in an icehouse. Artificial refrigeration. was
t trnliewtH' of. Today only InEttrope,or in the remote backwoods of
•'-ti America, clan the iceless Summer` drink be found
"No screens .kept out the pesky
flies at mealtime and the mosque.
e toes at night, even in "the gay
90's."
Indeed, beyond.' being a
nuisance, flies were not considered
-An evil. There was even a blithe
nursery rhyme about "Baby, bye,
here's a fly," which ,went ,on to
te-11- how the cute little fellow, got
his wino of silk all bedraggled in
the _baby's Milk, Ind wondered
how he would get dry. If a fly
got in the baby's milk today. the
whole family would have a "conTitle I of the FHA covers loans under government supervision
•. •,
_
.
niptione— In
• -those
days, after
for Remodeling and Repairing Homes.
'f,'•'\
Aunt 'Cindy had dinner on the
table, like enough one of her chitIt was to expire March 31 this year and now has been extended.
" drin, or she herself, in a fresh
white cottonade dress and a red
.74
" 'bandanna around her head, would.
swish away the flies with a fresh-peach tree bush, while the family
•
••
7
-.,
ate on the back porch.
,
(
:
4
1s
11111„
‘
-And the insufferable torture of
,
those nights! the boys used to
4
-:-.-,nalik. a
,
put pennyroyal in their, shoes to
keep awae•ithe. fleas, but it didn't
'
, •%
,
,,,ht - '. z• 1
work so well for mosquitoes, and
one had to sleep under mosquito
bar if the pests were numerous.
Naturally._ there was little verde
laden beneath this netting. Bead-eing in the evening was, out of the
I
4
question. Moths and other. bugs
i
used to bat the candles -out in the
Many people like the lo4
.day before- coal oil lamps, and .
.
-.ration- of their present homes
- --.
_
while the latter were _a_ great ire- — --- -- but rea..tiae that they are nOw
.: • err - áid'Tha--ndiome ornasomewhat out of-dire- eVeti
ments-especially the hanging lamp
though_they -are hot in imin the...parlor, with all itsetinegy
mediate need of repairing: ._
glass pendants-they only heated
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, Only in a Modern Ice Refrigerator Do You Get
THE 4 ESSENTIAL FACTORS IN
_
.
.
•
,
.
The Air In Your
(--,-Refrigerator Must Be,

Title 1 of FHAExtended!
tThNow is the Time to

emodel

C

'EFFiCIEft

YOUR
HOME

. .••.. .•

Value Increases More
Than Cost . . .

-7

NOTICE OP DISSOLUTION
-"OF PARTNERSHIP

-You can increase the value -of your home as well as-make it more
-- comfortable and convenient by Remodeling under Title I of the FR-A.
.
We,,can make planes-to make yetir home a modern,'up-to-date
home, and will be glad to go into details and make a--eomplete price.
You can pay for it by the month like rent. No mortgage necessary.
-

Why Not Investigate
• CALLOWAY tci,(4.4NTY LUMBER,
Murray, Ky. •-• , •
"

;

complete details and help you get "our I ti A loan.

1

;
-L
tteHiP/FIV48IPirrri'f'

A NEW HOME

You are paying, tor modern
comThrts without getting them
Insuia_Its an out-dated home.
•-tton -pays for itself in saved fuel
costs and prevention of colds
and kindred illnesses. Asbestos
Wallboard. Tiling, pay tor themselves In saved tabor costs 10
to a intenence.

REPAIRING
.
Name- ..............
Addre;s

Calloway County Lumber Co.
•

"Headquarters- for Home Improvements
PHONE 72

.
••••••-

•

•
•

_

.

, MURRAY, KY.

- •'

.

.

f
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._,, ,_,• ._ 2.
1 MOIST
MOVING
3,4 i„.„ ...„.
.i .,...,„. . . _•
3 .PURE
_ I 4 coll.

'Pugh add Jdnes CorporaTion
Doing Business at Murray, Ky.,
'under Trade Style •
The Ben Franklin Stores
Notice of Dissolution
Persons, Firms, and Corporations
ske- notice:
That the Pugh and Jones Corp- atlOn doing business at Murray,
Kentucky under the trade style of
-The Ben FranklA,§19xes" has die-eyed itself as such corporation
.•,r.d closed its business and. is
..y.ecling - up its affairs as such.cbrpanon and all its assets have been
,eld to - Jones. Pugh and Jones, a
partnership, and said Jones. Pigh
and Jenes will continue the- same
istettneseetifider "iffe:Itade -s17l and
name of -The Ben rrstiktin
--Stores," •
Feb. 23. 1937
Pugh and Jones
(Signed) C.. W. Thigh, Pre.ident
*Signed/ Everett iJoaes, Seey.
checks

Lack of Ice RUINED Her
Party!

"Last night an expensive party was
completely ruined by my lack of a
dime's 'worth of ice, said a recent
customer as she purchased a new airconditioned ice refrigerator.
"And that wasn't the first time it
had hap'pened. But from now,6n, just
watch me! I'll have plenty of ice for
the table water,—plenty of ic„,s. for
•for---(0.
nwi•...
,
REAL frozen desserts!"
...
_
Why don't YOU get an air-conditiohed ice refrigerator, too, and be
forever free frbm "running-out.trou• }
;
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COLDS

Phone 64

and

for ServICE

FEVER.
first day
Liquid, Tablets
Headache 30
how. Nose Drops
Minutes
Try "Itatr-My-Thilm"-World's Best
441adlaseleie

No Electric Refrigerator Fills All These
Requirements
. '
.
•

,

The refrigerat4Vtittles season will soon bein full swing.
DON'T INVEST IN ANY KIND OF A REFRIGERATOR
UNTIL YOU FULLY INVESTIGATE!
-

We not only invite you but urge xou to investigateMODERN ICE REFRIGERATION from every angle.

rt, •

PAY FOR YOUR MODERN ICE REFRIGERATORWITH YOUR SAVINGS
WHOLESALE
'COST
HEAR Eleanore Howe on WHAS,
•
,
t .w........, - -tn.- . __>sdays, nt
/ sio imei-es.t or
carrying
- 10:45. GLADYS SWARTHOUT
charges
on WAVE, Wednesdays, at 9:30
•
P
.. I.!
Low weekly
payments

coNsu Ells COALuRy

-

Phone 64
&
M. E. WHITNELL, Mana"ger

for ServICE ,
•
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It doesn't look as though spring
was very near the corner today
with ice on the ground and the
north wind blowing. The sun may
be shining and the birds singing
when you read this.
People on Route 0 have been
busy planting gardens. Some potatoes have been planted.
Mr. Moore, who has been visiting
his parents and sisters, has returned to Detroit. Mrs. Moore has faeen
on the stek•Mst.
Allbert Allison's sons who have
had the measles, are improving.
T. A. Oliver and Charlie Adam's
made a . trip to near Macedonia
after some farming implements
and lumber. They were very surprised-whet:--they-reaeheet-titere
find the lumber nailed over doors,
windows and the chicken house.
Mrs. Susie Oliver Is „yontleri
why they didn't use the cotton
planter to cover the chimney.
"Aunt Lou Muscled', I would
liked to have been -tit your home
ern your birthday dinner. I am
wishing for you many more happy
birthdays. —
Well, Grasshopper, I Waif I
have your name, although I am
afraid to say as you are comparing yourself so small. Please don't
fly against me this summer, if you
do you will be' One to tell the
rate of speed I was traveling.
Chatterbox, you get all the
praise. I know your name but I
don't think you know.nie—bal_we
are "kinfolk's.... anyway. I have
also Seen' the Cedar Knob Writer.

Sunday, March 14, A. D. 1937—
STOW IM-lrlre: Went down-tee cow.
lot on me walking stick, came
near as peas breaking my neck in
two place.
I wonder what Allen Mc.Keel
and Bob Parker think of the peach
crop now? Dancing around like
a little, bitty simlin gourd, I guess,
The inclement weather is unfavorable for our sick folks; but
the sun is going to shine which is
an exceedingly good medicine.
Mr. Reeves, the highway book.
keeper, was here getting names
on the proposed new, straight road
from Murray through Coldwater
to Farmington road. Rufus Rastus
Johnson Brown what. are you going to -did when the man comes

-

COMMISSIONETC
SALE

DAY-NIGHT

Order of Reference

Lynn Grave High

One of our reasons why we say WI' DOES
MAKE A DIFFERENCE WHO WRITES YOUR
INSURANCE" jamn our opinion substantiated by
the fact that during the more than seventeen years
—Since this agency was established we' have not
yet failed to secure an adjustment satisfactory to
all concerned.

Here's How

_tile_ companies represented
by, us have

The

Order of Reference

Kirksey Kinklets

Not Everybody in
Galloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody relds it!

It Pays to Buy
the Best!

rellg

Marie Jones, loaetta Morris.
been possible.
day), upon a credit of six months,
heck? If land
Perfect attendance:
Easy financing doss not neces- the following described prOpertr.
sign, the money
Faurth grade: Samuel Beaman. sarily mean only a fair interest being and lying in Calloway Counon a road South
Calloway Circuit Court
Quincy Adams, Attie Mae Mor- rate. It mans also the elimination ty, towit:
please sign!
,
J. E. Tucker who has been ill
of refinancing problems and reThere is a tall, yellowish, suck- for several days, is very little im- rison.
One lot lying and being in the George Hart Administrator of J.
Fifth grade: Max Murdock, Mar- newal charges. It means home (awn of Murray. Ky.. and known P. Duncan, Deceased, Bonnie Dunegg hound dog that ramsacks this proved! We hope he will be able
tha Jo Miller,
ownership .under a simplified sys- as Lot. No. Of It further appear can Farmer, Ola Duncan, Leona
neighborhood daily.
Have been to be up soon.
tem that puts paying for a- home ing to the court that Lot No..88 Duncan, Andrew Duncan, Reds
Seventh Month Honor Roll
told he's property (7) of Mr. Wilpreparing
to
Wayne Lawrence is
Fifth grade: Johriye Pat Boyd, almost on the same basis as pay- has valuable improvements on the Duncan, Lllburn Duncan, and
liams—he does not know about it.
make a crop with his brother Jim‘Merg„, Frenk .Miller, 'rreva Dell, ing rent. It means making possWest end thereof and that East end Laura Duncan,
"Our righteousness are as filthy this year. The former is taking
Cole, Otis Reeves Miller.
ible for the average man the use of same is vacant and that same
Plaintiffs,
rags." Ise. 64:6. Does that mean care of "Uncle Monrore" Edwards
Sixth grade: Charline Cochrum, of bank credit to finance the fronts 1851
Vs. Order of Reference
/
2 feet on Main Street in
that obeying the gospel of Christ; and "Aunt Amanda" in their de- Maurlta
Morris, Alton Hughes, modernitation, repair, and altera- Murray, Kentucky, East and West Lola Hill, Buell Hill, Solon Duncan,
keeping His commandments, are as clining years. Both are very feeble Gene
Ed Watson.
tion of homes and -a plan for re- and is 104 feet North and South, Leon Duncan, Johnnie Duncan,
filthy rags? Oh, no smart eleck.
arthis time.
paying thess loans in easy monthly it is therefore, adjudged that same Jeanette Duncan, James Thomas
Honor Roll For Year
Mr.. and Mrs.. Martin_ "Shnrty"
Maurtta Morris, Treva Dell Cale.4tnstailments.
Pror-Blikber -Edw./m.1S is teactung
Duncan,- -Bamikif -Murray,--J-.- M.
be sold
Young. of Detroit, are at Sam
This entire plan and.. how you said commissioner will sell the Imes,
Perfect Attendance
a singing *Moot near Clarksville.
Christenberry's waiting for a DeMary Frank Miller, Hay Morn- may be benefited by this plan will West end of said lot in the folComus Alexander and family
Defendants
troit strike to subside.
be courteously and systematically lowing dimensions, one hundred
his brother, Novice Alexander son.
It is ordered that this cause be
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Broach and
explained to you by Mr. Fountaine, ten and half (1101s) feet East and referred to George Hart Master
and family are thinking of going
passed through :hare to see home
of the Federal Housing Adminis- West fronting on Main Street and Commissioner of this Court, to
to Detroit. Cbmua sold 2 coops of
folks'
enroute from Washingtration, here at the Bank of Mur- one hundred four (104)- feet North take proof of Claims against the
hens the other day which brought
ton, D. C., to Houston Tex, whe
ray next -Mtindese—sPtieaday
rid-he
D-unean, Tbeeeasee,,
and South and desalroed as fol- esre
Mr. ilfciach has a governme t job.
hens left.
•--It seems as though winter has Wednesday. March 22, 23 and 24. lows: one hundred ten and' half and all persons holding claims
Most everybody, male and feBring
your
building
questions
to
Mrs. Housden who has been ill, returned again after having a
WOO feet to be taken off of the against said estate will present
male in this ole world, were born
is reported as improving.
week of spring weather.
West end of lot No. 68 as shown their claims against said estate,
ori-Sianday-thee-feeette-Dey--to-hea
S. V. rfarki- is Hifi sdfferin
u/Y-15TZVan, Derore this Court s
by plat of the Fawn of Murray
A number of persons have plantthem tell it. So you see (7), all
with his head and ears.
same recorded in Deed Book H. Master Commissioner, on or beed potatoes --and • earlier garden
birthday celebrations are on SunTom Swift is scattering straw Crops. Now they have a nice
page 496 In the office of the Clerk fore 15th day of April, 1937, or be
day. Yes, and all sick people are
over his fine strawberry patch.
barred from
collecting
of the Calloway County court and forever
coverlet of snow and ice.
visited only on Sunday and—the
Miss Johnny MeCallon, who nas
he will next sell off of said lot on same in any other manner except
bullfrog said "gee-me-nee cricrivery
Johnny
been
McClure
has
been teaching near Elizabethtown.
the East end thereof, a portion of through this suit.
metcy"- then jumpt into •Ahe river
seems to
Ky...is at home for a 'few month's sick with measles. There
Calloway Circuit Court
Witness my hand as Clerk of
75 feet fronting on Main street in
and drowned himself.
measles
be quite a few cases of
'Vacation.
E. S. Diuguid Jr., Administrator
the city of Murray end described said Court, this the 6th day of
I bought me some medicine—did,
the.
Well: _it- seems that the quilti Just across the river, but at
of E. S. Diuguid--St.,
as follows: A part of lot No. 68 March, 1937.
no good, turned out it was baby
subject is on hand every week- So' present time this is the only case
Plaintiff, in the town of Murray as shown
C. L. Miler
medicine; bought some strained
we
have
in
this
community.
Lazy Ned will tell his quilt story.
Vs. Judgment
'Clerk, Calloway Circuit Court
by plat of said town recorded in
honey, it turned 'out to be melted
Haiallin
_
is
real
Mr.
McCage
of
In 1892, when he was teaching
Loftie Diuguid, Widow, Katherine Deed Book H., page
in the
brown sugar. Was craving fresh
school at Landon, on the last day sick with pneumonia following Kirk, Mrs. W. E. Taylor and Hus- office 'of the Clerk of the Calloway
pork so I bought a can of pork
measles.
of school, the girls, as a surprise,
band, W. E. Taylor, Marie Virginia County Court and described as
and beans, turned out no pork,
Mrs. Lewis Dill and little daughhad each pieced a square for their
Diuguic,. 19 Years of Age, James follows: Being seventy-five (75)
just beans—"only this and nothing
McDougal
ter,
Ronetta,
Mrs.
Euin
teacher and at noon just as he was
Ed' Diuguid, 17 Years of Age, Bank feet East and West and one hunA Snack or a Meal
more".
and
two
children,
Bruce
and
Jean,
preparing to: ring the bell for
of Murray, Elmus-Trevathan, E. J. dred- four 41044 feet North and
Looked into the "glaA", aaW an
visited Mrs.books, the girls met him at the and Mrs. 'darner
Beale, Mrs. 7oe Lancaster, T. C. South and being the East end of
THE BEST PLATE
awful old guy , with a mud-turtle
door and presented their -squares Adelia . McDeug4 and sister, Mrs. Carson, Frank Beaman, Mrs. Cul Lot No. 68 above described and
LUNCH IN TOWN
neck, a 1,000 wrinkles in his face,
of the quilt .all eager to see and Tucker, Sunday.
Phillips, William Diuguid, Miss bounded on the North by Main
a despondent look in one eye—the
William
Clifton
Barrett mid
Meat, 3 Vegetables
hear what he had to say. The
Anna Gipson. Tom Taylor and Street and on the East by Sixth
other one almost faded out—weak
only thing about it was a big cry Rose, who have work in Paducah, Ruth Filbeck,
`Dessert
,
Street.
For
source
of
title
me
in his knees—"Ole Eagle"
spent the week end with their
as this . was the separation day
Defendants Deed from B. E. Bourland to E. S.
families.
anyhow. So the next year my
By virnie of a judgment and Diuguid dated- June 9, 1884 and
SOFT DRINKS, BEER
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Vinson have
mother set the squares together
order of sale of the Calloway Cir- recorded in Deed Book X, page
•
moved
to
the
farm
of
Miss
Mary
and quilted- the quilt and it was a
cuit Court, rendered at the No- 574 in the office. of the Clerk of
SANDWICHES SOUP
nice one too. The school girls had Harriett • Vinson's.,
vember term thereof, _1936, in the the Calloway County Court„ _
A large crowd attended "jockey
CHILE
OYSTERS
worked their initials- on the
above cause for the purpose of
For the purchase price the pursquares. This winter was the first day- Saturday at Joe Dill's store division of property, and costs chaser must execute bond with
in Model, Tenn.,
time the quilt had been used regherein expended, I shall proceed to approved securities, bearing legal "Where Friends Meet"
. Traffic han increased rapidly at
ularly and that has been 45 Aims
offer for sale at the .court house interest from the day of sale until
Pine Bluff ferry -since the bridge
ago and the quilt now looks like a
do-6.
1 in Murray, Kentucky, to the paid, and having the force and ef- '
has been rebuilt at Brandon's Mill.
new one. Now, who will be next
highest bidder at public auction, fect of a judgment. Bidders will
Lewis and Woodrow Dill and
on hand with a quilt story?
on Monday, the 22nd
day of be prepared to comply promptly
LUNCH
Euin 'McDougal motored to Padue
March, 1937, -at 1 o'clock or there- with these terms—George S. Hart, R. 'fain St.
—"Lazy Ned"
Misr Square
cab last week end. about (same being county court Mater Commissioner,
•
• People are wondering what kind
Calloway Circuit Court
of truck J. D. Dill has that forced
A. W. Simmons, Administrator of
him to buy two sets Of license tags Z(774111trillignatirliffiffftlifferlire
S. P. Alexander, and A. W. SimThe grade children gave a short within 28 days. Wagging tongues,
mons,
entertainment before the faculty busy-bodies!
Plaintiffs, and student body Friday. This
The old Tennessee is rising
Vs. Order of Reference,brought another successful school again. We surely hope the, prophWinnie • Farris Alexander. Amos year to a close and they seemed et was wrong who stated it would
0
Dick, Jess Dick, Dal Dick, Fred glad to lay aside their books un- be higher in March than in JanDick, Dave Dick, Mrs. Will Mor- til another year.
uary.—Sarie.
ten, Mrs. Dave Alton,
Many of our students have been
Defendants unable to be
at s_Chool for the past
It is Ordered that this cause he few weeks because of measles .and
referred to George Hart, Master mumps.
,
Commissioner of this Court, to
Lotgc_
_Um
-.1ophonore. _Jut
tales prnoT (51'--tIalMr-igainfil -tire been out of school because of`art
Thc primary' purpose of the Nag
estate. of S. P. Alexander, (de- appendicitis operation. She is
do- tional Housing Act is to provide
ceased.), and all persons holding ing nicely and we hope to have
an opportunity for the American
claims against said estate will pre- her back with us
before- long.
people to, have better homes—by
sent their .claims against said esTwo of - °or seniors, Qdrne. freeing- bank credit to finance the
Why not stop wasting electric .current and en7
tate, duly
proven, before this' Swann and J. R. Jones have been erection of new homes, to provide
joy at least 25 per- cent more light at -night for
Court's Master Commissioner_ on out with the flu.
• for the purchase and finaneing• of
or before, the 19th day of. April,
the same price you now pay','in Your home, your
The junior play has been select- existing , homes, to refinance ex1937, or be forever barred from ed. They will give
"Plain Jane," isting- home mortgages, and 'to
store, your office, your shop?
collecting same in any other man- a three act
comedydrama.
modernize and, improve 'existing
ner except through this suit.
Pupils that have been chosen to homes.. '
Witness my hand as ,Clerk of re esent our school in
public
Thus, the National Housing Act,
said Court, this the 15th day of spe ing are as follows:
through the.Federal • Housing -AdClean Lamps and Reflectors Often
March 1937.
Poetry reading, Odine Swann; ministration, answers the -most
C. L. MILLER,
public discussion, Elmo Tinsley and perplexing Problems facing those
It is a fairly simple matter to Wish-or wipe off
'Clerk, Calloway Circuit Court Jessie Dee Tress; 'oration, Tal- who live in rented homes, and
Around?
Play
owners will not
will be expended
of here., Please,

East Pine Bluff

Stella Gossip

Property Insurance

Titaiborn
cold
and
*her
ggist
null-

Wed

She lives near Macedonia. I lived
near Cedar Knob for 19 years and
have carried more buckets of
water from that spring than I
can count. Atone time there was
a grove of cedars at that place
but now only the spring remains.
The "Sweet Pea" writer's grandparents, nem Maynard and Molly
Maynard, who are 81 and 82 years
old, respectively, live near the
Cedar Knob spring. I haven't
guessed you other .writers' names
as yet. I like to_ read 'all of your
letters and hope you continue
writing. We like The /Adger &
Times that is in so many,of the
homes.
I will go now to return later.
—"Sweet Pea": '
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More Light

How to Have The
Home You Want

NEVER BEEN SUED
on any fire or windstorm policy issued by
our agency
'5

Frazee & Melugin
INSURANCE AGENTS
PHONE 331
'
"It Does Make a Difference Who Writes Your.
Insurance"

AND NOW--The Bank of Murray will help you build, remodel or
repair through FHA Loans.
Mr. Fontaine, of the Federal Housing Administration, will be here MONDAY,TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, March 22, 23, 24, to answer-your questions
Come in and see the advantages of owning your own
home at this low cost.

madge Jones; .„ and oral interpre.rt
tation by Evelin. Lau, T.nrIrAn
The Debate Club has been working hard on their speeches and
are .planning to meet Murray High,Almo and Faxon affirmative and
negative teams next week in practice debates.
' • Honor Roll
Fourth grade honor roll for
seventh month:
.Lohn Tinsley, James Harris Key,
Allie Mae Morrison, Reba Jo,
Cathey, Iosetta Morris, Mary Jo
Farmer, Earline Cochrurn, Norella
Kelso, William Thomas Brown,
'Marie Jones.
Fifth grade:-Max Murdock,Martha So Miller,'
- •
_Those who made the 434awas..o_u
ev,ery month:
Fifth grade: Martha Jo Miller
' Fotirth grade: Reba Jo Cattle:.

25

Itt_na greater-cost

those who desire to build or buy
homes, and those who- awn homes
under old-fashioned mortgages that
should be refinanced.'That problem is securing money for these
Purposes at lower costs and on
better terms than heretofore have

You are invited to
ur

Lighting

all lamps and reflectors once a week by cleaning those In one room each day. Our engineers
hare found by tests that a month's acctunulation of dust on an electric lamp reducds the
amount of light it gives 25 per cent.
•

cAr

Service

Department on any of
your lighting problems
—There is

When HEADACHE

to you-

no chargé'

See That Lamp Voltage is Correct

for this service.

Is Due To Constipation

When You buy -new lamps, be sure-you get
those to *match the voltage of the current used
locally. Ask your local manager about the
voltage. Lamps of higher voltage than the current give 15 per cent less-light.

Often one of the first-felt effects
of constipation is a headache. Take
a dose or two of purely vegetable
Black-Draught!
That's the sensible way—relieve
the constipation. Enjoy the refreshing relief which thousands of people
have reported from the use of Hist+
Draught. Sold in 25-cent packages.

Avoid

We have a complete showing of'

BL,ACK-DRAUGHT
A GOOD LAXATIVE

-You waste -money if you buy foreign-made
lamps at a little cheaper price. They shed 20
per cent less light-for a given wattage. They
burn out in half the time it takes a standard
American lamp to run its course.

I. E. S.
Better Sight

Cheek Your Harness Needs Today!

non-glare lamps at
low prices.

WFAni:
"'

Us* Cheap Foreign Lamps

Better Have Light Colored Rooms
Rooms with light-colored wallpaper or paint-on
walls and ceiling and light colored curtains,
can be properly illuminated with much less
electric current than dark-colored rooms. - •

I5SUILI.C1 115
Frill RAI.
: A4114111" AATION
•

-rx

Special Sale on I. E. S. Lamps
.We ondered-many'lamps for holiday gifts. They were help up

The FHA Makes it possible
, to pay for 80 per cent of the
cost of a home in monthly installments --lite rent.

CIIRTAINLir

in shipment until after Christmas and we now have too rdany lamps
on our floor. Have better illumination and SAVE MONEY.
SPRING-PLOWING DAYS

1

We'll lend

you money
to fix your home!

will be here the minute the ground is dry. it means hard
wear for harness and every farmer shonid check up new on
harness repitrn needed and he ready to start. Worn and patch'ed harness are "hard on the team and may delay wollt and
.
calm time loss.

CALL IN AND TALK IT
OVER!

Bank of Murray
SAFE

:

,
SURE

:

SOUND

Murray made harness have beenme known for their quality workmanship and leather used. TWO YEAR GuAltANTEE. See us now'for your spring and summer harness needs

R. E. BRAUSA & SONS

•

36.40
$7.70
$935

-$ 7.15 Lamps reduce to
$ 9.00 Lamps reduced to
$12.50 Lamps reduced to

KENTUCKY-TENNESSEE LIGHT & POWER CO:
Murray, Kentuckti
A PUBLIC

k

sERvia FOR COMMUNITY, HOME
AND INDIVIDUAL

ACROSS FROM THE LEDGER A- TIME
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Houltien, Mr._ and Mrs. Eunice
Mrs. Bounden Celebrates 90tb
Kentucky, to the highest bidder at I rock; thence south parallel 'with
Housden and daughter. Shirley,
Birthday
public auction, on Monday, the Qr. section line thirty-two 432)
Friends gathered at the home of Mr. and Mrs. A Housden, Mrs
22nd day of March, 1937, at 1 poles to a rock in section line;
Well, Another week has passed
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. B. C Lax on Sunday. Jessie Simmons. Mr. and
o'clock or thereabout (same being thence east with section One fiftyAnd .bere I am again to be with
The first six grades were ,out
/ Mrs Cleve
March 14. In honor or Mn. Lue Dick Simmons. Mr. an,
In its regular Monday night
county court day), upon a credit of eight (58) poles to the point of
All.
last week and we are someWhat
I
Each
thank the
yaw
week
lIounden who celebrated her 90th Lax and children, Susan. Velma,
meeting at the -National Hotel, the
six months the following described beginning containing twenty-three
ediktr for allowing me the
John and Betue Jo; Kelly Gull- lonesome. Some of the high school Young Business Men's Club apbirthday.
property, being and lying in Cal- 1 23) acres. And being the same
students have not returned, due
lege to write this column and hope
Housden.
Mrs.
Lue
edge.
Baptist Student Union
land conveyed to W. H. and May
The honoree was married to J.
mem-, loway Couoty, Kentucky, town:
to the fact that the school bus did pointed a committee to ask the
1 ;Wirt scot* the editor with my
Lawrence by Sallie L. Radford on
W. Housden Mardi 24. 1871. To
not sun this morning. We an City council to plan some method bers from the colleges in the wasin Lynn Grove, Cellowere If I could like an angel preach
this union
nine children
very sorry that we are about to for marking the city streets with tern part of the state will assemblesway County, Ky. Beginning sixty 11-23-1917 and the said deed is now
Clyde Mitchell and Clay Wisehere for their annual "Spring re- (00) poles west of the S. E. cur- recorded in Deed Book 40 page
born. tw.. sons. one 'daughter and. And with all wisdom others teach; luz.V one of the members of our their respective names.
home Thtirsday bet'
hart returned
Calloway County Court
Murray is a to
husband have gone. on to wel- Yet, if God's love were not in me. very small junior' class, Marelle
of frequent treat" April 2-3.
ner of the S. W. Qr. of Sec. 34 T. 562 in the
from Detroit. icts
come her to the home over there. All this as sounding, brass would Terry is to go to her parents in visitors and has no .method of diThis is the first time this meet- 2 11. 3. East, thence north parallel Clerk's office.
never had seen as many -cases On February 15. 1915. she was left
be.
Detroit Within the next few days. recting people to homes in the ing has been held- in Murray. R. with Qr. section line seventy-four
For the purchase pr1ce,the purof measles in my life as I did a widow, to go through this lone- The love of God naught takes its
various sections of... town. - This, H. Falwell Jr., a graduate of Mur- 4 74) poles to
Sigmara
the State Road (now i chaser must execute bond with
Wednesday when 1 Visited rela- ly' world with a grandchild. -Kelly.
placeThe Sigmara society. is plan- matter has been in question for ray, is the state B.S.U. president State Highway No. 94) thence I approved securities.' bearing legal
tives and friends Selland. I onty whose mbther had died. They No gifts nor works, not even faith.
rung to give_ _11.__Challe1--4ar9gran.1-1 some time but it is noised that this year and will be in attendance _westwarcL
_said_ State__1101O4Saterest, from the day_ of sale sputa
Cs-Sian-Ted ill rases in the homes
lived this lonely life for 12 months The love of God is patient, kind; Friday, March 19. The Wilson-Ian now-- there ---WilT-W-S-ome suitable if The-retreat.
about fifty 150) poles to a stake; paid, and having the force and
visitOsLRalph Churchill is student secre- thence south parallel with
-after which. Mr. and Mrs. Cleve Is enviessnoi, no fault cloth find. Society 'has given one program marker erected at each street in- Qr. See effect of a judgment.. Bidders will
This love divine seeks not its own.
tersection. Following these street tary for the Murray campus.
Tolly Chrisman is suffering se- Lax moved into the home.
this semester.
tion line thirty-one (31) poles to be prepared to comply promptly
markers
it
is
The
anticipated
meeting
that
will
resbe
verelystrein:murreS a en.-ens rat when
To. "Aunt Lue". a good woman. Will bear an things when self is
held
in
the
Debate Club
a rock; thence west parallel with with these terms -George S. Hart,
gone
a tree fell on him near his home a friend, and a good neighbor to
We had two debates last week. idents will mark their homes with chapel of the administration build- section line eight (8) poles to a Master Commissioner.
And
love
divine
behaves
aright
_a_jtheir
respective
ing
beginning
house
I
her
everyone.
wish
many
number.
at
for
6:30 Friday evenlast week.
On Tuesday of last week the Fax
No evil pin" ands_shows„ noprides,*-ea ~gainer- 44,61,1% 40414
.cluse,_ athis as-is-one theintrons-w-es`sa- tat::rouge. now batticla.sa.
-Kitstearry-24en's ing, ?writ . ansl
Cannot rejoice in what is wrong,
meet
with the City Ceun- urday afternoon at 4 o'clock.
She was __Cad indeed to have
Murray. Thursday night our af- Club to
ner guest 1st Mrr.Viota Elgin taf.
the truth-even though
in
But
Officers of the local B.S.U. are:
friends and re-lilt:yes with her on
firmative team met Benton at cil Friday night for a hearing on
Hazel Wednesday.
this matter are Jim Branch, Frank Sam
Wallace, Wilma
Lemons,
Faxon.
penny Williams returned home that day and appreciated the nice
Yea'. love divine will -all endure;
Goldie LaVerne Call, Evelyn Ruth Gingles,
Following is the schedule of Albert Stubblefield and
Friday from Detroit to spend a few gifts she received.
Hropc, and Iirvec luta;•a bect land
Or r
Rosemary Miller Alton Thacker
Irgrxonn u'lltnele- learn fun - dee next
dais with reiarives 'And's-mends of Those
MILK__HAS-present
were: Cleneth
pure.
Flora Allcock, June Dixon, Mary
Macedonia.
two weeks:
Wisehart_ Clyde. Clifton. Decey. And love
divine shall yet increase
Frances
Crawford,
Maurice
Bailey.
-Tuesday. March It at 1 o'clock
Mrs. Ileitis! lissndon assiteri
and- Mary- Mitchell. Miss Annie When propcylind tongues shall our affirmative meets
Faculty advisers are: Miss Lillian
Viola Elgin in quitting Wednesday Willis. Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie SimHazel at
cease.
Hollowell, and
Prof.
W. M.
Murray. The same day at 3 o'clock
afterntion.
mons and children. Pernie Mae, We know
and speak in part while
Caudill.
both Faxon teams meet Murray
Charlie 'Williams and Johnnie Lucile, and E. H.: Mr, and 'Mrs.
here-Prof. Vernon James, of Hazel
High there.
Simmons visited in Hazel Friday. Martin Hogue. Basil Moore Hart,
It will be so till He appears.
Thursday. March 18, at 1 o'clock High School, announced the first
Mr. and-Mrs. Sip Williams were- Miss Velda
Mae Hutson. Miss Libe through a
Four hundred and two herds' of
glass we see things Faxon negative team will
Sunday guests of the former's par- Eula Burton, Mrs. Eldridge Swift.
meet of the week that Hazel was sponcattle, containing 4,464 animals,
hereents, "fdrr- and Mrs. Charlie •Wil- Mrs. Attie Lamb and children,
the Murray Training School there soring an independent basketball
were tested for Bang's disease in
Then face to face-there He is
and at- 3 iSclock they will meet program this week end. Games
hams of Hazel Route 2.
Hazel. George Odell .and James,
Boyle county.
near; .
begin
Thursday
night
at
7
p.
m.
Lynn Grove at Murray.
Pete Wisehart and daughter. Miss Matell Lamb. Mr. and Mrs.
And now abides faith, hope .and
The winner of the tournament will
Beeline. and Jess Dick were in Warlick Hutson and son. Joe Max,
Athletics"
jos
,
Murray Saitif.day.
The basketball season is over receive $10.00. Harald Edwards,
Mr and Mrs. Bill. Simmons. Grady
But greatest of them all is love.
and we have not started any other M S. C.. will referee the games.
1 Best wishes to all,-Ky.
athletics. - The Cardinals have had Admission each -session will • be
•
a very successfir, season -this year 10 and 15c.
Beginning Thursday at 7 p. m.,
and much to our sorTow five of
the first eight players will not get Concords Meets Midway, at 8 p. ni.
to play with the team next season. Murray CCC plays Lynn Grove.
Calloway Circuit Court
lour due to graduation and one and at 9 p. m. Hazel meets Almo. Home Owners' Loan Corporation,
Friday
at
7
'm.
Henry
will
play
p.
age
limit.
due to
Of the 19 games
Plaintiff,
CCC camps engaged in soil con- played this season Faxon won 11 Hardin. at 8 p. m. Paris meets
Vs. Judgment,
Murray.
at
9
p.
m.
the
winners
of
servation work in Kentucky 'will and_ lost 8. four of these &ins
Issued on CHILDREN from 1 DAY
W. H. Lawrence and wife. May
be given an Horatio Alger .touch to Kirkse. The second semester the Concord-Midway and CCC- Lawrence,
9 Years of Age
Lynn
Grove
games
meet. Saturthis month when _14 termer - en- -Only Kirksey and 'Hardin have
Defendants
rollees who .lis-Ve qualified for the been able to defeat the Cardinals. day at 9 a. m. Kirksey meets the
By virtue of a judgment and
winner
of .the Hazel-Almo game,
During.
semtster
the
.sSfirst
Civil
New
.Service
position
as
junior
With PAYOR. clause. guaranteeing in . event o
order of sale of the Calloway Cirassistant to the camp -technician Concord and Almo defeated us by and at 10 a. m. Providence meets cuit Court, rendered at the NoDEATH or DISABILITY of Parent before
will be appointed to the supervis- very small scores, but elhe Card- the winner of the Henry-Hardin vember term thereof. 1936, in the
ory personnel
Child is 2I—NO fUrther payMent-of
One assistant will Mats have defeated Almo twice fracas. At 11 a. m. cottage Grove above cause for the purpose 'of
You
be appointed to each camp; includ- and Concord once since that time. meets the winner of the, Paris- payment of Four Thousand Six
premiums _until age 23j:4-c11-Ad.
Following are the games won Murray encounter. Semifinals will Hundred Eighty-three and ninety,
ing that at Murray.
Then try-Sunburst milk and enjoy the
Each of the newly-ippointed and lost by the Faxon Cardinals: be held Saturday afternoon begin- three
one-hundreths
($4,683.93)
_TMLS APPLIEVrd ORDINARY LIFE
Sunburst milk tastes better the year 'round
ence!
ning
at
2
p.
,m.
with
the
finals
at
Gaines Won
men who have risen from the
Dollars with interest thereon at
because Sunburst dairy animals (all-of them state
8 p. m.
Faxon. 19-Gilbertsville 9
ranks
Willbe
'
a
resident
of
Kenthe
rate
of
6%.
per
annum
from
Alrs.tandArd forms Life .and Endowment issued.
The public is cordially invited
inspected) are fttl-a balanced ration which insures
Faxon 27-Aurora 25
tucky. and most of them were, or
November 16, 1936, until paid, and
Policy is larger during early years of
to see these independent games'
richer, more wholesome milk and cream.
Faxon 27-Hazel 23
still are, attached to Kentucky
costs herein expended, I shall propoliey thah any New York Company
as there are numerous stars in the
Faxon 27-Aurora 24
CCC. camps. The position was
ceed. to offer for sale at the court
Meet.
Faxon 32-Hazel 22
created to provide opportunities
house door in Murray, Kentucky,
•
Faxon 2s5-Almo 22
Yor advancement within the CCC
BERKSHIRE
Faxon 27-Training Sehool 16
Try_Sunburst milk in your cakes, custards, rolls
for ambitious and qualified enFaxon 27-Concord 15
rollees. and will play $85 per
.and
puddings.
Try that richer Sunburst cream too
Pittsfield. Mass.
Strengths During
Faxon 42-Almo 24
month. '—it makes grand home-made ice cream and whiph
•
Faxon
26
-Hazel
20
In the Soil Conservation Service
easier, too!
' Work on the boulevard' between
Faxon 22-Brewers 11
camps, these junior alssistants will
All other Life Insurance written it; PRUDENTIAL
•
the
campus
and Twelfth and Olive
.
Games I.Ase
aid foresterAs esniOneerk_ agronomStrength Is extr•-important terstreets - will begin April 15 and women going through the.change of
Faxon 18-Kiiksey 35
ists, and other specialists in various
continue until the completion of life. Then the body needs the val
Faxon 36-Kirksey 41'
technical lines of work.
the areal anst„its
itiasiohpasot Raral•
snlng far Vat_F_espca 311--Kirlucy 44
111111-111111-11111:1=
Faxon 23-'Kirksey 45
ng
tii ;eV )3roach.
Fifty
Union
county
pOultry
In
such easso..42ardict ill16 red
Although the bridge below the
Faxon 19-Hardin 21
flocks have been blood-tested and
helpful
to
many wanton.
MTraining School in the College loOp
certified to produce eggs for a 'Faxon IS-Hardin 17 PEOPLES-13A,N1,7 BUILDING
erman the appetite and aids
will be finished, the loop wall not. tk favoring more complete dipsFaxon 24-Almo 25
nearby hatchery.
traitsbe completed .for several weeks.
Faxon 15-Concord 19
:ation of food Into living umiak
-4 _ Faxon's total points, 477; opponsainIttng in improved nutrition and-Wilding up and strengthening. of
ents' total. 458. Average score per
Read the Classified Ads,
I the whole system,
game 25 1-5: opponents' aver'age per game, 24,1-19.

Cedar -Knob News

.11.0 •••5

Faxon School News YBMC To Ask City
for Street Markers

Baptist Students
To Hold Retreat
Here on April 23

WHAT WE MEAN WHEN WE SAY-SUNBURST.

Hazel High Sponsors
Independent Net Tilt

Juvenile Insurance!

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE
•

14 Qualify To Be
Junior Technicians

to

Think All Milk Tastes Alike?

Do

The Best CookoUse Sunburst!

LIFE, Incorporated .1851

Work To Begin on
Boulevard April 15

MIDDLE LIFE

-Wit-Next Time You Bake!
•.

M.TX-HOLTON

Murray Milk IPioducts Co.
—Telephone 191

•

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Mornir_igs subject:.

"A

WPMKENTUCKY

TEXT

THAT -*TEL HELP EVERYBODY

ENGINES TO
FIT YOUR JOB
0Att improved,S5 h. p. V-14
engine for extra power
OA new 60 h.p. V-S engine
for extra eeonom!.

NEW.1937

FORD V-8
TRUCKS

UORD brings you

cifically for the woei- you went it to do-The V-8 which
establishMentitely new standards of performance With
economy in the low-price truck field has been incteased
to 85 H.P. and gives even greater gasoline economy
than last year's thrifty engine. And there is a new 60
H.P. V-8 engine built to handle lighter jobs with outstanding gasoline economy!
Yu* will also find many Other improvements which
economy of operation arid-iipkiep.
Every part is ruggedly'built to deliver the maximum
number of ton-miles at minimum expense.
Let us lend you a 1937 Ford V-8 hauling uni; 'or en
"On-the-job" demonstration. Prove to yourself what
Ford has done to cut your trucking costs thisi.ear!
AUTHORIZED

'IOUTSTANDING liEATURES OF FORD
p Improved,self-centering-bwdres
'that have greater stopping ability
!), with easier pedal action.
•Improved Centri-Force clutch.
easier operation, longer life..

III •Improved

rear axle with op-

trucks with a

choice of two grew
I'V-8 engines-each deigned by Ford
engineers spe-

FORD. DEALERS

V-S TRUCKS AND COMMERCIAL CARS:

tional gear ratio; for increased
power application and economy,.
•Improved cooling system and
crankcase ventilation.

New driver conveniences and
comforts. V-type ventilating windshields. Regrou?ied instruments
and electrit gasoline gauge for
greater airacy.

• New styling inside and Out. • All mods available
with_or
More streamlined appearance. without De Luke eqiiiprnisot.

•
*-

AND EVERYTHING, IF-" Evening subject: "THE NEGLECTED
BOOK. - AND SOME RESULTS
THAT FOLLOW".
,
-,7-41,4Adaymorning at 9:30, with class for
all ages. taught by experienced
teachers and directed by splendid
officers. Dr. , McElrath. superintendent__
Baptist Training Union meets
every 'Sunday tvening at 6:40. with
programs arranged from the Bible
that will greatly stimulate the
spiritual life, these meetings are
held _in 'separate rooms, and rendered by - the members. R. W.
Churehill, director,Mid-week meeting .every Wednesday ,_evening at 7:15. -These
meetings- are for s.c.sbody including the members with their
families, neighbott- And -.friends,
This meeting Is followed immediately by:site _Workers' Council in
considering a very important ind
.far-reaching matter; all workers
all intetested in a greater
1- Suriclicy School in Spirit. Spirituality and Power are invited.
The pastor will speak Wednesday night. March 24, on "PAY
DAY.-'EVERY DAY-. A. eordial
invitation and a warm wilcortle is
eite.nded to one and all to woeshin with us whenever possible.,.,

Miss Helm's Article
Will .'Be 'Published
[ in "Grade Teacher"
6briirtinTalltto.-`,j'Iit
suie_erfgea45)01
:7
440sanentThif

ANKNOCKPROOF 6AS

F
.

,•

Wit=

ray Sat; 'College, has received
notice that' an article entitled "An
. Activity on - the Floods of the
Mississippi Valley" has beef% accepted and will be pliblialpf in the
Amil number ofShe "Grade Teacher". —
This unit has been successfully carried out in her s'clibol
room

BABY
CHICKS
6 goal profit mainete
SD loodes,Winob U.S. nitV
.
W. W. D Moo+
torte& marled setIg••
metars rersoyed
pins*. Moo 4...4
ddelis. Wolt•
IIICINTILIONV NA......
grAAT FOCItTlifflesiT • LEVITNITON.111101TUCK

Mattit
'61r;X**1

IN TNT PAST FtNIWtERII, the sales ol
Gulf's new No-Nox Ethyl have hit a brandnew high!
For motorists have discovered-that the gas itselfhits a brand-new high-in anti-knock value,
power, smoothness, and economy.
Gulf's nrw No-Nox Ethyl is a knociproof

FREE AT ALL GULF DEALERS

-

••
••••

-

-.dos .

gasoline. Starts instantly-requires less
choking-cuts crankcase dilution.
Gulf's new No-Nox Ethyl costs, no more
than other premium fuels. It is sold only
at the Sign of the Orange Disc. Drive in
and try it. With Gulfpride,the world's finest
motor oil, you'll have a team of champions!
New Funny Weekly with full page of pwriles, games,
and other features. FUN FOR ALL THE FAMILY!

a.

..4.4.--1111011Ka.
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To Calloway County Subscribers of • ••

The LEDGER_14 TIMES

0

The Home Newspaper That Has Stood the Tests of the Years

0

ZMT-

11

0

0

1

TREE

0

35c MERCHANDISE
ORDER
With Each D011ar Paid on
Calloway County
Subscriptions

o

LI
'

Beautiful $97.50 Living Room Suite

-7-

The Merchandise Order plan is the same as that usts-cl by The
T iger & Times two and three years ago.
.
For each and every dollar kaid on a Calloway county su-bscription to The Ledger & Times, until-further notice, we will give a FREE
ORDER good for 35c in trade, within 60 days from date of issue on any
merchant who is eligible at the time the order is issued. -A list of merchants on whom merchandise orders are being given will be ,printed
each week. Orders will be issued on any particular merchant only
during the week or weeks which he is eligible.

0

11

-

On Display at E. S. Diuguid & Son Furniture Store

Sat., April 24,1937
To Some Calloway County Subscriber to

The propuaitionia really airaule. Frankly., It's a rglaaig.pn,yout
subscription of more than one-third. You can buy anything any merchant the order is issued on has . . . groceries, clothing, shoes, dry
goods, gasoline, etc ... and he will accept the order at full value-35c
cash.

III 0
11

IJ

Two Pieces Genuine Frieze Mohair

THE LEDGER & TIMES

We'll be glad to explain anything that is not clear about this

Ask Us for Details at

offer.

Office on North Fourth Street
r.

0
0

0

11
0
0

Mr. Merchant:
• •
Merchandise orders will be issued each week
on any merchant of the subscriber's choice who has
an advertisement of the minimum size of 10 inches
in The Ledger & Times current at the time the order is issued.
We will redeem the Merchandise Orders in
CASH. You do not have to take out the merchandise orders you take from our subscribers in trade
of any kind—either. advertising or printing-we.
-wilt-PAY YOU CASii FOR THEM IN FULL.

-

---FREE

As long as they
- LAST!

HLstory of Calloway. County"
-AUR supply of these attractively printed and complete histories is
• ti limited and we cannot promise that they will be given every sub- ierilber for they cannot possibly last that long. —
So come early, so you'll be sure to get yo,ur free copy of "The
History of Calloway County."

First come...first served. One copy to each subscriber
... as long as they last,

Certified Circulation
• •
The Ledger & Times circulation has always'
been a circulation of NAMES—not CLAIMS. We
have always quoted to advertisers the actual circulation—a true count of our subscription list.
Thc circulation of The Ledger & Times in
Calloway County ALONE is in excess of 2,400.
That is 600 more than the circulation of any Calloway County newspaper before the Ledger & Times
-was-formed by a merger of The Murray Ledger
and The Times-Herald.

Come in today and we'll be glad to explain all the details of this
GREAT AND UNUSUAL THREE-DECKER OFFER

0

The7LedOer'
0
0

Tilt-es

The Old Home Newspaper That Has Served Calloway County Faithfully for
More Than 40 Years
JOE T. LOVETT, Editor
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THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY,_
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Phone 338, Please

Mrs. Joe T Lovett, Editor

KENTUCKY, THURSDAY:AFTERNOON,

Tulle

••• • .
Snook, "Yang and Yin" by Alice
Hobart will be discussed.

RMAL

. Mrs. Clifford Melugin will entertain the Friday bridge. club.
Saturday. March 27
•
The Alpha Department will have
an open meeting including as their
guests all members of the Murray
_ .
Woman's Club to hear Mrs. Mary
Ccrpy for this page should be submitted not later than Tuesday
Lanier Magruder.
_
aftersioon each "Week.
Pbsee—Art roost in the Training
School building.
11.--Criletnan. Miss
Mita,
Hosts. MIS. Losrry._ Mrs. Arthur
iSOC'IAL CALENDAR
L. SherWW1
Mrs.
Bailey,
B.
Farmer, Mrs. H.
borough.
John
Thursday. March 18
Mrs.
Luther Rebertson, and
Ryan.. Hour: 2:30 p. m.
The quarterly meeting of the
Mr. And Mrs. Rod MoCallen
Women's Missionary Union of the
Moored With Balitsebeid Shower
e
,
)60

E.T

Mr. and Mrs. Buel• . MeCiallon
with the women of the' First Bap- to the Thursday morning bridge
club.
were honored with a household
tist Church. and kitchen shower given at the
. Friday, March 111
home of Mr. and Mrs. Orville
The Home Department meets in
from
AL E. Circles—Postponed
Tiftretr
t e first of the week. ••
•The honoree received many loveNo. 1—With Mrs. Jack Beale Jr.
lY gifts.
Hour: 2:30 p. m.
Tasty refreshments were Served.
No. 2—In the home of Mrs. Joe
Those included were as follows:
Baker. Hour: 210 p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Festus Story and
Mattie Belle Hats—In the home
/amity, Randolph. J. R. and Sara
of Mrs. Roy Farmer. Hour: 7:30
Dell; Mr. and Mrs. -John Davidp. m.
and Mrs. Grover Cunning- 7
haan. Noble Hurt and son. Ted,
' Monday. March 22
A training course will be given Mrs. Dola Hurt, Mr. and Mrs. Lynn
at the M. E. Church starting this Parker. Mr: and Mrs. William
evening and continuing through Hurt, Jack Norsworthy.
Friday. . Miss EtSrettis Bourland. Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Cunningham and -sons,
Wednesday, March 24
and Zane. Kr. and Mrs_ Rollie
Ted
M. E. Circle No. 3 with Mrs.
McCallon and son, Ralph. Mr. and
Leslie Putnam.
Mrs. Joe Brewer - and. sons. John
and J. C.. Mrs. -Bon Canter, Anna
Thisrsday• March 2.5
Mrs. E. B. Houston will entertain Frances Hays. ,Mrs. Sam Jones
the"'e Club. Hour: 230 p. and children, Rubye. Freida NO.
and Huel.
in.
Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt McCallon,
IL---tmsd-- P. W.'s Club regular Mr. and Mrs. Chester Chambers,
occasion_
supper -meeting. Hosts. Mrs. Ethel
' D. Robinson, Talmadge Tull..
Parker.
Johnson, Jack
BoWskis. Mrs. C. A. Hale. Mrs. T. Buren
Mrs. Frank
Cole.
Norville
Parker.
smart hairdress is always P. Dom. Mrs. B 0 Jeffrey.
G. B. Scott is program chairman. Charles Lee Wilson. Mrs. Carlin
'desirable. but a timely ode Is
what you want to wear with
Riley. son and daughter. Ralph and
your new spring costumes!
,
Friday. March 24
Marcelle.
havewill
The Delta Department
•
Mr. and Mrs. Pogue and son.
the April program on this date.
CALL 392 FOR
Lester. Mr. and Mrs. Hays McCalChildren of the club members and
.PPOINTMENT
Ion. Mrs. George Marine, Mr. and
a few others will be guests. An
Mrs. Late Lithrom and daughter.
Easter party for the youngsters Is
Barbara Nell. Nadine Tutt. Hilda
being planned. Mrs. Zelna, CarMae JohnSon. Otis Woods. Clarence
ter. will open her home for the ocRiley. ,Odeue
Watkins, Eurah
casion. Hour: 230 p. m.
Woods, J. F. Hays, V L. Norsworthy.North Fifth Street
The.Book Group of the AAUW
.These sending gifts were. Mrs. E.
wilt meet with piss Suzanne
'L. Noraworthy. Mr. and Mrs. L. W.
Rilty. Hazel Parker. Annie Parker.
,Mr. and Mrs_ A. L. Bailey. James
McCallon. _Detroit, Mr. and Mrs.
Gaylon 'Myers, Mrs. H. 0. Riley,
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Smith. Detroit. Mrs. J. E. Waldrop, Mrs. L.
W. Boyd. Lowell Gingles. Mr, and
Mrs. Clay Brewer. Mr. and Mrs.
Theron Riley.
e t Mr. and Mrs: Aubrey Meadows.
-4Mr. arni- liffra. W. C. Minn. -IV, F.
McCallon, Red Ray. Mr. and Mrs.
R. C. McCuiston. Detroit, Mr. and
Mrs. A. J. Marshall, Mr. and Mrs.
J. R. Marshall, Bon Canter, Mr.
and Mrs. Orville Edwards. _Bryce.
Mydelle and Jo Nell Edwards.
.i ••••
•
White-Keegan Wedding

MARCH 1E, 1937.Mt
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-Side Square—

A Wave as Smart as
Your New Hat!

Be Sure to Come in to See Our New Store!

Will Be Open Friday!

Prints You -can't eseatie from them! On
dark or light grounds. Close or
'widely spaced ... Small or large
flowers.
If you. are looking for a gay new
and don't want just anther print, try one of the lovely
new embroideries. Bright nut colorful!

$495 to $1675

r 7,

Jiggers

Flattery in Blouses

. brings you the smartest
of all the smart styles for

s

$4.9 to $1635

.frOck..•.

Modern Beauty
Shop

4

$1095Ti)
l995

•

Suits
With an eye to the future ..
From Maine to Califorena. you
can't go wrong this year on a new two- or three-piece suit:
Be sure it's tail..ed, yet flat- • le.
You're
teringly
feminine.
most apt_ to find it at Mrs.
Scott's NEW REGAL.

at Connie's "thrilling-to-find" pri

WS really fun to select blouses from the exciting selectiOn at the New Regal Shop. Frilly cotton and Silk models, colorful starchy
linens. Blouses for every occasion.

Gloves

"

•

.--Gloves have the awlto ':make" your
costume. Pull - o n s,
roll-tops, the new
washable doeskin. Or.
l.--fabrIcs for gay you.)gsters. The newest
'colors.
—

$1 to $295

1

$1095
$2950
TO

_ ••',

and $4.95

Lingerie
Not: because it4 seen, but
just to give you the satisfaction of knowing you're fresh
and new all over. Perfect
Ma, smooth, and styled' for
action.. Prteed to jiell. Na_tionally.advertjsed lines.

Have you, seen the
newest copper tones':
.' Three-thread - ho.s.t
that look like twothread,.and two's that
look like nothing at
. all. Sheer perfection. Ringless.

Purses
of.Gs5 fit
.
Plefite
04„..sterinE--s.--•••••••eteses:e-our most wanted

item. Ws haven't7a
duplicate in our
stock. Red earth and
ittggage tan purses omens of new
and gloves sound the Easter Hats in ail
• e-Iness.mtedsprti*

Flower§
$

friodeLte

$1 to $

1

95

to $795

Jeweled flowers, and
bright corsages send
C-Olor to your hew
t4Hobr--.
C 81

. BEALTIFLT.LY STILES):
EXCEPTIONAL VALLES
• Sailors • Berets
Straws • Frits _ • Fabrics
Turbans • Brims • jOil the Face

SCOTT'S

Florence Jewell arid Ralph.Biausa of the college music department
el!! g \l` a joir.t !Ai clt nt
at ti. college auditorium on T.:••s-

C

•

REGAL SHOP
•

'
4
•'44411tz"

Abe

They blend with any costume.
Smart and new. We can't get
enough of them. An all-round
coat for any occasion.

•

- Mr. and Airs. Dave White of
Hazel. Ky., announce -the mar- 4.6
riage of their daughter Ruby to
Mr. George Keegan. son of Mr.
and Mrs. C. Keegan of Brooklyn.
New York.
The strive ring ceremony was
solemnized at Brooklyn. N. Y..
February 28, at 5 o'clock p. m.
The only attendants were the'
grooms parents. Mr. and. Mrs. C. .
Keegan and the groom's sister. .
Mrs. J. Gerald. and Mr. Gerald.
ii The bride is an attractive blonde
and was attired in white satin
with Silver accessories.
After the ceremony they returned to the home of .the groom's
parents where a 'delicious supper
was served' with only a few of
the iminediaie family "fetid friends
•
attending.
, The young couple are making_
at theborne
Not oral • but DOZENS...
present but are expected to arrive
of gorgeous Easter styles!
at Hazel soon.
Their . many inends extend their
"Pv,nsh • beelfe_ frerlf_l
sincere wishes of good luck arid.
new square toes ,.. swirlhappiness.
strap sondpis arid others
• • • •.1
.
......... •
in N VY TERRA COTTA
)Its. Franklin Maapin a&
X. BROWN...and
-•••
- Entertained
BLACK. Choose CONNIES .
arid tire.
Rowland
S.
Mrs: H.
for Easter!
-A. Gi Hughes -entertairie-d"WIttri-a
shower Saturday afternoon from
2 to 4 o7elock...eat.the home_ of Mrs.
Hughes. complimenting Mrs.Frank.
lin Maupin.
The hours were isleiseantry- spent in conversation' and the guests en- •
joyed delicious refreshments. •
Present were -Mrs. Pat Rowland.
Mrs. Cecil Valentine, Mrs. J. A.
j McCord. Mrs. Reuben Rowland.
Mrs. Will Starks. Mrs. Jimmie
i
..
rr"..1":".".er-1•14•2•7!..'4-4-?%44.1,St54.4S. Rowland.
Mrs. DarWin McClure. Was Lela
Frank Browp. Miss Berdie Maupin. Miss - Helen Maupin, Miss
Pearline Rowland. .
Sending lifts were Mrs. RUdy
Allbritten. Mrs. Annie Wear, Mrs.
C.' •-lse -Smelt.--Mas.....Caslos-P-ittauus.
Mi-s. L. W. Rowland, Mrs. Don
Parker, Mrs. Fred Burton, Mrs.
'Sell:len-Miller. Mrs. Clyde Roberta
HynCrFe-ds -uf othcr Smart Styles prized from
Mrs. Fred Bailey, _Mrs.-Ruble Leek$2.95 to $6.50
hart. Arm Pat Wicker, Miss Laurine Burton, Miss Liza Curd. Miss
Lucy Rule, Mrs: Artie Nix.
• l. • • •
-et
f retsflIAlrausa Recital .

dorlsraiiiiistokArttikii
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Pullen-Allen Wedding

.
r-

.1
Miss Mary Pullen, daughter of
the late J. Stanley Pullen, who is
now employed in Owensboro, and
Eugene Allen, of Ft. Knox, were
married in Owensboro Saturday
evening, March 6, by a Methodist
minister of that city. ,
They were attended by Miss
Farrell Hildebrand, Miss Mary
Bennett, Miss Maud Rarnett, Irvan
Allen, Eugene Thurmond, Carl
Burkion ancritTr. ands-Mrs. Ralph
The bride wore a lovely tan suit
with brown accessories.
A wedding breakfast was given
at Gage's Restaurant in Owensboro
Sunday morning tv Mr. and Mrs.
Rsipli -3ethirt-tor. -the- bridat perky'.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen will make
their home in Owensboro-

3

it E. Officers' Training Day Or
Zone III To Meet Tuesday
Officers' Training Day of Zone
III .,Paris District Woman's Missionary Society will be held at Murray M. E. Churth on Tuesday,
March 23, at 10 a. m.
The program follows:
Hyrim—"Jesus Calls Us."
Pleasant
Devotional — South
Grove Auxiliary.

What Do You Want in a ...

Loaf

Not -Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody regds it!

for high score and Miss Marilyn served.
Those present were Miss Hilda:
Mason the consolation prize.
The St. Patrick motif was car- Johnson, Miss. Gladys gat's
ried out in thehridge tallies and Beauton Paschall. Wilma Wilson;
on the luncheon plate. Favors
Freda Mae Lassi-'
were marshmallow hats with green Odelle Woods,
ter. Otis Woods, Elwood Newbands.
*
Collie, Charles Lee
Guests for tiridge were as fol- some, Leon
U. D. C. Studies Tennessee
Edwards, Jack ParBryce
Wilson,
lows:
ker, Ray Bowlin, Mr. and Mrs.
On Wednesday, the-local chapter
Rinse McFarland, Russell county,
RowMrs.'
Dick
Mrs.
need,
'rem
of U. D. C. met in the home of
Troy Wilson and' children, Mary.
J. R.
33 strong,-thtifty lambs trait
Mrs.
Bill
has
Mrs.
Swann,
lett.
Mrs.
and Hs,a,i, and Mrs. Opal JohnBeale with Mrs. M. D.
Williams, Miss Lanelle Siress, Miss son.
12 ewes.
Holton assisting host.
Mrs. P..W. Roberts presided over Corinne Thurman, Miss Dorothy
Overbey,
the ...014strieSashOlir_.and then the.inr Robertson, Miss Marfaret
Jane ivretugni.- —
MSC
teresting program 'on "Tennessee".
Miss Martha Nelle Wells, Mril:
The topics were:
"The Tennessee War of the Ed Frank Kirk, Miss Kathleen
Martha
Robertson,' Miss Mary
Roses", Mrs. Sam Holcomb.
Overbey. Miss Gracie Nelle Jones,
-Grace Moore—far Outer", Mrs.
Miss Madge Patterson.
Albert Lassiter.
Miss Edwina Hinton. Miss Sue
tui.eeturest-of -BobPuri:torn, Miss Jane "geay, Miss
Eunice Oury.
A pretty party plate was served. Robertson, Miss Isobelle Waldrop,
Nine members were present. Miss Marilyn Mason, Miss Helen
Johnston, -Miss MildredIStiaT-T7P-r-COOli was a visitor.
Mary Frances Johnson,
Miss
• • •••
Mrs. Roy Stewart entertained Miss Eleanore 'Gatlin, Mrs. Wallace
Peggy McGibbons,
the Wednesday bridge club at her Rogers, Miss
Mrs. Floyd Griffin of Mayfield.
home.
Guests for tea were Miss Anne.
Mrs. Gordon Johnston won -the
Howe Richmond, Mrs. Buell Jetton,
prize fos high score.
Mrs. Harry Stout, Mrs, Elmer ColMrs. 'E. S. Diuguid Jr. was a
guest for bridge 'and Mrs. Elliott lins, Miss Mary Lou Waggoner,
Miss Kathline Imes, Mrs. Joe
Wear a tea--guest.
A salad plate with the St. Pat- Johnston.
ricks' Day motif was served.
Birthday Dinner Party
• • It'•
For Mrs. Hubert Dunn
Fidells Class Meets
Mrs. Hubert Dunn was hostess
Mrs. 0, C. Wells was host at at a delightful dinner party on the
her home on West Olive to the occasion of her birthday Tuesday.
• 5 • •
Fidelis Class of the First Baptist Mrs. Dunn was surprised and
The SerVice Circle of the First Sunday School at 10 regular social pleased with a number of gifts
Not all of us can afford to get new things.to wear
Christian church held its regular Meeting Friday evening.
from head to foot. But, you can still be dressed up!
presented by the guess.
meeting with Mrs. Harry Broach,
Miss Lillian Hollowell, president
Covers were laid for Mrs. J. C.
Clean clothes will help you. Send your clothes to
West Olive street, Tuesday after- of the class, presided during the Calhoun, Mrs. Freed Cotham? Mrs.
BOONE'S Today.
noon, March 16.
business session after which a Carnie Hendon, Mrs. Vernon Hart,
The Service gift was presented pleasant social hour was enjoyed. Mrs. Ottis Valentine, 'Mn. Walter
and Boone, Mrs. Tom Turner, and Mrs.
to Mrs. l3ailey Pitt.
Refreshments of _punch
Following the business meeting, cookies uere served.
Ardell Knight. Mrs. Gracie Hena delightful refreshment course
Present were Mrs. Cody 'Jones, don sent a gift.
was served.
Mrs. Paul Gholson, Mrs. Thomas
The next meeting will be held Hughes, Mrs. Wilkins, Mrs. Ira Miss Hilda Johnson Honored
Monday, April 5. The meeting Fox, Mss. Bobby Lassiter, Mrs.
,
On Birthday
place hasn't been definitely decid- Jabe Outland, Mrs. A. W. Willard.
ed.
Mrs.- Rufus Saunders, Mrs. Joe
Miss -,Hilda Mae Johnson was
Those present were' Mrs. H. W. Johnston. Mrs. Henry Gatlin, Mrs. honored with a surprise birthday
Farris, Mrs. Rupert Parks, Mrs. J. Wade CrssvfEfd, Mrs. Nettye Oli- party at her home Saturday night,
K. Farmer, Mrs. Elwin Farmer, ver, Mrs. Henry Beaman, Mrs. March 13.
as
were
Delicious refreshments
Miss Grace Cole.
Hattie Bondurant, and Miss Lillian
_Miss Voline Pool, Miss. ClotIle Hollowell.
••• •
Miss Juitith Morgan, Mrs.
Bailey Pitt. Mrs. A. V. Havens, Bell Telephone Employees
Mrs. W. H. Whitnell, Mrs. ForeAre Guests At Dinner
man Graham,
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald_ putterworth gave a lovely dinner party
College Students Give
at their home on last Wednesday
Fashion Show
evening far employees of the
"Twas in a Little Spanish Town", Southern Bell Telephone Co.
a Spring Fashion Show ExtravA course dinner was served at
aganza itt five -scenes was given the long dining tabte which, held
at the college auditorium Tuesday a centerpiece of spring flowers.
evening. It was sponsored by. the A color scheme of yellow .and
HouSiehold Arts Club and was white was carried out.
written by Ruth Adams and Roseand mtlsic
Afterwards games
mary Miller.
were enjoyed.
A large crowd was present to
Covers were laid fOr Mr. and
see the Women's Spring costumes Mrs. 0. Brown, V*. and Mrs. Will
and men's outfits and the applause Barnett, Mr. .and • Mrs. Leonard
indicated enthusiasm and admira- Walker; Mrs. Orville Anderson,
tion.
. _Mrs. Cletus Ward, Mrs. Lonnie
Mrs. C. S. Lowry was the reader Green, Miss Winona Robinson,
and "-wittr clear enunciation _Ad Miss Helen Shipley.
clever remarks aided the show in
Miss Martha Anderson, Miss
going over big.
Nellie Short, Miss .Juanita Mcsinging dancing,. and novelty Dougal, Miss Jessie Crags), Mr. and
numbers were given by Miss Sue Mrs. Reginald Butterworth, Mrs.
Wade, Margaret Ann Koch, Jane Jim Strader.
... that means
ASTER comes early this year.
Jones, Jean Ryan, Naomi Lee
Mrs. Jim Strader assisted in the
you'll want to get your Siring clothes now
Whitnell and Jeanette Farmer. .
Cast- of characters:
Ruth
E.
so you'll be all set for that important dress-up
Late in the evening the hosts
Adams, Paul Fowler, Julian Hen- were „asked to leave the room and
day! Our preparations were made early, too,
derson, Melte Batts, Marie Holt, when they returned they were
and we can now show you one of the finest topMartha Nell Wells, Sue Gunter, delightfully surprised by a miscelcoat and suit selections in the country! Styles,
Margaret Overby, Mary Moore laneous _shower of attractive and
models and sizes for men and young men at
Windsor, Alton Thacker, Howard useful gifts. whatever price you decide to pay!
Boone, C. C. Hughes, John Quertermous, Bill 'Thompson, Betty Operetta To Be Given
Yancey, Mary Travis Willard,
At Murray High s
Clegg Austin, Charles Farmer; Vira
operetta sChaorrita'S
gil Gipson, Jane Farr, Elizabeth
The
Williams, Eloise Porter, Beth Sex- Hungarian gypsy romance, is being
ton, Bobby Webb, Rovine Parks, rehearsed by Murray High School
Geneva Outland, Charles Farmer, students under the direction of Mr.
Complete your 'Easter outfit
Ted Van Hoose, Fred Sorg.
Everett Grane and promises to be
with a new Tie ‘. . . while
• • • • •
a musical treat for local music
you're at it, buy several for
Music Department Meets
larers.
Spring wear. Superb fabrics
The date set for the performance
The Mute Department
evening, ,May 7.
1
is- 1'May
all hand tailored.
Woman's Club met Tuesday evenThe list of characters and a
ing at the home of Mrs. Vcrnon synopsis of the stogy-will be pubStubblefield Jr. with Mrs. A. F. lished lat. •
,
• • ••
Yancey and .Miss _Lillian Whiters._
,
assisting hosts.
Miss Winifred Keys And Miss
The attractive new • home was
Christine Johnston Entertain
most inviting and spring flowers
Miss Christine' Johnston and Miss
added a toloant note.
Mrs. Ginglet
Wattis presided Winitrd Keys were joint hosts for
over the pleasing mutical program a bridge-tea at the home of the
given by Mrs. Walter Boone, Miss latter on Friday afternoon.
seauti?ully arranged spring bouLnda Sire McGehee, and Phil
queIs 'lent brightness and gave an
Howard.
-r
The members then went to the added touch of cheer to the hoschapel of the Mason' Hospital by pitarde home.
Seven tables were placed for
invitation of Mrs. Calvin Smith
to see picture slide's in color of bridge and in the contest Miss
Jane Melugin received the isrize
the Canadian Rockies. '

Sharborough.
Challenge of the WomarSe Miss Murray Woman's Club Elects
Secretary, Mrs,
Corresponding
Officers For l937-138
sionary Society, Mrs. C. A. Bishop.
Geo. Hart.
Presidents and Vice-Presidents . The Murray Whman's Club held
Treasurer, Mrs. i'CISte• Farmer.
and Their Work, Mrs. E. B. Hous- the March general meeting ThursMrs. W. J. Caplinger asked to
ton.
day at She home of Mrs. Clete
as presiBible and Mission Study Clasps% Finmess! with lints-five present. be relieved of her duties
dent at the end of this club year.
Mrs. Hicks.
president,
Caplinger,
J.
Mrs. W.
Mrs. Caplinger and the other *fChildrens' Work, Mrs. Burnett presided. She thanked the memitters were praised for their splenWarterfleid.
bers who took such an active part did work.
Child Labor Amendment,s Mr. In the flood relief work. Mrs. J.
The Garden Department was
A. Dulaney gave het"' report and
Kerby Jennings.
host for the social hour..
Lunch—Served by Murray ladies. received donations for the "Cancer
Mrs.'?'. E. Crawford presided at
Devotional. Mrs. G. C. Asheraft Prevention" campaign,
_the
DOW1 and sleillAY rg
number-or
-brim
iS;
The preSident read a
Chflitlaw -SOCIarT(e/aTiOr
freshments were served from AIM
.
•
'Important letters both from -the
L. J. Hortin.
dining table, which was attractive
Stste and National presidents.
Baby Division, Hazel society.
with a lace cloth and a beautiful
Mary
Bishop's Crusade, Miss
Airssi.U. S. Lowry extended the centerpiece of spring ,flowers.
Reid.
invitation of the Alpha DepartSpiritual Life Groups, Miss Alice ment to the entire club memberMrs. Mary Lanier Magruder
Welers
tor 5aj,,rlay_aftezni-kna the
Remarks, Mrs. G. C. McLarin.
27th.
Consecration,. Miss Alice Waters.
Mrs. Mary Lanier Magruder, a
An open meeting whicn is a
•••••
social event of each spring will be weitern Kentucky writer, who has
Mrs. It. IL Mehl= .Ente
turta-cre T6f-heftell" hifilmany
planned -157--lbe -affeutive cornFriday Bridge Club
in the literary field, will be guest
Mittee.
Mrs. C. S. Lowry presented the speaker at the March meeting of
Mrs. It. R. Meloan was at home
'nominating committee's slate of of- the Alpha Department.
to the Friday bridge Club.
Members of the other four deAfter an enjoyable game of con- ficers for 1937-1938. It was unanitract, ,,she served a lovely plate mously elected. It was as follows: partments of the Women's Club
President, Mrs. Joe Lovett.
have been invited to hear her.
lunch. Mrs. E. 'S. -Diuguid
First Vice-President, Mrs. W. J.
Mrs. Magruder never lacks for
was awarded the preze for top
raPlInger.
words or phrased of the choicest to
score.
Second Vice-President, Mrs. W. tell us interesting bits of history.
Mrs. E. S. Beale and Miss Ludie
to paint local beauty, or to lead
Thornton of St. Louis were visit- H. Mason.
Recording Secretary, Mrs. C. L. us into the valleys of deep philors.
osophy. We enjoy daily her columns in the Sun-Democrat and
agree with the critics that she has
a style all of' her own. Easily
read and full of wit and wisdom.

The hosts served an elaborate
dalad plate.
Nineteen members were present.
Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield Sr., Miss
Mary Shipley, and Mrs. T. P.
Cook were +visitors. _

Dress Up...

IT'S
P„S RINGL

ro

Phone
234

Avoid the Easter Rush!
Our KNIT BLOCKING MACHINE restores the drape of knit garments

of

Bread?

Cleaners
Boone
CLEANING SERVICE

Low cost?

SUPERB

Firm, Even
Texture?
•
Lasting
Freshness?
•
Crisp, Brown
Crust?
You Get Them All, and More, in

AUNT BETTY BREAD
... and PULLMAN LOAF

PARKER BROS. BAKERY
The Complete, Modern, Sanitary Plant

THRIFTY
EASTER
And it is bargains like these
that make it thrifty
PRINTED

SILK SHANTUNG
BEAUTIFUL COLORS and PATTERNS._
Per yard

in

9

RAYON SHANTUNG
The'BEST BUY you can
imagine. Per yard ...

9c

SILK CREPES

8

DELIGHTFUL -PATTERNS. Per
yard

in

... Get Your
Easter is Early This Year.
New Clothes NOW!

$18-50 to $30

50c to $1.50

s

RAYON CREPES

Corsages
Bouquets
Plants

in STRIPES and FLORAL PATTERNS. Per
yard

•

1

Now &tics and lightweight woofs' in new

•

DRESS LINEN
in all the wanted colors. Good weight. Per
yard

Blooming
As

THIN MATERIALS

"r. Cut Flowers

Dimities, Dotted Swiss. A Complete
Variation for Spring!

at Competitive Prices
.,All
,

---All These and Many Others at

RYAN'S

Plants
Easter Lillies

A Complete Selection for Whatever Amount You
Wish to Spend at any Time.
PLACE YOUR ORDER EARLY!

MRS. A.0. WOODS,Florist
Phone 188_

North Fourth Street

A New Snap Brim
Easjes. the ,taislitional new hat
Inds. 'presents a brand new
et brimmed, lower crowned
style. It's here in several new
spring shades.

$2.95 $3.95 $4.95

The
Famous
MA,W000,,OWN,

.ithc CÔ1Ôr and patterns.-Re.
Crisp new....851r1
collars that will stay
inforced for extra long
smart • a r e _featured
here. Nen whites-patwear.
terns and stripes. Several new collar styles.
25C to

SOC

85c to

W. T. REDD & Co.

AVNAMOINMKOMW,

,AVAVAXIAVJWAVAWYAWYOWYMP
AIMM4444446[4
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,
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Homer Taylor. Mrs. Jennie W. they will be guests7of Mr.
- --and
Mrs. Morris Maddox and little week ibut we are
informed that Roxie Byers were' dinner guests
Douglas, Mrs. Charlie Lee Mohun- Mrs. Joe Meador for about a week.
of
daughter, Mary Catherine, visited. Mrs.• -Brown has
had
them), and Mr. and. Mrs. Comus Alexander
dro. Milburn Valentine. Puryear,
•
Mr. and Mrs. Barber Givens Mrs. Bertha Maddox
Wednesday
Mrs:Bob
Moore
Mrs. Roscoe and family Saturday.
Mrs.- R. M. Vance, Mrs D. N. of Providence. were the week
end night.
Hayes, Polly Ellis and Odell Orr
White. Mrs. Galon
TRADE ORDERS ISSUED
Hurt, Mrs. guests of Mr. and Mrs. It. R. Hicks.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hargis and
Miller Robertson. Luther Robert- are ill with measles.
Frank Gipson. Mrs. Leonard Gar- Mr. Givens was admitted to
AT HAZEL
family, who moved to Brown's
the son and Vester Orr of Murray
rett. of Detroit. Mrs. Wm. Maddox. Mason hospital for a minor opera,Mrs. Dennis Boyd visited her Grove New Years, stripped their
were in Ila,zel Monday on busiuncle, Bias Adams, last Thursday tobacco at Mr. and Mrs. Bud TidWe have made arrangements,, Murray. and Miss Bane!! of Pur- tion and medical care Sunday. ness.
who has been ill with measles and well's last week. with our Hazel correspondent, year.
Mrs. Givens returned to her home
T. M. Marshall and daughter,
Those sending gifts were. Mrs. the first part of the week.
heart trouble at the home of his
Mrs. H. L Neelysto issue Trade
N,ovis Alexander visited in MurMrs. Minnie. Wilkerson, spent the
Kertnie Taylor, Mrs Hubert MaOrders and give a copy of the
Mrs. Otho White was called to week in Paducah as guests of Mr. daughter. Mrs. Perry Armstrong. ray Saturday.
ris. Mrs. B. A. Roberts, Mrs, Ho- the
History. of Calloway county for
and Mr. Armstrong._
Mr. and Mrs. Claud Tidwell and
bedside of her sister. Mrs. Lon and Mrs. W. A. Nance.
bert Mine:- Mrs. Dallas Taylor. White the
subscribers in that vicinity who
Mrs. Parnell Arnett who is re- Mr. and Mrs. Linn Tidwell attendfir' of the week. She
Mrs.
E.
D.
Miller
and
Emily covering from mumps arid
Miss hrelvia Taylor. 'Mrs. H: Ad- has returned
wash to take advantage of The
measles, ed funeral services for Tom Jones
home and reports were in Paducah Thursday
to was able to visit Mrs.
ams, Mrs.- C. M. Mohuridra, Pur- Mrs. White
Ledger & runes- big trirle-barOby Jones that were held from Goshen Tuesmuch improved.
visit reknyes.
sebeeeipeee Mts.{ and 40. year, Mrs.--Settte---Clantewe- Mrs.
day.
-•
recently.
Mrs. R. It. Hicks visited her
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Shipley of
OiVercrilriridon, Mrs. Lou. White.
find- -it-convenient to cohie
A large crowd attended the sale
Ellis
Paschall,
B.
arid
T.
W.
brother.
Dr.
R.
M.
Mason, and the Green Plain
Mrs.-,Marvin Hale. Hazel.
to Murray.
ood. Guthrie and Shannon Ellis attend- at Mrs. Jack Creason's last SaturMTS. MiLSOrt in Murray Thursday. spent Saturday andneighborh
Mrs. Neely will be glad to be
day.
Sunday in ed a Woodmen
meeting in MayMorris
Maddox of Murray visit- Hazel with Mrs. Shipley's
Mrs. Myrta Wells. who hes made,
of service to you.. You can obparents, field last Thursday.
Bert Ruseell delivered some totain from her all that you get
her home in Hanel for the past ed his mceher, Mts. Bertha Mad- Mr. and •Mrs. T. M. Marshall.
Miss Gertha Armstrong of Hazel bacco at Murray this week.
at The Ledger & Times office in three years. left Saturday- for dox here Monday afternoon. .
Mrs. M. It. Wilson has returned was a week end visitor with
Mae Boyd and Mr. Finned
Misa
if LDU'eLY
Logan,-418.--Vas-esheee
Mflrohce - in- -Hazel aftiiThort Earnestine
toti" a good horse last week.
Radford
and
Doran
her
and
Bob
Turnbow
attended
her husband who has week et that
stay at the Mason hospital, Mur- cousin, Miss Louise Paschall.
Mrs. Odgie Greenfield and chila meeting of the Purchase Log
ray, where she underwent treatdren left Saturday for Detroit to
P. T. A. Meets
Rollers
WOW
at
Mayfield
Friday
Mrs. Ginnith Owens and son.
ment.
Join her husband who is employed
rneettnf or me P-1-.X7 was Jonn will, visited in -PiFir'SirurIsleiFy and Mason Wilson
Mere.
Miss
Mildred
Miller.
who
is were
-called- last Thursday afternoon, at
y,
business visitors in Murray
Comus Alexander sold over 100
-ton High school.,
3:30 at the high school auditorium.
Mrs. Dick Miner, Mrs. .0. B. teaching in Lin
Saturday night. March 13. severTuesday.
hens last week and has about 75
spent
week
the
;end
in Hazel with
In the absence of Mrs. J. R. Miller, Turnbow. Misses Louise Lamb,
al
neighbors
and
friends
gathered
Mr. and Mrs.- Carl Marshall' or
more to sell this Week.
--peosident, Mrs. W. - B. J.4105- pre- Julia... Frances. and Leurine Curd, her parents. Dr. and Mrs. E. W. moving from
the Mrs. Stone place at the home of Mrs. Omie Young
Miss Lavernla Robertson
--bided at the meeting.
7 land Miss EVII Perry were Jackson,
to
enjoy
the
evening
In general
to the Jake Mayer place in Hazel
The entire neighborhood wet
'Mrs. Dumas Clanton is confined
conversati
on and to listen to the
Delegates were elected to attend-FT-elms- -"e4ore -18A-,-Frlela.Y.
where the late J. 5. Mayer formbrought to sorrow Thesday when
to her home with a-tevbre_cald_.
Mr. and Mrs. Can Spencer
radio. Those present were Mr.
of
'
the district meeting at Cadiz this
erly, lived.the death of Miss Lavernia RobToy
Brandon's
family
in
west
and Mrs. Joe Young and daughter.
month. • After the discuation of near Wiswell were in Hazel Fri..
ertson who died at 3:30 o'clock
Hazel have the measles.
Joan, Mr. and Mrs. James Usury
someminor problems. a - commit- day.
Monday afternoon at the Western
Mrs. Joe Charlton, west of tevni,
The Rev. and Mrs. A. M. Hawley
arid son, Pat Irvin, Mr. and Mrs.
lee of three, composed of Mr&
State Hospital of Hopkinsville, was
is confined to her bed with illness.
Monroe Mitchell and children. Miss
Darwin White. Mrs. R. It Hicks visited friends and relatives in
announced.
The remains were
Mrs. Kate Rose and nice, Audry
Ruby Mae Young. Miss Gracie
and Mrs. Eunice Miller. was ap- Concord • Sunday.
brought to the home of Mr. and
Oliver. left, Monday morning for a
_Mrs. Ruby Radford received a Alexander, Miss
pointed to buy a gat for Mrs. - Mr. and Mrs. Cliot Jones Of McRachel Young,
Mrs. Charlie Carson's to await the
weeks' visit in New Orleans, message • last Saturday Morning Mr. and Mrs.
Homer Marshall for her valuagle Kenzie.. Tenn., were Hazel visitors two
Comus Alexander
funeral services which were held
La.. and will .be joined at Paris calling her to West Frant4fort, Ill.. and
attended
son. James Ray. Harold
Sunday
sereices rendered as mueiest.- di- ' Sunda,. - and
from the Hickory Grove- Church
by Miss Jennie Oliver and Mrs. on account of the illness of her Young,
Tremon Pace, Mrs. Ornie
rector in their last play.
--. School at the Baptist church.
of Christ. Burial was in the Miller
Elizabeth Green who will make brother-in-law, Itexte Humphreys. Young,
Mrs.
Floyd
Fudge
Robert
had
as
Young and Hardin
'her
After the meeting adjourned.
Graveyard.
the trip with therm They will visit who was in a hospital with pneu- Byers.
guests
recently.
Mrs. Ethridge Fry
:Mrs. Davis present a few of her
Miss Robertson.- will be greatly
monia.
Mrs. Radford left linmos-ie./x*1i./ who gave some emeee,.- elf Paris. and MTS. Robt. Maddox Miss Oliver's .parents.
Bert Russell. Comus Alexander,
missed by her relatives and many
J. T. Burton of New Providence mediately and expected to arrive Zelner Russell,
. Murra3e •
Nevis Alexander, friends.
did ince and instrumental seiseShe had lived in various
Mrs. Leonard Garrett visited her was a Hazel business visitor Mon- at her sister's late Saturday after- and Lurwin Swift were in Murray
parts of the county including Stella
noon.
t
rbesither. -Ewing Gipson. in White- day.
Wednesday.
and Kirksey, Wherever she went
T. M. Fisher. of Como, Tenn..
Martha Myers of near Hazel.
Mrs. BM* White - Honored
-t ville: Tenn.. over the week end.
Mrs. Zuia Cunningham is on the
she made many friends because of
was in Hazel Friday -vjsiting visited Ila Nell Nesbitt Last MonMrs. Ralph White was liOnoresI . Galan. Hurt
was in Kirksey
sick lit this week.
her sterling cearacter, her ready
friends.
with a household shower at the. Monday on business.
day night.
* Mrs. Ruth Venable and family
home- of Mr. and Mrs. Otho White
Turnbow and Mrs.
Congratulations to the ministers have as their guest this week lit- smile and warm welcome. She
14"es
]
. Mr. and Mrs. A. N. France of
had been in tailing health, for some
Friday afternoon. Only a few close Memphis. Tenn. were here laSt. W. H. Miller. Hazel, and Mr. and of Murray and others who will on tle Miss Joan Smith, daughter
ot time but she
bore her sufferings
friends and relatives were invited. `week - tb- visit • the former's son, Mrs. J. M. Coben, Puryear. dele- Tuesday meet to formulate plans Mr. and Mrs. Alex Smith
of Kut-, with a smile,
gates to Grand Chapter 0. E. S., to give the voters a chantse to tawa.
seldom did her lips
The honoree received a number E. I.... France. and family.
murmur
a complaint. She was
of useful gifts.
The Rev. and Mrs. J. IL Thur- motored to Nashville where they rid Murray, a College town, an opThe women around here think it
obedient and kind even when her
Bin. It B. Valentine assisted by man of Murray were in Hazel will attend the state meeting of portunity to stop public drinking. is time to start' raising
chickens, suffering
became so great and
Miss Mary Frances White. le
'The Bible says: "Ye are your most of them have one or
.rved last week, visiting relatives and that order.
more drew her mind
from present surMrs. John Moore and daughter.'brother's keeper," yet the Amer:. hens setting and
hot chocolate' and cake to the friends.
some are order- roundings'
to wandering.
guests.
Business Men's Research foun- ing chicks. Mrs. fleets Perryhas
.
• Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Dick left last Mrs. •Joe *Jones. Mrs. Homer Jones,
Miss - Robertson was it devoted
Those present' Included
Mrs. week for Memphis. Tenn.. where Mrs. Bettie James and,Miss Libbie dation estimates . that more than 700 chicks, Mrs. Cordie Whitlow
member of the -Hickory Grove
James were in Murray Thursday 38.000.000.000 has been -spent for has 100 and
Mrs. Eva Alexander
Church. She was a faithful memvisiting Mr. and Mrs. Less James. drink in United States during time has 100 ordered.
ber and and attended the services
Mr. end Mrs. Macon Erwin were since repeal, and the Daily Aigus
Mrs. Mary Alexander is having
until her health competed her to
in Paris Saturday.
Leader. Sioux Falls, S. D., gives a new poultry house built.
-Tax Commissioner Claude An- the U. S. liquor bill as $4,658.75 per
James and Arthur Robertson *are remain home./
-Sleep on Lavernia, you -were a
derson and Miss Jewell Hill were minute. Just think Ad _Abe shoes at work -In
Paducah.
_
dear friend
dinner guests of Me. and ItIrs. and food one day's liquor* bill for
James Blakely and Claud TidBut to Jesus, you, we did have
Charlie Denham Saturday night. U. S. would buy.
well have the measles. Several
to lend.
Mrs. 13.• N. White, Mrs. Charlie
Last week we mentioned, sev- othere have been exposed to
them To the world you've
Denham and Mrs. Jack Kelly were. eral families where members were and are expecting
been true, for
to take thern.
Jesus you've lived right
in Murray Monday.
•
ill with Measles and we are now
Miss Virginia Steward and HarTo both friends
Miss Lula Plaschall is confined ready to report others: Homer old Steward are
and relatives
planning a trip to
you've been a bright and shining
to her bed at the home of W. D. Charlton. near South
Howard, Fort Wayhe. Ind.. where they will
light.
Kelly.
and several of Mx. and Mrs. Gro- visit their father. Harry Steward,
Rest on dear Lavernia, and paEarl Gill. iProvidence, visited In ver Charlton's Children who live who it employed
there.
tiently wait for me
the home of Mr. and Mrs. It. R. jUet across the State line near
Visitors in the home of Mr. and
Hicks Sunday.
Crossland, -and . _Mysf_.,--_Clisirllon Is Mrs. Linn Tidwell Sunday were For I'll see you some day in the
Dr. Rob Mason visited his moth- ill vAth a cold. One of the latter.' Mr. and Mrs.
Edgar Tidwell and
er here Friday evening.
little .twin boys who a few weeks son, Billie Nelson, Mr. and
#
Mrs.
Mrs R. B. Chrisman of Henry ago was severely burned on his Harmon Tidwell
and children. Betand Mr. and Mrs. R: B. Chrisman leg, also has measles and the burns tie Sue and
Shirley, Mr. and Mrs.
Jr.. of Memphis, visited
their are not yet healed which makes Udell Watson and son, Jerry
mother and grandmother. Saturhard on the little fellow. Hes- Dwain.
day.
ter Hugh Brown had measles last
Mr. and Mrs: Clendon Byers an-d
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-Bright City-which I long to see.

MURRAY HIGH
SCHOOL
By Clara Waldrop

should be governmentally
owned and operated. Both negative teams won.
On Friday afternoon the Regional basketball tournament opened
in -the high school gym at 3 p.
m.- The referee was Bowser Chest
and ..be was very efficient. The
whiner of the tournament was
Pilot Oak from the second district. Graves county. Kirkeey, of
Calloway county, was runner-up.
Chest presented the trophies to
Pilot Oak. Kirkse_y, and Reath.
The games were all fast and good.'
Pilot Oak will go to Lexington to
enter the state meet this week.

On Thursday night, March 11,
try-outs for tne persons who went
out for public speaking, were held
at 6:15. The winners, were: poetry
reading, Eleanore Gatlin; declamation, Rebecca Robertson; public
discussion, - Clara Waldrop:- oration.
Paul Lemons. These students will
represent Murray High in the interscholastic contests at the college.
Will Flora and M. H. Kendal.
On Friday afternoon the MurFleming county, had immediate
ray High debate teams, both ne aMent-tir theeriifter they
ick—
man teams. The subject for de- were
vaccinated
following
an
bate was: Resolved that public acidosis outbreak.

-GroveNews-

S. Pleasant Grove
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To cniake NEW FRIENDS
AND Keep THE OLD

st

•

TI
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• Your telephone is a means of quick personal contact with those friends and relatives whom you do not
visit as often as you would like, especialry those who
live in other cities.
More and more people who are separated by distances are using "long distance" telephone service to
keep friendships alive and to maintain family ties.
The relief from anxiety and the pleasure of hearing a
-friendly, cheerful voice, give satisfaction and value
which are almost priceless.
Yet the cost oVa telephone conversation between
friends or relatives who are miles apart is surprisingly low. You can get an idea of the low cost of "long
distance" front the lists of cities and rates which you
'will find in the front of your telephone directory.
If the town you wish to call is not listed in the
front of your telePhone directory,'just ask your "long
distance" operator. She will gladly quote rates to any
point

SOUTHERN BELL
Telephone and Ttlegr

aph Cornpami.

g

The Most Complete Line of Linoleum and
Congoleum Goods in the Country!
Gold Seal Rugs (93E12)
Crescent Rugs (9x12)

$5.00 to $6.50
$4.00 to $450

A Permanent Memorial
/Of Lasting Beauty

Mats and Throw Rugs,
priced 10c each and up
.

the distinctiveIlesire of each and everyone of us. 'How much
- hefter do we feel when we have erected a suitable and enduring mondinent of stone at the last resting place'of a loved one—a sense
of duty
well done. And all of us have a feetinthtduty neglected as
long
- as
a departed loved one's grave reffiains designated only by a
mound of
earth.

KITCHEN CABINETS
Highest quality, as tow as
$16.®

_c
a

...

-e

.A Monument for Your Loved One
should be a stone of lasting quality, one of beauty that will have
remain bright, and inspiring
throughout the years. One that ihCapable of expressing the
fine sentiment, love and respect that you have for Chem

e those qualities that will enable it to

Oa,

1 and Wood
STOVES
and RANGES
at very low prices
•

I.

BETTY WASHINGTON
RANGE

., Riegle ,and _tio-tible breasted,. plenty of sport models in
plain and patterned eabardinesI

$30.00

Nrev.Use only the %Teri best grades -of Georgia Marble and Granite, executed by experience ind conscientious workmen using
the most,
modern tools. -

Breakfast Sets

Our Prices Are Always Reasonable

We have a huge collection,
too, of Worste'ds, Tweeds, and
Plains in a wick Variety of
strelf:-COTors and tifine--' in, try one on.

$14•57

•,

We realize that when you go to perforni this solemn duty
you
want your wishes completely obeyed—for it is not an every-da
y or
'ordinary obligation. We guarantee that your highest expectat
ions
will be fulfilled.

HE ness sprine gabardines are in. You can see them in
our eindoes today. But eby stop with that? Come
in
and try them or. You'll acre, that they're the best-lookin
g,
helet-allr7:-.1.:-1.1'altetettsee the fenest you've :ever seen.

T

..- "e•-^

Every Order an Individual One

to

_

$22.50

J. E. Littleton & Co.
HAZEL, KENTUCKY

High Closet

.
We Have EVerything
for the Kitchen at
'Finished-artdeXnfinished
Unusually Low Prices
.116:00'ti---A:COmp1ete Line of Groceries at
:
p77.
Good Prices
Because of the low cost of operating we can make exceptionally
low prices!

H. I. Neely & Son

MURRAY, MARBLE WORKS
—TELEPHONE 121—

GOLDIE ORR, Maneiger

A suitable grave marker
may be purchased for
as little as . ..

East Depot St.

Hazel,
Ky.

Murray, Ky.

royels',

$10

ess. Oee.
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